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ABsTRAV 
1 

Power electronics is the key technology for connecting flexible ac transmission 

system devices and renewable power generation to the ac grid. Among the ac to ac 

converters, the matrix converter represents a promising alternative power electronics 
technology to back to back converters. It does not incorporate any storage elements 

which minimises the size and weight of the converter. In addition, with the 
introduction of the reverse blocking insulated gate bipolar transistor, its efficiency 

can surpass that of back to back converters. 
A new approach in controlling the matrix converter output current is introduced. The 

approach depends mainly on logic circuitry and facilitates power system applications 

using the matrix converter. Furthermore, it can provide sinusoidal output current 

under asymmetry voltage conditions. The output current quality is at the expense of 

the input current in this case. Both sinusoidal input and output currents cannot be 

achieved under asymmetry voltage conditions due to the lack of any storage 

elements. 

Matrix converter suitability to power system applications such as flexible ac 

transmission and embedded generation, is investigated particularly under 

asymmetrical ac supply conditions. The effect of the absence of an intermediate 

storage element, on the output power and current quality is considered. 

The utilization of the proposed control technique in a unified power flow controller, 

which is the most versatile flexible ac transmission system device, is investigated. 

The restriction on unified power flow controller operation due to the absence of any 
intermediate storage element in the matrix converter is also studied. 
Special attention is given to asymmetry ac voltage condition effects and how to 

mitigate this problem for embedded generation. Extraction of the positive and 

negative sequence components is essential in obtaining non-oscillatory output power, 

and a dual current controller is used to this end. 

Keywords: FACTs, UPFC, matrix converter, embedded generation, asymmetrical 

supply 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

There is no doubt that electricity plays a vital role in our modern life. It runs the 

economy and supports the high quality of life of the community. Imagine how 

unfamiliar your world is when the electrical supply goes out: industrial work is 

disrupted, water systems shut down, food ruins, transportation is interrupted, 

communications stop, and people are inconvenienced and even frightened. In other 

words contemporary life as we know comes to an unpredicted halt. 

On thel4th of August 2003 the biggest blackout in history occurred on the east coast of 

the USA. Millions of people were without electricity for an extended period of time 

[1.1]. This blackout was followed by others in the UK, Sweden, and other countries. 
These blackouts brought the challenges facing the electric power grid supply to the 

forefront. 

1.1 Challenges facing the electrical grid 
There are many challenges facing the existing electrical power system to ensure the 

continuity and quality of electricity without interruption. In the following sections some 

of these challenges are presented. 

1.1.1 Transmission line capacity 

One of the main reasons for the blackout that occurred in the USA was overloading of 

the transmission lines [1.2]. Transmission lines as normally operate at far lesser than 

their ratings to ensure reliability. This margin guarantees that the electric system can 

recover from line tripping or generator outage. 
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But in recent years, growing demand on electric power has approached transmission 

systems limits, where outage of certain transmission lines could result in the fast 

interruption of electricity. Additional transmission capacity where it is needed could be 

the best solution. Unfortunately, electricity grid upgrades and particularly the 

construction of new transmission lines cannot match the increase in power plant 

capacity and energy demand. Finding suitable right-of-ways is particularly difficult in 

industrialized countries [1.3]-[1.5]. 

An alternative to constructing new transmission lines is to enhance the use of the 

existing lines. This could be achieved by implementing Flexible AC Transmission 

System (FACTS) controllers [1.3]-[1.14]. FACTS devices are used for the dynamic 

control of voltage, impedance, and phase angle of high voltage AC lines. FACTS 

devices provide planned benefits for enhanced transmission systems through: 

" better utilization of existing transmission assets; 

" increased transmission system reliability; 

" increased dynamic and transient grid stability; and 

" increased supply quality for sensitive industries (e. g. computer chip 

manufacturing). 
What is most attractive about FACTS technology is that it creates opportunities for 

controlling transmitted power and for improving the practical capacity of existing lines. 

Controlled current flow through a transmission line increases the capacity of existing 
lines. These FACTS devices are able to act almost instantaneously to power system 

changes. Among devices, the unified power flow controller (UPFC) is the most versatile 
device [1.15]-[1.21]. 

Another alternative to conventional transmission capacity additions is the reformation 

of the original grid structure. The existing infrastructure consists of three main 
functions. First the power has to be generated; involving coal, natural gas, hydroelectric 

or nuclear power plants. Once generated at the power plant, it has to be transmitted to 

the area where it is to be consumed; this is the transmission function of power delivery. 

Finally the power has to be delivered to the different customers in the distribution 

system. This three-step procedure is summarized in fig. 1.1. 
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There is a need to modify the grid structure so that it can perform reliably, even under 

the higher loads that will unavoidably arise in the future. One proposed addition is to 

incorporate elements of embedded generation into the system. An embedded generation 

system [1.22]-[]--')0] merges electricity from large and small generation units. Unlike 

central station power plants, which typically are located far from load centres, 

embedded generation can produce electricity at or near the place where it is consumed. 

Embedded generation technologies can run on fossil fuels, renewable energy resources 

or waste heat. They can meet all or part of a customer's power needs. They can be 

placed at a customer's site or elsewhere. Fig. 1.2 represents a schematic of embedded 

generation. 

With such a structure, the rate of increase of transmission line loading will be much 

lower; hence the investment demand on the transmission system will decrease. 
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1.1.2 Electrical power influence on climate change 

Another challenge facing the electrical power system is its influence on climate change. 

There is no doubt that human activities over the last two decades have influenced the 

global climate in a dangerous way. During the last two decades, measurements show a 

significant increase in the emissions of the greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide 

(CO-, ), methane (CH-1), and nitrous oxide (N20), by extensive amounts hence the planet 

is becoming warmer than it would be otherwise [1.31]. 

If emissions carry on at the same rate of increase, they will influence rainfall patterns 

which result in more frequent intense weather conditions world-wide. Higher 

temperatures will melt the polar ice caps which will cause sea levels to rise. Large areas 

of the world, including many developing countries, are only a few metres above normal 

sea level and will suffer from sea level rises as a consequence of climate change. 

Carbon dioxide, which is responsible for over 60 per cent of the "enhanced greenhouse 

effect are primarily by-products in transport. industry, and the combustion of fossil 

fuels in electricity generation 11.32] - see Fig. 1.3. 
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The principal source of CO: is the burning of fossil fuels: coal, natural gas, and oil. 

Unfortunately, these sources represent most of the resources associated with electricity 

generation as shown in fig. 14 

Most renewable energy sources do not produce any CO,; hence the UK Government's 

stated intention to increase their use substantially, particularly in electricity generation 

11 331-11 351. 
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In fact mo%ing towards renewable energy is not only dnven by climate change or the 

Koy-oto agreement, if we want to maintain (Jul ci%ilved way of life there is no other 

option than substitution of oil and natural gas with other source Oil and gas were 
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created during the Earth's long geological history, which means that they are limited 

resources, subject to depletion. Most research indicates that the peak of oil and gas 

production could be within the 2020s [1.36]. After that the production will decrease 

slowly but surely. Our economy is entirely oil-dependant and does not cater for oil 

reserve depletion before it commences to collapse. A small difference between demand 

and supply of 15-20 percent is sufficient to shatter an oil-dependent economy and 

reduce its population to poverty. The effects of even a small reduction in production can 
be harmful. For instance, during the 1973 and 1978 oil crises, shortfalls in production as 
low as 5% caused the price of oil to climb to nearly four times its normal price. 
Fortunately, the crises were only temporary. Future oil shortages will not be so 
transitory. They represent the beginning of a new, permanent condition [1.37]. 

Unfortunately, renewable resources are weather dependant which makes it difficult for 

the electric power grid to rely on them. Nuclear energy does not depend on weather 

conditions or the time of day in order to produce an output. Also its use does not 
involve emissions of greenhouse gases. This can make nuclear power a good source for 

the base load and the remainder can be supplied from renewable resources. 
For these reasons, the UK Government has set targets to increase the percentage of 

renewable electricity generation in the total supply [1.34]. Fig. 1.5 shows the expected 

timetable for the different renewable sources to be economically viable. From this 

figure it is noticed that the most vital renewable resource is wind energy. The main 

reason for this is that the UK has over one third of Europe's entire potential for offshore 

wind energy [1.34]. 

It can be concluded that to prevent future electrical power interruption, hence to 

maintain our modem life, we are required to: 

" Enhance the use of existing transmission systems using FACTS devices, 

especially the UPFC which is the most versatile FACTS device. 

" Modify the structure of the existing electrical grid using embedded generation. 

" Replace the oil and natural gas used in electrical power generation with other 

renewable resources; especially wind energy in the UK. 
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Fig. 1.5 Estimated time table for the installation of renewable energy resources [1.34] 

Fig. 1.6 shows a typical UPFC system where series voltage and shunt current are 

injected into the transmission line. The idea is based on back to back voltage source 

converters (VSC) where the line voltage is first rectified through VSC1 and then a 

voltage is injected into the line through VSC2. A variable speed wind turbine system, 

with full-scale power converters, where the wind turbine is connected through a gear- 

box to generator G, is shown in fig. 1.7. Usually, the output of the generator is rectified 

and the resulting power is transferred through a DC link to a voltage source converter. 
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Typically, filter inductors (L-filters) are used to minimize the current harmonics injected 

into the grid. Both the UPFC back-to-back converters and the rectifier and the VSC 

used for power generation from the wind turbine, could be replaced by a matrix 

converter as shown in figs 1.8 [1. >8j-[1.39] and 1.9 respectively. 
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Fig. 1.9 Schematic diagram of a wind turbine system with a matrix converter 

1.2 The Matrix Converter 

The matrix converter (MC) has been recognized as an alternative to standard VSI 

converters. The MC is a direct power converter without any internal energy storage 

stage [1.40]. The MC is a forced commutated converter, which uses an array of 

controlled bi-directional switches in order to create a variable output voltage system 

with unrestricted frequency [ 1.41 ]. The switches used in a matrix converter must be able 

to block voltages of either polarity and to conduct current in either direction. This can 

be achieved either by a combination of the existing unidirectional switches and diodes 

as shown in fig. 1.10 or the introduction of new devices which are able to withstand 

bidirectional voltages. 

I-1, -I 
ii 
iý ii ýi 

ii S ýý 

iý ýý ýi 
`-----ý ý-----' 

Fig. 1.10 Schematic diagram of a 3-phase to 3-phase matrix converter 
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The matrix converter has many advantages over back-to-back converters in ac-ac power 

conversion [1.42]. It does not need any intermediate storage elements as used in 

conventional back-to-back converters, which results in a simple and compact circuit. 
The generation of output voltage with arbitrary amplitude and unrestricted frequency 

can be easily produced. Full control of the input power factor for any load can be 

maintained. Sinusoidal input and output current can be readily achieved under 

symmetrical supply conditions. 
The reverse blocking IGBT (RB-IGBT) introduced in [1.43] could make a significant 
impact to the development of the matrix converter since it decreases one semiconductor 
device per load phase path. If the RB-IGBT device becomes available for mass 

production, it will minimize the device count and the conduction losses. 

On the other hand, the matrix converter has disadvantages [1.40]-[1-42]. Its major 
drawback is that the maximum voltage transfer ratio between the output and input 

voltages is limited to 86%. This is a problem if there is need to use a standard machine 

from a standard transformerless supply. Another drawback is the use of 18 switches in 

the conventional matrix converter rather than 12 with back to back converters. One 

more problem is the commutation of the bi-directional switches. It is difficult to achieve 

simultaneous commutation without generating overcurrent and voltage spikes that could 

destroy the semiconductor devices. This problem is partially solved by using multistep 

commutation strategies that allow safe commutation [1.44]-[1.47]. 

1.3 Scope of the thesis 
The aim of this thesis is to describe a novel matrix converter operational approach based 

on feedback control which not only fulfills the specifications of the UPFC but also 

surpasses it on several points like the ability to connect linked power systems with 
different frequencies, which is central to embedded generation. 

In the next chapter the basic FACTS concept, embedded generation fundamentals, and 

matrix converter concepts, are presented. 
In chapter 3 the novel matrix converter control approach based on feedback control is 
described. The performance of this technique is evaluated in chapter 4. 
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How this approach could be used to fulfill the needs of embedded generation and UPFC 

specifications, are presented in chapters five and six respectively, which include 

simulation results. 
The experimental test rig and the practical results are presented in chapter seven. 
The main conclusions and future work drawn from this thesis are summarized in the 
final chapter, chapter eight. 
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CHAPTER Two 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter presents a literature survey of the matrix converter including its 

fundamentals, the most popular modulation methods, commutation techniques, 

bidirectional switches, and the effect of input voltages disturbance. Then the basic 

relationships for power transmission are reviewed. FACTS devices used to control 

transmitted power are introduced. Special attention is given to the most powerful 

FACTS device, the unified power flow controller (UPFC). Finally, a brief survey on 

embedded generation is given, its benefits, problems, and impact on both transmission 

and distribution networks. 

2.1 The Matrix Converter 

The matrix converter (MC), shown in fig. 2.1, has been recognized as an alternative to 

the standard voltage source inverter (VSI). The MC is a direct type of power converter 

without any internal energy storage. It is a forced commutated converter, which uses a 

matrix of controlled bi-directional switches, in order to create a variable output voltage 

system with unrestricted frequency. The initial research contributing to matrix converter 

development used thyristors [2.1]. With this technology, performance was poor. 

Genuine development of the matrix converter occurred with the "Venturini modulation 

method" in 1980 [2.2]-[2.4], but the main limitation of the algorithm was its 

dependence on load power factor. Another control technique based on the "fictitious dc 

link" scheme was proposed by Rodriguez in 1983 [2.5]. With this method, switching is 

arranged so that each output line is switched between the most positive and most 

negative input lines using a pulse width modulation (PWM) technique, as 

conventionally used in standard VSIs. 

This concept is also known as the "indirect transfer function" approach. In 1989, Huber 
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et al. published the first of a series of papers [2.6]-[2.10] in which the principles of 

space-vector modulation (SPVM) were applied to the matrix converter modulation 

problem. 
The aim of this section is to present a review of matrix converter fundamentals, 

including: 

" matrix converter fundamentals; 

" modulation methods; 

" commutation techniques; 

" devices for bidirectional switches; 

" input voltages disturbance; and 

" protection and clamping circuitry. 

n 

SAa SBa Sca 
SAb SBb SCb 

SAc SBc SCc 

Fig. 2.1 Schematic diagram of the conventional matrix converter 
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2.1.1 Matrix Converter Fundamentals 

Normally the matrix converter is fed by a voltage source, and for that reason the input 

terminals should not be short-circuited. On the other hand, the output side has an 
inductive nature so an output phase must never be open circuit. These two constraints 

can be expressed by 

where i= {A, B, C) 

j= {a, b, c} 

SIV+SBA+ScJ =1 

1I switch S, closed Sd _ 0 switch S. open 

2.1 

With these restrictions, the 3x3 matrix converter has 27 possible switch states. These 

states are summarised in table 2.1. 

The source and load voltages can be expressed as vectors defined by 

VAr(tl 
IJ 

V. 
(tll 

Vi = VB \t/(l VO = Vb(t) 

VC It/ Vc 
(t) 

The relationship between the output and input voltages can be expressed as 
Valtl 

Vb 
(t) 

_ 

Vc 
(t) 

SAa 

SAb 

. 
S'Ac 

SBa SCa 
SBb SCb 

SB, Sc, 

va=T. v, 

VA ltl 

VB lt/ 

vc W 

In the same form, the relationship between input and output currents is expressed by 

it=TT. io 

where 

li - 

lA 

IB l(tll 
(lt1l 

l 

la 

(ltl 
lo - 1b 

rltll 
1C \t/ 

J 

clt/ 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 
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ON Output Voltages Input currents Voltage vector Current vector 

switches Vab Vbc Vca IA IB IC T Magn. Phase Magn. Phase 

SAmSBb. SCc VAB VBC VcA la Ab IC Vit Wt I. Mot 

SAmSCb, SBc 
-VCA -VBC -VAB 

Aa Ic Ab Vit -w, t+41r/3 ja -wt 
SBmSAb, SCc 

-VAB -VCA - VBC Ab Aa IC Vi! -w, t I. -wat+2rr/3 

SBmSCb. SAc VBC VCA VAB IC la lb Vil w, t+41r/3 la wat+2z/3 
SCmSAbSBc VcA VAB VBC Ab Ic Aa Vu w, t+2rr/3 Ia wat+4n/3 
SCmSBb, SAc -VBC -VAB -VCA Ic Ab Aa Vir 

-w, t+2; r/3 
lo 

_wat+4nr13 

SAmSBb. SBc VAB 0 
-VAB la -la 

0 kVAB 1r/6 kla -1r/6 

SBmSAb, SAc -VAB 0 VAB -Ia Ia 0 kVAB -Sm16 kIa Sz/6 

SBmSCb. Scc VBC 0 -VBC 0 la -la kVBC rr/6 kla A12 
ScmSBo-SBc -VBC 0 VBC 0 -la 

la kVBC -5rr/6 kla -1r2 
ScmSAb"SAc VcA 0 -VcA -la 0 la kVcA rr/6 kla -5rr16 
SAmScb. Sco -VcA 0 VcA la 0 -la kVcA 

-5z/6 
U. 1r/6 

SBmSAb, SBc 
-VAB VAB 0 lb -Ib 0 kVAB 5 rr16 klb -A16 

SBmSBb, SAc VAB -VAB 0 -Ib Ab 0 kVAB -z16 kIb 5tr16 

SCýrSBn. Scc -VBC VBC 0 0 Ab -It, kVBC 5rr/6 kIb 1r12 

SBmScb. SBc VBC -VBC 0 0 -Ib It, kVBc -rr/6 kIb -rr/2 
SAmSCb. SAc -VCA VcA 0 -It, 0 lb kVcA 51r16 klb -5lr/6 
SCmSAbSCc VCA 

-VCA 
0 Ab 0 

-16 kVcA 
_1r16 

k16 rr16 

SBmSBe. SAc 0 -VAB VAB IC -IC 0 kVAB -n12 klc -1r16 
SAmSAb. SBc 0 VAB -VAB -IC 

IC 0 kVAB 7r12 kIc 51r/6 

ScmScb. SBc 0 -VBC VBC 0 IC -Ic kVBc -; r/2 kIc rd2 
SBmSBb. Scc 0 VBC -VBC 0 -IC Ic kVBc 7d2 klc -1r2 

SAmSAb. Scc 0 -VcA VcA -Ic 0 IC kVcA -rr/2 klc 
-57r/6 

ScmScb. SAc 0 VcA -VCA IC 0 -Ic kVcA rr/2 klc A/6 

SAmSAb. SAc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SBmSBb, SBc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SCmSCb. SCc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 2.1 Possible switch states of the matrix converter 
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The duty cycle m, (t) of the switch Sy is defined by 

r,; 
T 

OSm, i <<-1 
s 

The low frequency transfer matrix M(qt) is defined by 

M(w, �t) = 
mAa 

(wmt 
/ m. 

(wmt) 

mca 
(wmt)] 

mAb \Comt/ mBb \Wmt/ mCb \Wmt/ 

mArrc \Omt/ mBc(O)mt/ mccrr \O'mt/ 

2.5 

2.6 

The low frequency (fundamental) component of the output phase voltages is given by 

vo (t)= M(tv, 
�t). v, (t) 2.7 

and the low frequency component of the input current is 

i, (t) = (M (C vmt)) T. io (t) 2.8 

Given a set of sinusoidal input voltages and assuming a set of output currents as 

follows: 

Cosco, t 

v; (t)=Y,. Cos , t+2% 

cos W, t+4Y3 

Then 

lp(t) 

-o 
cos(c00t+0. 

) 

Cos coot 
+00 +2 

cos wot+0o +4ý13 

Cos Coot 

vo(t)=qV, cos wot+2/ 

cos coot+4 

cos 0 ° I° 
cos 0, 

cos(w, t + o, ) 

Cos CO, t+0 
, 

+2 Y3 

cos to, t+ý, +4Y3 

2.9 

2.10 

2.11 

2.12 

where q is the voltage transfer ratio. 
The modulation problem is how to drive the modulation matrix M(c), t) to produce a 

sinusoidal output voltage and a sinusoidal input current. 
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2.1.2 Modulation Algorithm 

There are many control algorithms to solve the modulation problem. Generally they can 
be divided into two types of control. One is termed the direct modulation method and 
the other is the indirect modulation method. 

i. Direct modulation algorithms 

Two main solutions to this problem were derived by Venturini [2.2]-[2.4]: 

m, m2 m3 
M, (t) = m3 m, m2 with w, � _ (wo - w, ) 2.13 

m2 m3 m, 

m, ms m2 
M2W= m2 m, mj with COm =-(wo -[o; 

) 

ms m2 m, 

m, _-(1+2gcos(&mt-0, )), where 0; =0,2 , for i=1,2,3 respectively 3 

2.14 

The solution in 2.13 corresponds to when the output displacement angle 0. is equal to 

the input displacement angle 0, and the other solution, equation 2.14, is related 

to Oo =-q, . Combining the two solutions yields a general form in which the input 

displacement angle can be controlled using different weights aland a2 for M, and M2 

M(t)= a, M, (t)+a2M2(t) 2.15 

For unity input displacement factor, the matrix elements expression can be reduced to 

the form 

1 2vKV; 
mKi _ 1+ 

2 3 vim 

where K= A, B, C, j=a, b, c and v;,, is the maximum input voltage. 

2.16 

Using these solutions, the maximum voltage transfer ratio that can be achieved is 50%. 

This is demonstrated in fig. 2.2. 
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IJ 

lower band 

JBB fBB 

0 (deg. ) 
see dwB 700 

Fig. 2.2 Sinusoidal output phase voltage within the inner bounds of the input voltage 

envelope 

This ratio can be improved to 86.6% if third harmonic components are injected into the 

output voltage. In this case the target output voltages will be 

vo(t)=gv, 

Z. -V J 

2.18 

Injecting third harmonic components has no effect on the output line to line voltage, but 

allows the output phase voltage to fit within the input voltage envelope as shown in 

fig. 2.3. In addition, this 86% transfer ratio can only be achieved at unity displacement 

factor. Varying this factor will reduce the voltage transfer ratio. 

ý 
ý 

0 (deg. ) 

Fig. 2.3 Output phase voltage after injecting third harmonic components, within the outer 

envelope of the input voltage envelope 

cos(wot + 4y) 
-1 cos(3wot) + cos(3w, t) 

cos(wot) -6 cos(3wot) + cos(3w, t) 

cos(3w, t) cos(wot + 2% )-6 cos(3wot) + 
2, \f3 
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In this case, the solution of the modulation problem, including displacement angle 

control, can be expressed in the form of equation 2.19 [2.4] 

I 
+ iýr ti, =31 

where 0= 

+q 

1+B y cos 

/ ... ý A 

(c0� 
- (0, 

)1- 2 (_x -1'), T I 
ý. �3J 

+ýI-e 

27r(1 - y) 
6ýý. � ,, 

((IC-0s (C), 
+ (J, 

)1- 'ý(X+y -2) 
3 

6ý 
cos( -ýw, l - 

2; rý3 1)ý+ 

6ý 
cos( 2w, r - 

? ý(ý-Y) i 
-1 

? 
-y c"osý(3ýo_ + (v. )I 

- ý(y -1)ý + c"osý(3co. _ 1 iýý 

2.19 

Ian 0, 
Ian o� 

X==1.2,3 for K=A. 13. C respectively 

}'=1.2.3 for j=a. b. c respectively 

"I'his expression is complicated, the modulation matrix elements will be dependant on 

the load power factor angle. which reduces its applicability. These are the main 

disadvantages of this method. 

Ifa unity displacement angle is required. equation 2.19 can be reduced to [2.4]: 

I 

3 

; l'ý l'i N 
/ý 1++ý sin((o t+ ý3,,. ) sin(ko, tý 

v' 33 
2.20 

, ßý =/ 43 
where j=a. b. c and K=A. B, C 

For the direct method. three signals are compared with a carrier in the order: in . 

rnýjj +ina,, and in,,, + ni , -+ rncj to produce the output matrix sequences as in fig. 2.4. 

!I BC B 

h -1 BCBA 

C A8 CB 

Fig. 2.4 Svv itching sequence for the direct method 

1111. 
i=, 

-(0, 
)t 

- 

A 

ýý 



ii. Indirect Modulation Algorithm 

With indirect space vector modulation [2.6]-[2.10]. the matrix converter function can be 

described as an active rectifier and a cascaded inverter. In this case. all the quantities are 

referred to a virtual DC link as shown in fig. 2.5. The modulation problem in this case 

can be separated into two independent stages: a rectifier stage represented by switches 

S, ' to S(, and an inverter stage represented by switches S- to S12. 

Rectifier 

Sta, c" 

-- . _J_ _.. L_ 
. 
ý4 ý 

. 
S6 

ý' Jý ffl 
.................................................. .......: 

I, 1. 
4 

Inrcrter 
Stage e 

1(Is, ý S1ii ý i: 

Fig. 2.5 Arrangement of the matrix converter as virtual back to back converters 

a- Space vector for the rectifier stage 

The input voltages and currents can be expressed in space 

transforms in equations 2.21 and 2.22 [2.9] 

- 
3ýýý: a +lýe. e-' +1"ý.. e ,: 

ý 

vector forms using the 

2 2; r 47r 

=3(+iq. e ; +i,. e 

The relation between the input current phase angle ©,, the sector number k and the angle 

within the sector (S, is shown in fig. 2.6. The rectifier space vector duty cycles are 

calculated as follows [2.9]: 

2.21 

7 
77 
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ma = m, siný 
'r 

- 8, 
) 

mQ = mrec. sin, 6r 

MO =l-Ma -m, 6 
2.23 

I; 
mrec -- 

lDC 

8, =B; -(k-1X4 

k= floor P31 

ý 
ý 
ý m 

where floor is the integer quotient. 
The modulation index of the rectifier stage is often chosen to be 1 since no input current 

magnitude control is required. 

Fig. 2.6 Rectifier stage space vector. 

b- Space vector for the inverter stage 
The output voltages and currents can be expressed in space vector forms using the 

transforms in equations 2.24 and 2.25 (which are similar to equations 2.21 and 2.22) 
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0 
ü o, 
't 
At 

(_ ?n_ 4nl 
Vo = 31 Va +Vb. g 33 

-ýVý. Q 33/ 

r Iýr 
_ 

4Al 
lo = 31 1Q ý-Ib. g 33 +1,. B l 3/ 

17>< T= 2T 

/6 ý 
ý. f 

2x+--------------------------- 
. ------ 

! 

Fig. 2.7 Inverter stage space vector 

'r 
my = m, nv"sin( 3 -80 

mA = m, nv. " sin go 

mo=1-my-mx 

2.24 

2.25 

2.26 

Vo 
1Ylrnv -- 

VDC 

The modulation index of the inverter stage should be less than 0.86, this being the 

maximum voltage transfer ratio. 
The overall duty cycles will be: 

m,.. m« = m, nv. sin(3- 8o 
). 

sin( 3- 
SýJ 
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;r 
mA " ma = min, sin go . sin 3- 8; 

mr"m, 6 = Mmv. sin 3 -so sins, 

mA. m, 6, -= mlnv. sin 8.. sin 8, 

mo=1-(ma+mO) 
(mr+mx) 

IV-11 
minv =_ 

VDC 

For the indirect method, the order of the four active vectors within the switching period 

and which of the zero vectors are used is the next procedural step. From the possible 

combinations, the state which limits switching to one transition during each state change 
is usually used in order to minimize total switching losses. Also, the zero vector is 

selected using a criteria where the number of `Branch Switch Overs' (BSO) in the 

matrix converter is minimized [2.11]. 

" When the sum of the current and voltage hexagon sectors is odd, the output 

vector sequence is mamr --* mamr -* mßmz --* mj6mr -> mo 

" When the sum of the current and voltage hexagon sectors is even, the output 

vector sequence is mam2 --* mamr -+ mßmr --+ mßmx -+ mo 

" When the input hexagon sector is odd, the output zero vector is 000. 

Otherwise 111. 

The switching sequence for optimized indirect SVM is listed in Table 2.2 and fig. 2.8. 

The output voltage and input current vectors both lie in sector 1. 

a, % aY /3Y ßA 0 /32 /3Y ay a2 

ABB ABA ACA ACC CCC ACC ACA ABA ABB 

1 taA 
2 

1 tay 
2 

1 tQy 
2 

1 tßß, 
2 

To 1 týý 
2 

1 ter 
2 

1 tay 
2 

1 tax 
2 

Table 2.2 Switching sequence in current sector = 1, voltage sector =1 t;; = m; miT' 
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BBCCCCCBB 

BAACCCAAB 

Fig. 2.8 Switching sequence in current sector = 1, voltage sector =1 

2.1.3 Switch commutation 

The matrix converter arrangement suffers from a lack of free-wheeling paths for the 

inductive load current. This makes the commutation process different to that of the 

normal voltage source inverter. To achieve safe commutation, a precise sequence must 

be followed in order to prevent either short circuiting the input terminals or open 

circuiting the load current path. A technique that complies with these two rules was 

proposed in [2.12] and named semi-soft commutation or four-step commutation, which 

means that half of the switching during any sampling period is performed naturally. A 

different approach based on the relative magnitudes of the converter input voltages was 

also used but it does not reveal any semi-soft switching properties [2.13]. Two-step 

commutation based on the input voltage magnitude was first introduced in [2.14] in 

order to minimize the number of commutation steps and to reduce the complexity of the 

commutation procedure. However, these commutation methods depend completely on 

the measurement accuracy of either the output current or the input voltage, and may 

lead to commutation failure, particularly at low V-I magnitudes. Other ideas have been 

proposed to eliminate the polarity detection circuit, thereby reducing converter costs. 
Gate drive intelligence has been used to indicate the current direction [2.15]. Another 

approach was to employ a dual bridge matrix converter together with a new modulation 

technique [2.16]. 
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2.1.4 Switching devices 

The semiconductor switches used in a matrix converter must be able to block voltages 

of either polarity and to conduct current in either direction. This can be achieved either 
by a combination of existing unidirectional switches and diodes (as in fig. 2.1) or the 

introduction of new devices. The first IGBT matrix module was announced by EUPEC 

[2.17]. This compact design reduces the power circuit stray inductance, hence switching 
losses and stress. The reverse blocking IGBT (RB-IGBT) has been developed for matrix 

converter applications [2.18]-[2.23] and it decreases semiconductor devices per load 

phase path from four to two by eliminating the diodes. This may increase the efficiency 

of the matrix converters to above that of the diode-bridge VSI, because conduction 

losses are produced only by a single RB- IGBT per phase. 

2.1.5 Input voltages disturbance 

Due to the absence of a DC link capacitor, matrix converter performance is affected by 

unbalance and distortion of the input voltage system. The matrix converter generates 

low-order harmonics in the output voltage when unbalanced supply voltages are present 

due to input grid condition [2.24]. Therefore research has been directed to compensate 

the influence of any input voltage disturbance. Balanced sinusoidal output voltages can 

be generated with unbalanced input voltages by modifying the modulation index in the 

inversion stage according to the virtual dc-link voltage, which can be estimated from the 

instantaneous line voltages. The same approach was extended to the Veturini 

modulation method under three-phase simultaneous voltage sag or swells [2.25]. The 

input current harmonic content and the voltage transfer ratio limits were determined 

analytically for different operational conditions [2.26]-[2.28]. Also the input current 

harmonic content is dependent on the input current modulation strategy employed to 

control the matrix converter. 

In [2.29], the input imbalanced problem was overcome by taking into account the 

input/output power balance equation. It was implemented in a max-mid-min modulation 

algorithm which improved the input current quality without output performance 
degradation. In [2.30], a direct feed-forward unbalanced control method was proposed 
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for a dual-bridge matrix converter topology. The input voltages are detected and then 

used to adjust the switching function of the line side converter. However, the input 

currents are slightly distorted and the method is effective only if the locus of the output 

voltage vector fits within the input voltage outer locus. 

2.1.6 Protection and diode clamping circuitry 
The matrix converter needs protection against overvoltage and overcurrent. A clamp 

circuit first used for protection purposes consisted of a fast recovery diode rectifier 
bridge and a capacitor, which provided safe converter shutdown during overcurrent on 

the output side or voltage disturbances on the input side [2.31], [2.32]. Another 

approach was to dissipate the energy of inductive currents in varistors and in the 

semiconductors by employing active gate drives [2.33]. 

2.2 Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) 

Developed by Hingorani [2.34], FACTS devices are based on power electronic 

controllers that improve the capacity of transmission lines. These devices control the 

transferred power through a transmission line by appropriately compensating network 

parameters, such as line series impedance, line shunt impedance, current, voltage, and 

real and reactive power. FACTs allow transmission lines to operate much closer to their 

thermal limits. 

2.2.1 Basic relationships for'power transmission 

This review of the basic relationships for power transmission, for brevity, is limited to 

the two-machine model shown in Figure 2.9. This model includes the sending-end 

generator with voltage phasor V, r, the receiving-end generator with voltage phasor VR, 

and the transmission line reactance X, s (neglecting the resistance part of the impedance 

for simplicity). The magnitudes of the sending and the receiving end voltages are 

assumed equal to V and the phase shift between the two phasors is S. The power 

transmitted between the sending-end and receiving-end generators is then obtained from 

the relationship: 
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P= 
X1 

sin S 
s 

jXsI 

Fig. 2.9 Simple power system model 

2.28 

As equation 2.28 indicates, the transmitted power is a function of 

" the transmission line impedance; 

" the magnitude of the sending and receiving end voltages; and 

" the phase angle between these voltages. 
The objective of dynamic transmission system compensation is to control these 

parameters. The generalized power flow controller is an ideal device capable of varying 

the three transmission parameters (voltage, impedance, and phase angle) by appropriate 

series reactive compensation, shunt reactive compensation, and phase shifting. 

I xs rr 
I Xs 

Fig. 2.10 Simple power system model including the generalized power flow controller 

2.2.2 Types of FACTS controllers 
FACTS controllers can be categorized into four groups: 

" series controllers; 

" shunt controllers; 

" phase angle shifters controllers; and 

" combined series-shunt controllers. 
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i. Principles of Series Controllers 

A series controller may be regarded as variable capacitive reactance inserted at the 

transmission line mid point in order to reduce the overall line reactance[2.33]-[2.35]. 
This is achieved by injecting an appropriate voltage phasor in series with the mid-line 

point of the transmission line. The degree of series compensation is defined by the 

coefficient k (0<k<1). 

I X, I Xý I Xý I X= 

1 
ý jXSI 

IX`I jXSI 
r 

Fig. 2.11 Simple power system model with series capacitive compensation 
From the phasor diagram shown in fig. 2.11, the series capacitive compensation leads to 

an increment in the current flow through the line, hence an increment in the power flow. 

The P versus 8relationship becomes: 

PZ =V sin 8 2.29 
XsQ k) 

Examples of such controllers are the Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC), 

the Thyristor-Switched Series Capacitor (TSSC), and the Thyristor-Controlled Series 

Reactor (TCSR), to cite a few. They can be effectively used to control current and 

power flow in the system and to damp system oscillations. 

ii. Principles of Shunt Controllers 

In order to obtain a flat voltage profile, or in other words, a constant voltage magnitude 

along the transmission line, it is necessary to introduce shunt capacitive compensation 

distributed along the line to compensate the voltage drop at every point. This is 

impractical. However, the usual method is to provide compensation at the mid point. 

Shunt controllers inject current into the system at the connection point [2.33]-[2.35]. If 

the injected current is in phase quadrature with the line voltage, the controller adjusts 
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reactive power. This could be implemented by assuming that Vim, =0 and Iq =j 

(4V/X, )(1-cos 
2S 

1 jXsiý$'ý lIXsIR 
2 

Fig. 2.12 Simple power system model for shunt compensation 

For this case of ideal mid-point compensation, the P versus 8 relationship can be 

written as: 

i 
Pj =2ý siný8 

s 
2.30 

Examples of such systems are the Static Synchronous Generator (SSG) and the Static 

VAr Compensator (SVC). They can be used as an effective way to control the voltage at 

and around the point of connection by injecting active or reactive current into the 

system. 

M. Controllers with phase angle control 

In this case, Iq is set to zero and Vpq equals ±jVMtana; or in other words, a voltage Vpq 

with amplitude ±VMtana is added in quadrature to the mid-point voltage VM [2.33]- 

[2.35]. The phase-shifter maintains the transmitted power at its peak for angle 8 

exceeding 112 (the peak power angle) by controlling the amplitude of the quadrature 

voltage Vpq so that the effective phase angle 8-a between the sending and receiving 

end voltages is held at y2. Thus it can increase the stability limit. In this way, the actual 

transmitted power may be increased significantly, even though the phase-shifter does 

not increase the steady-state power transmission limit. 
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Considering 8-a as the effective phase angle between the sending and receiving end 

voltages, then the transmitted power P can be expressed as follows: 

P, = sin(8-a) 2.31 -11 XS 

Fig. 2.13 Simple power system model for phase angle control 

iv. Combined Series-Shunt Controller Principles 

In a combined series-shunt controller, the shunt component injects a current into the 

system while the series component interposes a series voltage. When these two elements 

are unified, real power can be exchanged between the two via the power link. Examples 

of such controllers are the unified power flow controllers (UPFC) and the Thyristor- 

Controlled Phase-Shifting Transformer (TCPST). Both make use of the advantages of 

series and shunt controllers, hence facilitate effective and independent power/current 

flow and line voltage control. 

2.2.3 Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) 

The UPFC is the most versatile FACTS controller, with capabilities of voltage 

regulation, series compensation, and phase shifting. The UPFC is a member of the 

family of compensators and power flow controllers. The latter utilizes the synchronous 

voltage source (SVS) concept to provide unique comprehensive transmission system 

control [2.36]-[2.38]. The UPFC is able to control simultaneously or selectively all the 

parameters affecting power flow patterns in a transmission network, including voltage 

magnitudes and phases, and real and reactive powers. These capabilities make the 

UPFC a powerful device in present day transmission and control systems. 

i. Basic Operating Principles 

As illustrated in Fig 2.14, the UPFC is a generalized SVS, represented at the 

fundamental frequency by controllable voltage phasor of magnitude Vpq and angle p 
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injected in series with the transmission line. The angle p can be controlled over the 

range 0 to 2z. For the system shown in Fig 2.15, the converters exchange both real and 

reactive power with the transmission system. In the UPFC, the real power supplied to or 

absorbed from the system is provided by one of the end buses to which it is connected. 
This meets the objective of the UPFC to control power flow rather than increasing the 

generation capacity of the system. 

Fig. 2.14 Simple power system model including the unified power flow controller 

As shown in Fig 2.15, the UPFC consists of two back-to-back voltage-source 

converters, one connected in series and the other connected in shunt. This configuration 

facilitates the free flow of real power in either direction between the ac terminals of the 

two converters while enabling each converter to independently generate or absorb 

reactive power at its ac terminals. 

vsc / 

Fig. 2.15 Schematic diagram of a UPFC with back to back converters 
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The main function of the UPFC is performed by VSC2. It injects a series voltage with 

controllable magnitude Vpq and phase p via a series insertion transformer. This injected 

voltage phasor supplies real and reactive power exchange between the line and 

converter. The reactive power is generated locally while the real power is converted into 

dc power and appears on the inverters' interposing dc link as a positive or negative real 

power demand. 

The shunt converter VSC I supports the real power exchange need for the series voltage 
injection. It converts the dc power demand of VSC2 into ac and couples into the 

transmission line via a shunt connected transformer. VSCI can also generate or absorb 

reactive power in addition to catering to the real power needs of VSC2; as a result, it 

provides shunt reactive compensation for the line. 

It is to be noted that the reactive power exchanged is generated internally, hence this 

reactive power is independent of that exchanged between VSC2 and the line. 

The matrix converter could be used instead of the two back to back converters, as 

shown in fig. 2.16 [2.39], [2.40]. 

Fig. 2.16 Schematic diagram of a UPFC using a matrix converter 

ii. UPFC Capabilities 

The UPFC can accomplish the tasks of reactive shunt compensation, series 

compensation, and phase angle regulation. Thus it can meet several control objectives 

by introducing a series voltage with controllable amplitude and phase angle. The basic 

UPFC functions are 
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" Series reactive compensation by the series injection of voltage, hence the ability 
to control the transmitted power; 

" Voltage regulation by controlling the reactive power of the shunt converter; 

" Phase-shifting control that is achieved by injecting a voltage phasor with any 

particular angular relationship to the terminal voltage. In other words, the 

desired phase shift can be obtained without any change in the voltage 

magnitude; and 

" Multifunction power flow control by simultaneously performing the above 
functions. 

iii. Control and Dynamic Performance 

The UPFC has the capability to introduce a controlled voltage phasor in series with the 

line to perform the required function. It can not only set up an operating point within a 

wide range of possible P and Q flows on the line but can also relocate that operating 

point. 

a. Control of the Series Converter 

The series voltage supplied by the series converter can be controlled. This converter has 

four operating modes: 
i. voltage injection mode: 

A voltage is generated with the magnitude and phase required by the reference 
input. 

ii. line impedance compensation mode: 
The magnitude of the injected voltage is controlled according to the magnitude 

of the line current such that the series injection emulates the reactive impedance, 

when viewed from the line. 

iii. phase angle shift mode: 
The injected voltage is controlled with respect to the reference input so that the 

output bus voltage phasor is shifted by a specific angle. 
iv. automatic power flow control mode: 

The magnitude and angle of the injected voltage phasor is controlled so as to 

adjust the line current to achieve the required real or reactive power flow. 
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b. Control of the Shunt Converter 

The shunt converter draws a controlled current phasor from the line, the real part of 

which is determined by the real power requirement of the series converter while the 

reactive part can be set to any desired level within the converter's capability. 
The shunt part of the UPFC has two modes of operation: 

i- Reactive power control: 

The reference input is an inductive or capacitive VAr demand. This demand is 

translated into a corresponding shunt current demand by the shunt converter, 

which adjusts the gating of the converters to establish the desired current. 
ii- Automatic voltage control: 

The shunt converter reactive current is automatically regulated to maintain the 

transmission line voltage at the point of connection. 

2.3 Embedded Generation 

Today's electrical power systems typically connect a few quite large generators to a 
large number of small and widely distributed loads. For several reasons, future 

generation in the UK and elsewhere will probably include many more units of rather 

smaller size and much closer to the customers end. This is called embedded generation 
(EG). Drivers to this new network configuration include the need of electricity market 
liberalization, the efficiency improvements of small-scale generation units, and the aim 

to reduce CO2 emission. 
Embedded generation can offer many benefits to the electric grid network [2.42]. To 

make best use of these benefits, EG units have to be connected at appropriate locations 

and have suitable capabilities [2.43]. On the other hand, some EG units, such as solar 

and wind, are weather dependant which means that there is no guarantee that they can 

meet all the necessary operational conditions unless huge storage units are used. Some 

questions related to power quality, proper system operation, and network protection 

should be answered before these units are connected to power systems. 
This section gives a brief summary of EG units and discusses their possible impact on 
transmission and distribution networks. 
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2.3.1 Definition of embedded generation 
EG is defined as the integrated or stand-alone utilization of small, modular electric 

generation near the end-user terminals [2.45]. Another generic definition assigns the EG 

definition as any generation utilized near consumers in spite of the size or the type of 

the unit [2.44], [2.46]. According to the latter definition, EG may comprise any 

generation integrated into the distribution or transmission system, commercial and 

residential back-up generation, stand-alone onsite generators, and generators installed 

by the utility for voltage support or other reliability purposes. 

2.3.2 Benefits of utilizing EG units 

In many applications, EG technology can provide valuable benefits for both the 

consumers and the electric system [2.42]-[2.50]. The small size of EG units encourages 

their utilization in a wide range of applications. The location of EG units in distribution 

systems may reduce energy losses but delays upgrades to both transmission and 

distribution networks. 
The main advantages of utilizing EG can be summarized as follows: 

" Reduced grid costs: Embedded generation can cut utility costs by postponing 

the need for upgrading distribution and transmission facilities, if generators are 

located where the grid is constrained. 

" Improved reliability: A large number of small units is more reliable than a small 

number of large units. This is because a failure of any one unit has far less 

impact. 

" Reduced environmental impact: Some types of EG produce power with less 

environmental impact than conventional generation. 

" Reduced investment risk: Smaller, more modular units require less project 

capital and less lead-time than large power plants. Power plant additions 

normally exceed demand, leaving extensive amounts of capacity unused until 

demand catches up. Smaller units can better match gradual increases in demand. 

Other benefits of embedded generation are: 

" Distributed energy makes energy systems more secure from terrorist attack. 

" Generating power where it is needed decreases the losses over transmission 

lines. 
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" Small generating equipment can more readily be resold or moved to a better 

location. 

" Sale of power is a potential profit centre for businesses. 

" Increasing the number of suppliers selling energy and capacity increases 

competition and stems market monopoly. 

2.3.3 Impact of EG on the transmission network 
The installation of EG should lower transmission losses, hence increase system 

efficiency. Additionally, upgrades and construction of new transmission lines can be 

avoided if the bulk of the EG units are introduced at the end of existing transmission 

lines. Consequently, the pressure on transmission companies to build new lines 

decreases. 

2.3.4 Impact of EG on the distribution network 

The extensive use of EG units in power systems may influence both grid steady state 

and transient performance. Some concerns of importance are: 

a- Network voltage changes 
The voltage regulation concept depends on radial power flow from substations to 

loads. The use of EG units could cause electrical power to flow in a different 

manner, distorting the usual concept. 
b- Power quality 

High power quality requires appropriate voltage and frequency levels at the 

customer point. EG units have to operate effective controllers to maintain both 

voltage and frequency within standard levels. In addition to the level itself, the 

voltage contents of flicker and harmonics have to be minimized. 

c- Protection system for the distribution network 

Distribution networks are conventionally designed for unidirectional power flow, 

which means power is normally from the higher voltage level to customers located 

along radial feeders [2.51]. EG implementation affects protection, necessitating 

vital alterations to protection coordination [2.49]. 

The contribution of a small EG unit minimally influences the system short circuit 

current level. Yet a number of small EG units or a single large unit could cause a 
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considerable variation in short circuit currents sensed by the protective devices 

[2.52]-[2.53]. 

After an unexpected loss of grid connection, some network parts containing EG 

units may continue to operate as an island [2.49]. This mode of operation is 

unwanted since the reconnection and synchronization of the islanded part to the 

network will be complicated [2.54]. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

A NOVEL CONTROL TECHNIQUE FOR THE MATRIX CONVERTER 

The matrix converter is a direct frequency conversion device with high input power 

quality and regeneration capability. In this chapter, a novel technique for controlling 

the matrix converter output current, hence the output power is introduced. Not only 

can sinusoidal output currents be obtained but any output current waveform is 

possible even if the input voltage is slightly distorted or unbalanced. Like the space 

vector modulation technique, the method is based on separating the operation of the 

conventional matrix converter into two virtual stages: the rectifier stage and the 

inverter stage as shown in Fig. 3.1. 

Rectifier 
Stage 

6 

ýclc 

: ................ ..................... ................... 

Inverter 
Stage 

:........................................ ................ : 

Fig 3.1 Back to back rectifier and inverter virtual stages. 

Land 
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3.1 Control technique 13.11-13.81 

A simple control technique for the operation of the matrix converter can be based on 

current feedback control combined with control of the input displacement angle 0. 

The operation of the matrix converter is separated into two stages: an output inverter 

stage and an active input rectifier stage. The inverter stage is responsible for 

controlling the output currents (ia, ib and ij while input displacement angle control is 

achieved by the active rectifier stage. Each stage generates a matrix. The inverter 

matrix indicates the switch states that control the output currents for a conventional 

VSI by any current controller. The rectifier matrix represents the switch states that 

control the input displacement angle. Subsequently, the unified matrix converter 

switch configuration can be realised from the resulting matrices using logic circuitry. 

3.1.1 The inverter stage 

The inverter stage is considered first since the rectifier stage is partially dependant on 

the inverter stage as will be explained in the rectifier stage section. The main 

objective of the inverter control stage is to determine the switching states of the 

inverter switches S7 to S12, which are shown in Fig. 3.2. This is similar to a normal 

inverter used to produce any output current waveform for any phase number using 

any current control technique. In other words, it is not essential to use space vector 

modulation to generate a sinusoidal output current. 

In verter 
Stage 

.................................................... 

............ .......................................: 

Fig 3.2 Output inverter stage diagram. 
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For simplicity, a three-phase system and a ramp comparator current controller 

scheme (triangular carrier) are used for the explanation of the inverter stage 

controller. The inputs to the controller are the difference error between the output 

current commands iam, ib* and i, * and the feedback output currents ia, ib and i, as 

shown in Fig. 3.3. In the simplest form, each controller output (ua , ub or u, ) will be 

a function of the input references and the actual currents. 
Ua f(ta'to) 

ub =f(bIib) 

uC =f 
(l, 

' i., 
) 

The output reference voltages of the inverter controller are responsible for generating 

the switching signals, S7(t), S8(t)..... S12(t), by comparing these voltages with the 

carrier. Up to four different inverter matrices from a possible eight are generated 
during every sampling cycle depending on the magnitude of the controller outputs. 

Fig 3.4 represents the distribution of these matrices during one sampling period for 

the case U> Ua > ub > uc > -U (U is the peak of the carrier). Each inverter matrix 

II is one of the eight matrices shown in table 3.1. 

lb 

." lc +, 

eb 

lb 

e 

Current 
Controller 

Current 
Controller 

Current 
Controller 

uQ 

i->- 

Comparator 

Comparator 

Comparator 

Fig 3.3 The inverter stage block diagram. 
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Zero 
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TS 

ý to 
nu� 

An 

Fig 3.4 The inverter output matrices for the case U> ua > u, > u, >-U. 

h I, h 13 14 IS 16 Iy 

Inverter S, SK 10 10 10 Ol Ol Ol 10 01 

Sy S, 0 10 01 01 01 10 10 10 01 
Switch states S11 Siz 10 01 10 10 10 01 01 01 

Table 3.1 Inverter matrices corresponding to the different inverter switching states. 

The corresponding output voltage expressions and the DC link current can be 

calculated using equations 3.2 and 3.3 

VC, 

vn 
Vc 

U 

S7 S8 

S9 Sio 

Sii SizJ 

vi)(" 

vix' vix'- 

1/x'+ S7 S9 SII 

üx, 
- 

Ss Slo Slz 

la 

in 

Ic 

The relation between the output values (voltages and currents) and the virtual dc link 

values for the different switching states are summarized in table 3.2 

3.2 

3.3 
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S7 Sa 
V V V 

V° 

I 
S9 Sw 

Sý ý S, ý 

ab bc ca IV-1 LVo 
DC 

It VDC 0 -VDC kVDC 
ý la 

I2 VDC -VDC 0 kVDC -ib 

13 0 -VDC VDC kVDc Ic 

14 VDC 0 VDC kVDC - Sýr 
6 -ia 

IS 
-VDC VDC VDC kVDc 

Sý lb 

16 0 VDC -VDC kVDC "2 -ic 

Io or 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 3.2 Possible switch state combinations of the inverter 

The tips of the reference voltage signals form a hexagon as shown in Fig. 3.5. The 

converter can only produce voltages that are within this hexagon. Knowing that the 

voltage vector length is kv1., the maximum length of the reference voltage 

iskvDCcos30°. 

Fig. 3.5 Voltage vectors for a2 level VSI. 
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This limit is reached when any of the reference voltage peaks are equal to the peak of 

the carrier signal, and is termed unity modulation index (m=1). If the peak of the 

reference signal is larger than the peak of the carrier signal, over-modulation occurs, 

which creates low frequency current harmonics. This effect is reduced if an offset 

voltage ux is subtracted from the reference voltage signals: 

Uaa = Ua -U 

Ubb = Ub - us 

ucc = uc - ux 

3.4 

Although the phase reference voltages are no longer sinusoidal as shown in Fig. 3.6, 

the load voltages remain sinusoidal. In order to optimize the modulation, ux is 

selected such that the reference signals are symmetrical as in the following equation 

max(ua, ub , uc)+ min(ua, ub , uc 
ux = 3.5 

2 

b, 
Fig. 3.6 Modified command signal for phase a, by adding u== 

maxkua, ub, uj+min(u;, uu: 
2 

The reference signal adjustment can be obtained by logic circuitry as shown in Fig. 

3.7. The voltage command signals are compared to determine their relative 

magnitudes. According to these levels the signals are multiplexed to determine the 

maximum and the minimum command signals (max, min). Then the offset signal is 

obtained by adding the (max and min) signals then divided by 2 (right shifted). The 

command signals are adjusted by adding this resulting offset value as shown in Fig. 

3.8. 
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Referring to Fig. 3.6, it can be concluded that the modulation index can be reduced 
by a factor of 0.866 without altering the output voltage. Another benefit obtained is 

that the minimum and maximum values are equal in magnitude as shown in Fig. 3.9, 

which means that symmetrical PWM is obtained. 

ua 

un 

ua 

uh 

uc 

0 

uu>uh 

x 
uu"Uh 

Y 

0 

ý o, 
ok, ` 
.c ý 
ý 

ý ý 
ý 
Q 

LD 
ID 

ua 

uh 

uc 

0 

S,, 

ý o, öý 
ý 
, g, 
ý 
ý 

Uh 

'IC 

max 

uh>u, 
Z 

uh<uc 
W 

uc 

uu 

ti 
ý 
ý ýo 
C4 

min 

Fig. 3.7 Logic circuitry used to obtain the offset signal u,. 

Uc>Ua 

V 

u, --u, 

r 

ar = 
(max +min) 
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Fig. 3.8 Adjusting the command signals by adding an offset ur. 

0 (deg. ) 

Uh 
I", « 

u.,. 

B (rleg. ) 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.9 Maximum and minimum boundaries ofthe command signals in: 

a- modified command signals, and 

b- original command signals. 
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3.1.2 The rectifier stage 

The objective of the active rectifier stage shown in Fig. 3.10 is to control the 

switching states of switches S1 to S6 in order to control the input displacement angle, 

q,. Normal sinusoidal modulation can be applied and the output signals are modified 

as in the inverter stage. This will lead to command signals similar to those from 

space vector modulation. 

Rectifier 
Stage 

...................................................... 
+ dc 

ilk 

Fig. 3.10 Schematic diagram of the rectifier stage. 

The time distribution t/reC, t2rec and torec for the input current at a given angle b, 

(defined in equation 2.23), as shown in Fig. 3.11, can be expressed by 

tire. = mYe.. TT sin 3 -, 5, 

t2rec = mrec. 
T, sing, 

1 
ý)Yl'C - 

Tv 
-" IY('L' - 

12 

YL'C 

1; 
ym,. eC. _ 

1[x. 

8, =(e+O; )-(k-1)(ý/3) 

k= floor e, 

A/3) 
+1 

S. b 

Where O is the input voltage phase angle, 0, is the controlled input displacement 

angle 
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a 

Fig. 3.11 Input current vector for a2 level CSI. 

The equivalent command signal levels are 

ulrec - mrec "& sin 
3- 

$f 

A 

U2rec = mrec .U sin $; 
A 

uorec =2 U- ul 
rec - 

U2rec 

3.7 

It should be noted that not all the sampling period is effective for the rectifier stage. 

The zero vectors of the inverter stage reduce the effective sampling period. In other 

words, no input displacement angle control can be achieved during the inverter zero 

vectors since no current is drawn during these intervals. Referring to Fig. 3.4, the 

equivalent time for the zero vectors tx can be expressed as 

tx = T, 
T^ 

u- u 3.8 
2U 

where 

lA 
� min(uaa2 ubbI uccJ uaaP ubbanducc ý-U 

u= 
A 

-U 
r 

otherwise 
Jr lA 

maX(uaaI ubbP ucc! uaaI ubbanducc <U 
u= A 

U otherwise 
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For the reference signal shown in Fig. 3.6, the equivalent time of the zero vectors 

with respect to the different angle positions of the output voltage command signals is 

presented in Fig. 3.12. It can be concluded that at unity modulation index, the 

maximum of this equivalent time is 0.133 pu. 

Fig. 3.12 The equivalent time of the zero vectors with respect to the different angle positions 

of the output voltage commands at unity modulation index. 

The effective sampling time for the rectifier stage is the difference between the 

inverter stage sampling time TS and the equivalent time for the zero vectors tX. This 

time T, , ff can be expressed as 

T, (A V) TSQB =" u-u 3.9 
2U 

The hexagon representing the input current vector will shrink by the ratio of Ts eff/ Ts 

as shown in Fig. 3.13. The main objective of the rectifier stage is to control the input 

displacement angle, not the current magnitude. The latter is automatically determined 

and adjusted by the power balance of the system. 
The time distribution tlrec, t2rec and torec for the input current at a given angle i5i can be 

expressed by 
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11 tlrec. = mrec. 
7ceJj SIYI 3- (51 

) 

t2rec 
- mrec. 

7reff SZn(Si 

tOrec = Tcf,,, 
- t/rec - t2rec 

I; 
mrec 

01 

I0 

00 

0I 
00 
I0 

I[X' 

00 
10 
01 

0I 

00 

10 

rl 0 

00 

0i 

i0 
01 
00 

Fig. 3.13 Adjusted hexagon for the shown input current vector. 

The equivalent command signal levels that should be used are 

, ulrec - lnrec 

3.10 

3.11 

u0rer = 2U-ulrc -u2re< 

These times can be converted into level values which are compared with the 

triangular carrier 

1 
UI =ý tt ý,, ýý"ý 

n 7r 

(u- 
v 

u)sin 
3 --g, 

ý 

/n 
V\ 

Lu- uj sing, 

A 

U2 = uIrec + u, 

U3 = u2rec + Z[2 

3.12 

Again the adjustment in the rectifier stage signals from the normal values is achieved 

by using logic circuitry as shown in Fig. 3.14. Based on the available cited references, 

this is the first time the effect of the effective sampling time is taken into account. 
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Fig. 3.14 Logic circuitry used to adjust the values for the active rectifier stage. 

Fig 3.15 represents the actual time distribution for the rectifier matrices for the case 

in which the input voltage lies in sector 1. 
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TS 

Fig 3.15 The rectifier output matrices for the case when V, lies in sector 1. 

Up to four different rectifier matrices occur during every sampling period. Table 3.3 

represents all the rectifier matrices possibilities for the different sector cases. 

Rl R, R3 R4 R5 R6 Rou Rob Ro, 

Rectifier oio 0io ooi o0i o 

Switch states ° ý° ý, ut 

l 

uu1 

[ l 
ino 

[ ý 
iuu 

ý ý 
uio iou uio, 

ý 
oui 

Table 3.3 Rectifier matrices corresponding to the different rectifier switching states. 

The input currents and DC link voltages can be expressed in terms of the switch 

states, and the dc link currents and the input voltages as in 3.13 and 3.14: 

VA 

i lt 

lc 

Si S2 

S.; S4 

S5 Se 

llx'+ 

11X'- 

vnC+ Sl S3 S5 

vDC S2 Sa S6 

VA 

Vg 

vCJ 

The relationship between the input values (voltages and currents) and the dc link 

values, are summarized in table 3.4 

3.13 

3.14 
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sl s2 
S3 s, 
Ss s6 

iA iB ic 
II, I LI, 

VDC 

Ri IDC+ IDC- 0 kvDC ý16 VAB 

R2 IDC+ 0 IDC- kvDC n6 VAC 

R3 0 IDC+ IDC- kvDC ý12 Vac 

R4 IDc. IDc+ 0 kvDC %6 VBA 

RS IDC. 0 IDC+ kv Dc 
- sn 

116 VCA 

R6 0 IDC- IDC+ kvDC -ý12 VCB 

Roa or 

Rob or 

Roc 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 3.4 Possible rectifier stage switch state combinations. 

The quality of the output current from the inverter stage depends mainly on the 

robustness of the current controller and the virtual do link voltage. The dc link 

voltage instantaneous value varies between ± v1B, ± vBc, ± vCA and 0. The average dc 

link voltage within any sector can be calculated from: 

VDC = VI . ml +v2. m2 3.15 

where 

8t 
. 

Tff m2 =sin 8i 
. 
TT 

ff ml = sin 3- 

T 

TS s 

V, =VL COS((Sl + 0) V2 = ViL COS Si +0-- 
3 

which gives: 
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T. ý' VDC = 
[VL 

cos(81+O)sin 
ý 

-8i +VLcos 8i+0 -ý sin8i .T Ts 
A 

'V 3 7s 
eff 

= VL. -Cos 0. 
2 TS 

I 
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Fig. 3.16 Input voltages in each sector for: 

a- Zero displacement angle and 

b- 0 displacement angle. 

40 
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02468 10 12 

Time (ms) 
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so 

3.16 

a 

Fig. 3.17 The virtual dc link average voltage at unity modulation index and zero 
displacement angle for f, =80 Hz. 

By referring to figures 3.9 and 3.17 it can be proved that the virtual dc link voltage 
has the same shape as the maximum and minimum boundaries of the inverter stage. 
Also from equation 3.16, the average dc voltage is proportional to the effective 

sampling period. This means that at high output modulation indices (high TS ef) the 
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dc link voltage has a high value and the opposite at low modulation indices. This 

guarantees valid operation of the inverter stage if a robust controller is used. 
Another factor affecting the dc voltage is the input phase angle measurement. It must 
be correctly estimated in order to properly control the input displacement angle, 
hence the virtual dc voltage. Frequency and phase angle estimation are performed by 

transforming the input voltage vectors to the d-q frame. It is assumed that 0 is the 

voltage vector angle, B is the estimated voltage vector angle, and that the grid 

voltage E has only a quadrature component as shown in Fig. 3.18. For small angle 

estimation error, the error signal 1 between to the actual and the estimated voltage E 

vectors, can be written as 

A =-EA sin(6-9ýý -E(9-6)ý E e° 
e. 

3.17 

d 

Fig. 3.18 Actual and estimated voltage vectors. 

The error signal can be used to estimate both the estimated angular frequency c and 

the phase angle using gains A and B as follows [3.9]: 

d6 
= A(O-B) -AeD eQ 

d9eo 
dt eQ 

dCV Ct)k+l - Cok 

dt TS 
A 

dBý9k+, - 
dt TS 

3.18 

3.19 
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which lead to 

O)k+l & O)k -A 
eD k Ts 

eQ, k 

ek+1 ' Bk + COkTS -B 
FDk 

Ts 

eQ, k 

3.20 

Values of A, B were arrived at by trial and error (A=1136, B=34), using the block 

diagram shown in Fig. 3.19 a. For a sinusoidal input voltage, the frequency estimator 

performs as shown in Fig. 3.19 b. The initial values for the angular frequency woand 

phase angle 6o are set at 314 rad/sec and zero rad respectively. 

I 
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--------------------------------------------------------- 

Tune (s) 
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Fig. 3.19 Frequency estimator: (a) block diagram (b) steady state response. 

But in the case of a flat-topped voltage source (a voltage source that contains fifth 

and seventh harmonics) the quadrature axis voltage vq will contain sixth order 
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harmonic components as shown in Fig. 3.20. The direct axis voltage will remain null 
in the case of constant frequency since the voltage vector is aligned with the 

quadrature axis. This is also the case with an unbalanced power supply, where the 

quadrature axis voltage will contain a second order harmonic. For these reasons, the 

quadrature voltage should be filtered in order to correctly estimate the fundamental 

supply frequency. 
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Fig. 3.20 Direct and quadrature axis voltages for a flat topped supply voltage. 

The phase angle estimator is responsible for generating the time distribution the,, t2rec 

and tore, for the input current at a given angle S, hence the rectifier switch states. 

3.1.3 Transforming from back-to-back converters to a matrix converter 

The previous switching strategy can be applied directly to the sparse matrix 

converter shown in Fig. 3.21 [3.11]. The switching states will be the same as those 

obtained from the considered inverter and rectifier stages. 
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Fig. 3.21 Sparse matrix converter [3.11]. 
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Where as considered matrix converter switching is needed for the conventional 

matrix converter shown in Fig. 3.22 since it is not constructed using a rectifier and an 

inverter, 
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SC. 
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-ý r 
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B 

L\FJCZJ 
ýý 

LLC» 
ý .- 
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ýý 
seb ý-*-ý-"-I 
SCb 

SAc 

ýý 

--ý r- 

ý'L1 
ýý 

S& 

scc 
ýý 

L\fJThri 
---ý r- 

Fig. 3.22 Conventional matrix converter. 

a 

b 

C 

From equations 3.2,3.3,3.13, and 3.14, the relationship between the matrix 

converter and the corresponding rectifier and inverter matrices is derived as in 

equation 3.21 

T= 

SAa 

SAh 

SAc 

T= 

SBa SCa S7 S8 

SBb SBc - 
S9 S/0 

SBc Sc, 
[sn S11 

S7 Sl '{" S8 S2 S7 S3 + S8 S4 

S9S/+Sl0s2 S9S3+S/0S4 S9S5 +S/0S6 

S]r Sr + Sie S2 S// S3 + S(2 S4 Su Ss + Sl2 S6 

Si S3 Ss 
S? S4 S6 

-1 S7SS+S8S6 

S9 SS + SI0 S6 

SIISS+sl2s6 

3.21 
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Instead of using multiplication, logic circuits can be used since all the terms of the 

rectifier and inverter matrices are zeros or ones. Considering switch SAQ, each 

element in this matrix can be realised by using logic circuitry consisting of 2 AND 

gates and 1 OR gate as shown in Fig. 3.23. This means that the corresponding matrix 

converter control signals can be generated without any need for further calculation. 
Based on the available cited references, this is the first time that multiplication of the 

virtual inverter and rectifier matrices has been realized using logic circuits. 

V dc I dc 

ý( S' i' S7 

A 
.4 

LV; S2 

4 

s 8 

Fig 3.23 Logic circuitry to transform from back to back converters to the matrix converter. 

The switching pattern during a sampling period when the input voltage lies in sector 
1 and U>Ua>ub>uc>-U is represented in Fig. 3.24. Nine different matrices can be 

obtained from the multiplication of the inverter and rectifier matrices (logic circuitry 
is used to perform this multiplication). From this diagram, it can be concluded that 

the number of commutations per cycle increased to 11 rather than 9 in the space 

vector modulation technique described in chapter 2. 

The procedure is summarized in the flow chart in Fig. 3.23. The most important 

features of the technique are 

" minimal calculations are required to produce the inverter current controller 

outputs and the rectifier timing distributions. Most functional realization can 
be achieved using logic circuits. 

" The output matrices are generated automatically. 
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Fig 3.24 Switching pattern during a sampling period when the input voltage lies in sector I and 
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Fig 3.25 Flow chart for the proposed technique. 
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3.2 PWM patterns 

An interesting feature of the proposed method is the possibility to reduce the number of 

output PWM matrices by adding (or subtracting) another offset to the inverter stage. 
ý I Adding U- u to the inverter stage signals, they become 

AA 

u;,, = u,,,, +2 U- u 
AA 

u; n = ubn +2 U- u 
AA 

3.22 

u,,. = u,, + 2U-u 

Retaining the same rectifier stage output signal order, the output matrix converter PWM 

pattern reduces from 9 to 7 matrices as shown in Fig. 3.27. 

A 

2U 
AA 

uQq+ 2 U- u 

AA 
ubb+ 2 U- u 

AA 
ucc+ 2 U- [t 

ulrec + ul 
. u0 

rrc 

Zero 
vectors 

ýý 
dt ' Zl2rec + U2 

lo I6 I, 16 lo 

ro I 
21ý 

I tý I' 2t' 
iI 2O 

I I2r 

R, R2 R, Roa Roa 

I 21nr« ]2 ri,. 
". 

t2rec ( 2ýi. n 
I 

2t u, a 
I 

To. Ti 

ý 

Tr; 

TS 

Ti To" 

ý 

Fig 3.27 Switching pattern during a sampling period when the input voltage lies in sector I and 
IA U >ua>uh>uc>- U. 
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By subtracting the minimum inverter stage signal, the inverter stage outputs become 
V 

uih = uhh - Ll 

V 

3.23 

u; c = u« -U 
The resultant PWM pattern as shown in Fig. 3.28 has 7 matrices patterns instead of the 
9 matrices as in Fig. 3.23. 

A 

2U 
u0rec. + Ul 

v 

uQp -u 
v 

ubb-u 

0 

11 ,u1 rec 
+Ul 

I., I rrc 

Zero vector 

16 II 17 If Ih 

to I zt= I Z1, 

R1 R2 

I 
t,. 

ýý 
2 

t1rec 

Ti Ti; Ti, r 

Ro, R2 R, 

lurec 

TO, 

TS 

12t:, 
«"' I2ý,, 

« 
I 

T;; i TH Ti 

Fig 3.28 Switching pattern during a sampling period when the input voltage lies in sector I and 

U >uu>un>uc. >-U. 

Based on the available cited references, this is the first time the number of matrices has 

been reduced to 7. 
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3.3 Number of commutations per cycle 

One of the main problems associated with the control method explained is the number 

of commutations per cycle for each phase. If the final matrices are generated directly 

from the rectifier and the inverter matrices, there will be no control on the number of 

commutations associated with each switch per cycle. Table 3.5 shows switch 

commutations for the twelve relative magnitudes of ua, ub, u, and u2 assuming that the 

input voltage vector lies in the 1st sector. 

Relative positions commutations per 
Ti Ti, T, 1, To 

(sector 1) half cycle 
010 010 001 001 1 

Ua<Ub<U2<Uc 100 010 001 01 0 2 
100 100 100 001 1 

010 001 001 001 1 

Ua<U2<Ub<Uc 100 100 001 001 1 
100 100 100 00 1- 

11 

010 010 001 001 1 

ua<Uc<U2<Ub 100 100 100 001 1 
100 010 001 001 2 

010 001 001 001 1 

Ua<U2<Uc<Ub 100 100 100 001 1 
100 100 001 001 1 

100 010 001 001 2 

Ub<Ua<112<Uc 010 010 001 001 1 
100 100 100 001 1 

100 100 001 001 1 

Ub<u2<na<Uc 010 010 001 001 1 
100 100 100 001 1 

100 100 100 001 1 

Ub<Uc<U2<Ua 010 010 001 001 1 
100 010 001 001 2 

100 100 100 001 1 

Ub<U2<11c<1Ia 010 010 001 001 1 
100 100 001 001. 

1 1 

100 100 100 001 1 

Uc<Ub<U2<Ua 100 010 001 001 2 
010 010 001 001 1 
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100 100 100 001 1 

Uc<U2<Ub<UQ 100 100 001 001 1 
010 001 001 001 1 

100 010 001 001 2 

Ue<UQ<U2<Ub 100 100 100 001 1 
010 010 001 001 1 

100 100 001 001 1 

Uc<U2<UA<Ub 100 100 100 001 1 
010 001 001 001 1 

Table 3.5 Number of commutations per switch per cycle in sector 1. 

In table 3.5 it is noticed that if u2 (the middle signal of the rectifier stage) is lower than 

the middle signal of the inverter stage, the maximum commutations per half cycle is I 

otherwise the maximum number of commutations is 2. Therefore the middle signals of 

the rectifier and inverter stages are compared. 

If the rectifier signal is higher than the inverter stage signal, the signals are swapped. In 

other words, instead of using to, to+tj and to+tl+t2 as the three rectifier signals, they are 

changed to to, to+t2 and to+tj+t2. This reduces the number of commutations to 1 for 

approximately half the switching, as shown in fig. 3.29. This function is achieved using 

the logic circuitry shown in Fig. 3.30. The inverter stage middle signal is compared with 

the rectifier stage middle signal. If the latter is smaller, the rectifier stage signals are 

interchanged. . Based on the available cited references, this is the minimum number of 

commutations per switching cycle that can be achieved. 

--------------------- ------ - ------ ------------- 

ý I 
.. _. ý. _ý.... __ý_. _..,... _.............. ... 

ý 

0.5 F 

11 ýu W 

. O. J 

-10 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 

time (s) 

Fig. 3.29 Relative position of the inverter and rectifier mid signals 
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Fig. 3.30 Logic circuitry to minimize the number of commutations per cycle. 

3.4 Hysteresis controller 

The control technique can be implemented with the hysteresis current controller shown 

in Fig. 3.31. Assuming a three-phase three-wire system, the inputs to the controller are 

the difference between the output current commands iQ*, ih*, and i, * and the feedback 

output currents ia, ih, and i, In its simplest form, the hysteresis controller for phase a 

will be 

1 

S7 =0 
NC 

lu - la 'threshold 

lti - lti G -1 threshold 

- ldrreshuld G lu - la G Ithre. 
ehold 

S8 = S, 

Ucc>Uaa 
1 

ý-W aa 
r 

u, ý 

3.24 
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ý11 S'lo 

->- S» 

-4' S12 

Fig. 3.31 Schematic diagram of a hysterisis current controller. 

The sum of the error signals eQ, eh and e,. can be expressed as 

e, i, =03.25 

Hence the sum of the error signals will be null, which means these error signals will not 

simultaneously increase or decrease, in the current controller. In other words, no zero 

vectors can be obtained from the inverter stage matrix. In this case there is no need to 

apply TSeffto modify the rectifier stage levels. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SYSTEM CONTROLLERS AND SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this chapter a simple R-L load is connected to the output of the matrix converter as 

shown in Fig. 4.1 while the input is connected to a flat topped three-phase supply. A 

PI current controller is derived to control the output current, while a space vector 

algorithm is used to control the input displacement angle. The performance of the 

converter is evaluated for different output frequencies. 

Fig. 4.1 Matrix converter system connected to a three-phase load. 

4.1 The inverter stage 

Although the matrix converter is tested using a passive R-L load in this section, the 

derivation of the current controller will consider the presence of an electric grid as 

shown in Fig. 4.2. This general case avoids repeating the derivation in the next 

chapter. A simple PI current controller is derived in the d-q rotating reference frame 

for the inverter stage output currents and its transient performance is evaluated [4.1 ]- 

[4.8]. 
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Fig. 4.2 Matrix converter inverter stage schematic diagram. 

4.1.1 The current controller 

In order to produce sinusoidal output currents, a PI current controller is used in the 

rotating d-q frame. If the d-q frame is synchronized with the grid ac voltage, both 

voltage and current signals become constant vectors or dc quantities. A fast response 

time can be achieved and zero steady state error can be obtained. However, in the 

case of grid voltage transients or harmonics, response is limited [4.5]. Moreover, a 

long transient time may occur with variations in system parameters, load and grid 

voltage. 

Assuming balanced grid phase voltages ea(t), eb(t), and e, (t) 

e, (t)=E. cos wt 

eh(t)=E. cos(wt+2 3) 4.1 

3 e"(t)=E. cos(wt+4ý1 3) 

where: E is the peak grid voltage and co is the angular frequency. 

Applying KVL to the output circuit gives 

Ri�(t) -Ldrdýtý=0 

drhdýtý 
=0 

Ri,. (1) 
-Ld1ýý1ý=o 

4.2 

A three-phase system constituted of the three quantities x,, (t) , Xb(t) and xc (t) can be 

transformed into a vector in a complex reference frame, usually called the 

a -P frame, as shown in Fig. 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.3 Transformation from the abc frame to the a -P frame 

In the a-, 8 frame these equations become 

RiQLdatW =0 

diý ýtý 
- vQ(t) -eý(t) -Riý(t) -L dt -0 

which can be written in vector form in the a -P frame 

VaQ (t) - eaý W-R iaQ (t)- L dt 

4.3 

4.4 

Transforming from the stationary a-, 8 frame to the rotating d-q frame shown in fig 
ý -ý 4.4, gives xd, (t) = xaa(t). e'°" , thus 

vdq(t)-edq(t)-Ridq(t)-Ldidg(t)- jCvLiý(t) =0 dt 

16 

x,, (r)=x,, U). e ý.... ý=xa, (r) 

I> 

9=tot+ca 

Fig. 4.4 Transformation from the a -P frame to the d-q frame. 

This equation can be resolved into two equations 
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vd(t) - ed(t) - Rid (t) -Ldldýt)+wLi9(t)=0 

diQ (t) 
v9 (t) - e9 (t)- Rig (t)- L 

dt - wLid (t) =0 

4.6 

In discrete form, the currents are assumed to vary linearly during one sample period 
[k, k+1] which leads to the following approximations: 

fld WN ld, k+/ - ld, k 
dt Ts 

dlq (t) 
lg, k+l - lg, k 

dt Ts 

l (tl jd, k+l + td, k 
d `J 2 

i ýtý 
. 

', 7, k+/ + lg, k 
. qý. ýý 

2 

These approximations lead to: 

ld, k+/ + ld k ld, k+/ - ld, k lg, k+/ + lg, k 
+ CoL 2=0 

vd, k+ý - ed, k+l -R2LT, 

V8 
lq, k+1 + lg, k L 

lqk+1 - lq, k 
- CÜL 

jd, k+1 + td, k 

q, k+1 q, k+/ 
R2 

7's 2 

4.7 

4.8 

4.9 

In order to achieve fast transient performance, a dead-beat controller is used which 

means that the current error can be eliminated in one sampling period. In other words 

the output current signal at any sampling instant k+1 should be equal to the reference 

current signal at the previous sampling instant k. 

td, k+l 1d, k 

lq, k+/ tq, k 

With this assumption equations 4.9 become 

_" 
lg. k +lq. 

k 
). 

(i 

d, k - ld, k 

)- 
COL 

i 
vd, k+/ - ed, k+/ +R Id 

k+ T+ 
+2 

V8+R lq, 
k + 

L+ 

2 "\Ig, k - lg, k 
)+ 

COL 
td'k 

2 

ld'k 
q, k+l = q, k+l 

7, 
s 

4.10 

4.11 

The resistive voltage drop can be replaced by an integral on the assumption that in 

steady state the current is equal to the sum of the current errors. 

2Jl Ts )l2 
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vd ed +R1d, n 
ý+ L 

+R "(iý id, k WL 
19'k +19, k 

, k+/ - 
, k+/ 7, 

J n=0 2 d, k 
2 

_. 
l +I Rl kLdkd, 

k v4, k+1 - eq, k+1 +RE 
(Iq., 

n - 
lq 

n 

)+ 
+ 

(lg, 
k - Ig, k /+ COL 

n=O 

(T, 
22 

The grid voltage change between two successive samples is minimal, thus 

ed, k+l -- ed, k 

eq, k+/ szt; eq, k 

Now equation 4.12 can be rewritten for an R-L load in the form 

K 
" ll " 

vd. k+l - 
ki Z (ld, 

n-1dnJ+%6p. ldk -ldk)-COL 
n=u 

Iqý -F l9 k 

2 

. k 
vq, k+/ -kt 

Y-(lqn 
- Iqn) +kp'(tq, k-lgk)+ COL 

td'k +ld'k 

n=0 2 

4.12 

4.13 

4.14 

For an R-L load the grid components edk and eq, k are zero. Fig. 4.5 presents the block 

diagram of the current controller. 
. 

ld -ý-ý 
--1--ýýE 

+ 

ly 
±+ 

ly 

PI 

1r, 
vL 2 

IWL 

PI 

Fig. 4.5 Current controller schematic diagram. 

The command signals are then transformed from the d-q frame to the a -P frame and 

then to the abc frame as shown in Fig. 4.6. 
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Fig. 4.6 Transforming from the d-q frame to the abc frame. 
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Fig. 4.7 Simulated direct and quadrature axis current responses when neglecting 

measurement time delay. 

Fig. 4.7 shows the output response for a variation in direct and quadrature currents 

respectively (using Simulink). Practically, one sample delay is added to account for 

the DSP computational time. If this time delay is considered, oscillatory controller 

behaviour is obtained as shown in Fig. 4.8. If the proportional gain of the system is 

reduced to 50% the dead-beat gain, the oscillations decrease [4.7]. However, since 

the gain is reduced, the current settling time is longer and overshoot is introduced, as 

shown in Fig. 4.9. 
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Fig. 4.8 Simulated direct and quadrature axis current responses taking into account one 
sample time delay due to the measurements. 
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Fig. 4.9 Simulated direct and quadrature axis current responses taking into account one 

sample time delay due to the measurements and reducing the proportional gain 
to 50%. 

4.1.2 Overmodulation 

The output reference voltages of the inverter stage ua(t), ub(t), and u, (t) are 

responsible for generating the switching signals, S7(t), S8 (t)..... S12 (1), by comparing 

these voltage peaks with the carrier signal. The limit is reached when any of the 

reference voltages are equal to the peak of the carrier signal, which is known as unity 

modulation index (m=1). If the reference signal peak is larger than the carrier signal 

peak then over-modulation occurs, which results in low frequency current harmonics 

[4.4]. The overmodulation effect can be limited if an offset voltage vX is subtracted 
from the reference voltage signals as shown in equation 4.15. 

V. Qva -Vx 
Vbb = Vb Vx 

vcc - vc - V. 
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Although the phase reference voltages are no longer sinusoidal as shown in Fig. 4.10, 

the load voltages are sinusoidal. In order to optimize the modulation, ux is selected 
such that the reference signals are symmetrical as in the following equation 

2 yr= 
mC7x(VQ, vb , yb 

)+ 
m111(Va, Vb, v, 

) 

B (deg. ) 

4.16 

;, vb, vý)+ min(v;, vb, vý) Fig. 4.10 Modified command signal for phase a by adding v= 
max(v 

= 2 

After subtracting the offset, if the reference signal is still larger than the peak of the 

carrier, saturation occurs which results in integrator windup. In this case the integral 

of the current control error becomes large resulting in uncontrolled phase currents. In 

order to avoid windup the author suggests pausing the integration, but this results in 

reduced control system performance. Anti-windup is achieved by the algorithm 

shown in Fig. 4.11. 

Fig. 4.11 Algorithm to prevent integration windup. 
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4.1.3 Generation of the reference current 

The only restriction on the output current reference signal is the over modulation 
boundary (m >_ 0.866) shown in Fig. 4.12, which assumes that the rectifier stage 

operates at unity power factor. This boundary can be computed from the relation 

0.866V 
!= in 

Rz +(wL 
4.17 

Any arbitrary value below this boundary can be used as a reference current. The 

inverter stage to control the output current is shown in Fig. 4.13 
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Fig. 4.12 Over modulation boundary. 
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Fig. 4.13 Inverter stage block diagram. 
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4.2 The active rectifier stage 
The aim of the matrix converter rectifier stage is to control the displacement angle of 

the input current as shown in Fig. 4.14, using the space vector control mentioned in 

chapter 3. The input to the matrix converter is the three-phase grid voltage which 

means that the supply frequency is assumed to fluctuate slightly around 50 Hz as 

shown in Fig. 4.14. Also the input voltage is assumed flat topped as shown in Fig. 

4.15, which contains 0.6% and 0.45% fifth and seventh order harmonics respectively. 

In order to achieve proper displacement angle control, the supply frequency and 

hence the supply phase angle must be measured or estimated accurately. 

3 phase Input 
supply filter 

TIT 

J9. ] 

J9.7J 

J9.7 

JB. BJ 

J9 

3 

r'v 

l9.9J 

l9.9 

/9.7J 

Fig. 4.14 Matrix converter rectifier stage schematic diagram. 
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Fig. 4.15 Assumed supply frequency and terminal voltage. 

4.2.1 Frequency and phase angle estimator 

Same estimator explained in chapter 3 is used to indicate the frequency and phase 

angle. 
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4.2.2 The input filter 

The main function of the input filter [4.10] is to reduce the input current ripple with 
minimum reactive element energy. Common topologies are shown in Fig. 4.16. 

The input filter has to meet the following requirements: 

" Produce a high attenuation at the switching frequency. 

" Minimal voltage drop across the filter to achieve a high overall voltage 
transfer ratio. 

" Minimal filter weight and volume. 

" Maximize the achievable operating power factor. 

Lr 
r /3 r 

(a) 

--L-14t-ý ýý 
(b) (c) 

Fig. 4.16 Power filter topologies. 

Connecting a damping resistor in series with the inductor, as shown in Fig. 4.16a, 

produces a relatively high voltage drop. Connecting it across the inductor as shown 
in Fig. 4.16b reduces the effect of the filter to a first order filter at high frequencies. 

The input filter circuit used is that shown in Fig. 4.16c, which fulfils the 

requirements of an input filter. 

The current transfer function of the input filter is 

I fhtered (s) 
_ 

4Ls + 3r 

Iu�f,, ered 
(s) L2Cs3 + 3LCrs2 + 4Ls + 3r 4.18 

Usually the input filter cut-off frequency o is chosen to provide sufficient 

attenuation at the switching frequency (6.1 kHz). Also the cut-off frequency should 
be above the harmonic components of the unfiltered input current. 

The voltage drop at the supply frequency is calculated as: 
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( 11 AE 
ý1- Y"I 

El 
4.19 

The input filter characteristics are shown in table 4.1 and the filter frequency 

response is shown in Fig. 4.17. 

L/phase 6.3 mH 

C/phase 10 pF 

r/phase 20 Q 

wC 4500 rad/s 

% voltage drop at full load 0.15% 

Attenuation at the 

switching frequency -26dB 

Table 4.1 Input filter typical values and characteristics. 
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The expression for the filtered input current is 

4Ls+3r 
I 
filtered 

(s) C L2Cs3 + 3LCrs2 + 4Ls + 3r 
(I 

unfiltered 
(s)+ Cs V,, 

n 
(s)) 4.20 
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The direct input voltage to the matrix converter is 

Vc (S) 
CS 

(I 
filtered 

(s)- (unfiltered ls)J 

Fig. 4.18 shows the input filter block diagram. 

Iwnfrltered Iº 

1'c 
(t) 

C 
$(Ifiltered W- 

! unfiltered 
(0) dt 

4Ls + 3r 
L2Cs3 +3LCrs2 +4Ls+3r sC 

4.21 

'rº vý 

º Ifrltered 

Cs(4Ls + 3r) 
L2Csj +3LCrs2 +4Ls+3r 

Fig. 4.18 Input filter block diagram per phase. 

Another interesting aspect related to the frequency estimator is the point of 

measurement of the input voltage to the matrix converter. Normally, the voltage 

between the input filter and the converter is used for measurement in order to avoid 

input filter angle compensation in the rectifier stage calculation. Here the measured 

voltage is slightly distorted as shown in Fig. 4.19a. In this case the frequency 

estimator response is as shown in Fig. 4.19b. By reducing the gain of the frequency 

and phase angle estimators (A =284, B=1 7), the oscillations are eliminated as shown 

in Fig. 4.19c. Another solution is to measure the actual grid voltage as opposed to the 

voltage at the point between the filter and the converter, and compensate for the 

effect of the input filter angle. 
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4.3 Transforming from back-to-back converters to the matrix converter 

The relationship between the matrix converter and the corresponding rectifier and 

inverter matrices is as shown in equation 4.22 

T= 

T= 

SAa 

SAb 

SAc 

SBa SCa 

SBb SCb 

SBc SCc 

S7 
S9 

'Sll 

S8 
SIo 

S1z 

S1 S3 S5 
S2 S4 S6 

S7S1 +SgS2 S7S3 +SgS4 S7S5 +SgS6 

S9S1 + SIOS2 S9S3 + S10S4 S9S5 + S10S6 

S11 S1 + S12 S2 S11 S3 + S12 S4 S11 S5 + S12 S6 

4.22 

4.4 Calculation of the output voltages and input currents 

The IGBTs are assumed to be ideal, thus the relationship between the output and input 

voltages and currents can be expressed by 

Va l-t/ "SAa 

Vb 
(t) 

- 
SAb 

Vc 
(t) SAc 

'A (t/ SAa 

1B 
(t) 

_ SAb 

-ic 
(t) SAc 

SBa 

SBb 

SBc 

SBa 

SBb 

SB, 

SCa vArltll 

Sc,, vB 

(\t/l Sc, vC \tl 

SCa]Trla(t) SCb tb 
(t) 

sC" i, (t) Sc,, J Li, (t) 

4.23 

4.5 Calculation of the output currents 

The load is assumed to be a balanced three wire star connection. The output line to 

neutral voltages can be expressed by 

Vao =3 (2Va 
- Vb -VJ 

Vbo =3 
(2vb 

-Va -VJ 4.24 

vco = (2va - Vb -Va) 

The current flowing through the converter is expressed by 

1c 
yxo 

x R+sL 

where x is {a or b or c} 

4.25 
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b 

VC 

1 
3(sL+R) 

1 
3(sL+R) 

1 
3(sL+R) 

Fig. 4.22 Output connected load in the s domain 

R/phase 21.552 

L/phase 20mH 

Table 4.3 Load typical Values 

* l. 

º 1b 

1, !c 

4.6 Simulation results 

The proposed controllers are simulation tested using Simulink at two different output 
frequencies: 80 Hz and 20 Hz, with three different input supply conditions [4.4], [4.11]: 

" pure sinusoid; 

" flat topped; and 

" unbalanced. 
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4.6.1 Pure sinusoidal supply 

Fig. 4.26 parts a to f show the output performance of the matrix converter when 

controlled by the proposed technique. The output frequency is set at 20 Hz, the output 

reference current is 10 A (peak) which is equivalent to a modulation index of 0.77, the 

input displacement angle is zero (unity power factor), and the system switching 

frequency is 6.1 kHz. The controller gain are kP = 34, k; = 5.125. For the output stage, 

Fig. 4.23 parts a to c shows the fast transient response that can be achieved from the 

controller. Also the steady state error in the output current is zero. For the input stage, 

Fig. 4.23 d shows that the reference displacement angle has been modified to 

compensate for the effect of the input filter. A zero input displacement angle between 

the supply voltage (and not the input to the matrix converter) and the filtered input 

current is maintained as shown in Fig. 4.23 f. 
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Fig. 4.23 Output response for fo 20 Hz, unity input power factor at 6.1 kHz switching frequency and 

sinusoidal input voltage: (a) output current, (b) quadrature axis current, (c) direct axis current, 
(d) output line voltage, (e) unfiltered input current *20 and input voltage, and (f) filtered 
input current*20 and input voltage. 

The 80 Hz output performance shown in Fig. 4.24 parts a to f, is almost the same as that 

at 20 Hz if the transient response and the steady state error are considered but the output 

waveform quality itself is not as good as that at 20 Hz. This is because the switching 

frequency is lower relative to 80 Hz. For the input stage, the input current is also 

slightly distorted when compared to that at 20 Hz. This is explained by referring to 

input filter magnitude performance shown in Fig. 4.17. Any harmonic component from 

the input current near the filter corner frequency (4500 rad/s; 716 Hz) will be amplified 

resulting in distortion in the input current waveform. If the filter corner frequency is 

increased the distortion can be reduced but the attenuation at the switching frequency 

will be decreased. 

If the input power factor is set to 0.866 lagging and then leading, the corresponding 

results are shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26 respectively. For the output stage, the 

reference current is lowered since the maximum output modulation index is affected by 

the input power factor variation. The results show the ability of the matrix converter to 

produce an output current at any input displacement angle. 
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If a 12 kHz switching frequency is used, the input filter corner frequency attenuation 

margin is increased. The same filter topology is used as in Fig. 4.19c but with a fourth 

the capacitance (while keeping the inductances and resistance as per the previous 

designed values). The filter frequency response is shown in Fig. 4.27. The current 

controllers are set at kp = 68, k; = 5.125. 
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T7 

I0j 

Considering the matrix converter response at 20 and 80 Hz with unity displacement 

angle, the output signals are as shown in figures 4.28 and 4.29 for 20 and 80 Iiz, 

respectively. It is noticed that the output current quality has been enhanced. This is 

expected when increasing the switching frequency. The main advantage is that the 

distortion in the input current waveforms has been reduced. 
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Another benefit from increasing the filter corner frequency by decreasing the filter 

capacitance, is the reduction of the no load filter current. This increases the ability to 
control the input displacement angle of the system at low modulation indices. 

4.6.2 Unbalanced supply voltage 
A power supply with unbalanced voltage magnitudes (10% unbalance) as shown in fig 
4.30 is connected to the matrix converter input terminals. 

Timo /c l 

Fig. 4.30 Unbalanced voltage supply. 
The system is simulated with an output reference current of 10 A peak, zero input 

displacement angle, and a 12 kHz switching frequency as shown in Fig. 4.31 for 20 Hz 

and Fig. 4.32 for an 80 Hz output. A sinusoidal output current can be obtained at 20 Hz 

with a zero displacement input angle. But the input current is no longer a pure sinusoid. 

It has second order harmonic components. This can be explained after considering the 

power balance in the system. Since the output currents are balanced and pure sinusoids, 

the instantaneous output power is constant. This should be the same for that power 
drawn from the input side. If a balanced and pure sinusoidal input current is drawn from 

the input side, then the input power is not constant in the case of an unbalanced supply 

voltage. 

The input power has two components: one a positive sequence input voltage which will 

be constant and the other a negative sequence voltage which will be oscillatory. Hence 

it is not possible to achieve balanced sinusoidal input current unless the quality of the 

output side is compromised. At 80 Hz the output current is slightly distorted; this is 

mainly due to the higher output voltage required which means a higher modulation 
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index, 0.84 rather than 0.78 in the 20 Hz case which cannot be achieved at certain 

periods with the unbalance in the supply voltage. 
THD=0.8% 
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Fig. 4.32 Output response for f, =80 Hz, unity input power factor at 12 kHz and unbalanced input 

voltage: (a) output current, (b) quadrature axis current, (c) direct axis current, 
(d) unfiltered input current *20 and input voltage, and (e) filtered input current*20 
and input voltage. 

If the reference output current is lowered with a lower modulation index, better output 

performance is obtained, as shown in Fig. 4.33. 
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Fig. 4.33 Output current versus time response. 

In case of an unbalanced voltage supply, either the input voltage or the input current 

vectors are the sum of two vectors: positive and negative sequence vectors as seen in 

Fig. 4.34. 

c6 
Fig. 4.34 Decomposition of signals into positive and negative sequence components. 

The apparent power S in the case of unbalance can be further defined in terms of the 

grid voltages and currents as a positive and a negative sequence in the d-q frame: 

ý' Sup = eDQ "; Q =(eDQ+eJ" + eDQ_e-J" 
)liDQ+eJ' + iDQ_e-J' 

which becomes: 

Sr, 
p= 

(eDQ+e1 a+ eDQ_e-J°'' 
)(i; 

+e-'°" + iDQ-e1°x 

= eDQ+1UQ+ + epQ_i -+ 
eDQ+ipQ_ej'a' + epQ-i; Q+e-1ar 

Rearranging the above equation gives: 

4.26 

4.27 
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S;, 
p =S+ +S_ + (a + jb)e'2o + (c + jd)e-j2am 

= S+ + S_ + ((a + c) cos 2wt + (d 
- b) sin 2cvt) 

+ j((a+c) sin 2wt-(d - b) cos2tot) 
where 

S+ _ 
(eD+1D+ + eQ+1Q+ )+ 

J(eQ+1D+ - eD+1Q+ 
) 

S- _ `eD-1D- +eQ-1Q-l+j(eQ-1D- -eD-iQ-) 

a= eD+iD- + eQ+iQ- b= eD_iQ+ - eQ-iD+ 

C= eD-1D+ + eQ-1Q+ d= eD+iQ_ - eQ+iD- 
Equation 4.29 can be written in matrix form as: 

P 
Q 

d-b 

en+ 

eQ+ 

eQ_ 

eQ+ eo- eQ- 

- eD+ eQ- - eo- 

- ea - eQ+ eD+ 

1D+ 

1Q+ 

ID- 

a+ cII e�_ e� _ e,,, e,,. II i. 

Hence the input current can be calculated from: 

1D+ 

1Q+ 

1D- 

IQ_ 

reD+ 

eQ+ 

eQ- 

eo- 

eQ+ 

- eD+ 

- eD_ 

eQ_ 

eD- 

eQ_ 

- eQ+ 
eD+ 

eo+ 

eQ+ ý 

-1 P1 
Q 

d-bI 

a+c 

4.28 

4.29 

4.30 

4.31 

Assuming a balanced output load, in steady-state the instantaneous output active power 
is constant. By neglecting the semiconductors and input filter losses, the instantaneous 

input active power should equal this dc value, hence the oscillating components (a+c) 

and (d-b) should both be zero. In equation 4.31, if the oscillating components are equal 

to zero, the negative sequence input current cannot be eliminated. Based on the 

available cited references, this is the first time mathematical analysis has proved it is not 

possible to achieve balanced input and output currents with unbalanced input voltages. 

Also this contrasts with the results obtained in [2.29] 

If a balanced sinusoidal input current is required, the control algorithm should be 

modified. The average output power should be first estimated. In the case of an R-L 

load, the steady state active power will be: 

Po, 
a = 3I 

ph, rmsR 4.32 

For a pure sinusoidal input current, the negative sequence current components should be 

eliminated, hence equation 4.32 will be: 
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Q 
d-b 

La+cj 
Hence: 

en+ ,+ eD- eý, 
- 

eo+ - e, e. 
- - eo- 

eo_ - eD_ - e, )+ e�+ 

e�_ e. 
- 

eD+ eo 

lU+ 

1(J+ 

0 

0 

P, 
n= 

eD+ID+ + eQ+1Q+ = P, 
P 

Q=PP. tan(cos-l pf) = el, +I D+ - en+1Q+ 

The modified instantaneous active output power (P, o, al) becomes: 

Piotal (wt) 
= eD+1D+ + eQ+lo+ + 

(e)-ID+ 
+ eQ-1Q+ 

) 
cos 2wt + 

(eQ-1D+ 
- eD-IQ+ 

) 
sin 20)t 

4.33 

4.34 

4.3 5 

The output reference current magnitude is modified according to the instantaneous input 

power. A pure balanced sinusoidal input current is at the expense of distorting the 

output current since there is no energy storage element within the matrix converter. This 

will not be the case if normal back to back converters are used with an interconnecting 

capacitor dc link. The latter configuration can readily control both the output and input 

power simultaneously. 

vsc I 

I 

I L. VSC 2 

Fig. 4.35 Conventional back to back converters 

4.6.3 Flat topped voltage supply 

A supply which contains 1.5% and 1% fifth and seventh order harmonics respectively 

as shown in Fig. 4.36 is connected to the input terminals. 

There is no problem with the quality of the output current, but the input current is 

distorted as shown in Figures 4.37 and 4.38. This is the same power balance problem as 

with an unbalanced power supply. 
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Fig. 4.36 Flat topped input voltage 
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Time (s) 

(e) 
Fig. 4.38 Output response for f, =80 Hz, unity input power factor at 12 kHz and flat topped input 

voltage: (a) output current, (b) quadrature axis current, (c) direct axis current, 
(d) output voltage, and (e) filtered input current*20 and input voltage. 

In case of a flat topped voltage supply, either the input voltage or the input current 

vectors can be viewed as the sum of three vectors as in Fig. 4.42. 

tv Xi 
-50) 

Xas 

li 

Fig. 4.39 Decomposition of the flat topped source into fundamental, fifth, and seventh 
harmonic components. 

The apparent power S can be defined similarly to the unbalanced case. The grid voltages 

and currents in terms of positive and negative sequences in the d-q frame give: 

pQ So, 
p= eDQ "; Q 

i7or(DQ, eJ +ioQse-Js4r +ioQ7ej70w1. _ 
(eDQleJ`m +eDQse-Js°x +eDQ7e) 

This can be written as: 
r` 1 

-ý -' 
So, 

p =eDQ. iDQ 

So/p - -(eDQ, e'°" + eDQs e-, jsmt + eDQ7efl°'' 
)(iD'QIe-'am 

+ iD'QSeJs«x + iýQ7e-j7ox 
) 

-(eDQAQr +eDQsiýQs +eDQ7i; 
V7 

)+(eDQri; 

Qs 
+eDQ7iDQýr 

)e'6og 

- 
+(e lý +e l* 

ý-16aY 
+(e i* 

)2-J11aV 
+(e i 

ýJI? ax 
ý1 Q7 ýs ý1 ýs ýý ý7DQ5 

Rearranging the above equation gives: 

4.36 

4.37 
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So, 
p =S, +Ss +S, +(a+ jb)e'6il +(c+ jd)e-'6a" +(e+ jf)e'"°" +(g+ jh)e-j' 

=S, +S5 +S7+ ((a + c)cos6cot + (d 
-b)sin6cot) 

+ j((a+c)sin6c)t - 
(d 

-b)cos6wt) 
+((e+g) cos Got +(h- f) sinl2wt) 

+ j((e+g) sin6wt-(h- f) cos12wt) 

where 
S, = 

(eDliDl +eq, i9r)+>(eQItoI -eD1iQ1 
) 

SS = 
(eDSIDS + eQsiQs 

)+, 
j 
(eQSIDS 

- eDSIQS 
) 

S7 = 
(eD7iD7 + eQ, iQ, )+j (eQ7ID7 

- eD7iQ7 
) 

a eD1iDS + eQ, iQs + eD, iD, + eQ, iQ, 

C= eD1iD7 +eQ, 1Q7 +eDSiD1 +eQSiQ! 

e= eDSiD7 + eQsiQ7 

g= eD7iDS + eQ7iQS 

b= eD, iQS - eQ, iDS + eD71Ql - eQ7ID1 
d= eD, iQ7 - eQriD7 + eDSiQl - eQS1D/ 
f= eDSiQ7 - egsiD7 
h= eD, iQs - eQ, ins 

Equation 4.39 can be written in matrix form as: 

Pýý eD/ eQi eDS eQs eD7 eQ7 

Q eQ, - eD, eQ5 - eDS eQ7 - eD7 
a+c_ eDS + eD7 eQ5 + eQ7 eDl eQl eDI eQ/ 
d- b eQ7 - eQs eDS - eD7 eQ, - eD! - eQ, eD/ 

e+ g00 eD7 eQ7 eDS eQs 
f- h00 eQ7 - eD7 - eQs eDs 

Hence the input current can be calculated from the formula: 

r; `D! 

1Q1 

1D3 

1Qs 

1D7 

_1Q7 

eo, 
eQ, 

eos + eo, 

eQ, -e gs 
0 

0 

eQ, eos 

- eo, eQs 
eQ5 + eQ, eDl 
eDS - eD7 

0 
0 

eQ, 
eD7 

eQ, 

eQ5 eD7 eQ7 

- eDS eQ7 - eD7 
eQ, eDl eQ, 

- eD, - eQ, eD, 
eQ7 eDS eQs 

- eD7 - eQs eDS 

-1 

1D1 

1Q1 

1D5 

1Q5 

1D7 

L`Ql J 

QPl a+c 
d -b 
e+g 
f -h 

4.38 

4.39 

4.40 

4.41 

Assuming a balanced output load, at steady-state the instantaneous output active power 
is a constant dc value. The instantaneous input active power should equal this dc value, 
hence the oscillating components (a+c), (b-d), (e+g) and (-h) should all be zero. By 

referring to equation 4.41, the fifth and seventh harmonic components in the input 

current cannot be eliminated. Again, the advantage of back to back converters being 

able to exploit the dc link energy is applicable. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

GRID-CONNECTED MATRIX CONVERTER 

WITH AN L-FILTER INTERFACE 

In this chapter the variable-speed wind turbine system shown in Fig. 5.1 is 

considered. A PI current controller is developed for output current control and its 

transient performance is evaluated. Some adjustments are proposed to attain 

acceptable controller performance. For the rectifier stage, a space vector algorithm is 

used to control the generator end displacement angle. 

Wind turbine 

Input 
filter 

TIT 
Matrix 

Converter 

3 phase 
Grid L, R 

L. R 

L, R 

Fig 5.1 Matrix converter system connected to a three-phase grid 

5.1 The inverter stage 

A virtual VSC is assumed to be connected to the grid through an L-filter interface as 

shown in figure 5.2. A PI controller is used to control the inverter output voltage in 

order to provide the desired output currents [5.1]-[5.4]. The reference currents are 

varied in-line with the input power to the wind turbine. 
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Virtual 

Vsc 

Fig 5.2 Grid-connected with an L-Filter interface inverter stage. 

5.1.1 The current controller 

The current controller explained in chapter 4 equation 4.14 is utilized to produce the 
inverter output signals Vdk+l and Vqk+l. 

=k 
k ýi )+ k i« 

)-ly'k+Ig. k 

vd, k+l ed, k +, Y 
_(id,,, - id, n p' 

(d, 
k - id, k wL 

n=0 
2 

-iq. k 
)+wLl''k + i`ý'k 

v =e + k, ' ý( -iy, n 
)+kp'(g, 

k y, k+l q, k 
n=0 

g, n 2 

The current controller block diagram is shown in fig. 5.3. 

Id + 

W 

T- 

ýq ý- 
ý 

PI 

-t»L 2 

coL 
2 

PI 

eq 

Fig 5.3 Current controller block diagram 

A- 

ed 

++ ý Vd 

311- Vq 

5.1 
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5.1.2 Generation of the reference currents 
The control algorithm depends on the system power balance. The active power at the 

output side of the converter Poip is assumed equal to the active power at the input side 
Alp, that is zero losses in the converter switches is assumed. The reactive power at 
the output Quip is independent of the input reactive power Q; A. The apparent power at 
the ac side of the converter Soip is: 

-, -. So, 
p= edq . 

idq = 
ýedld 

+ eglq 
)+ 

.I 
(egld 

- ed ie 
ý 5.2 

Separating the real and imaginary components, equation (5.2) can be expressed in 

matrix form as: 

Re-arranging gives 

1Po, p ed eq Ti; iQo/ 

p 
eq - ed i9 

. -ý Id ed eg Po, 
p 

iq eg -ed Qoip 

5.3 

5.4 

Assuming the grid voltage has only aq component, or in other words, the q axis is 

aligned with the grid voltage vector, the reference current signals become: 
Q01 

id = 
eq 

Po/p 

1q = 

eq 

5.5 

5.1.3 Droop control 
In order to obtain correct load sharing between different generating units, droop 

control is used [5.7]-[5.8]. It is assumed that there is a large distance between the 

different converters, hence high speed control communications is impractical. Thus 

the converter only uses quantities that can be measured at the converter connection 

point. In fig. 5.4, for steady state sinusoidal operation, the apparent power flowing 

into the line can be described as 

U-V e Is U- V e+'a Cjo UV 
J(e+a SUX =U Zee =U Ze ie Z-ze5.6 
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I[-0 LR 

Z- 

UL4 

Fig 5.4 Equivalent circuit and phasor diagram of a grid connected generator. 

Thus the active and reactive powers become 

U2 UV U2R UVR UVX P=- 
Z cos O-Z cos(B + 8) = z2 - z2 cos S+ 

Z2 sin 8 

12 

Q=Z sin O- 
ZV 

sin(B +g) = 
Z2 

- 
Z2R 

sin 8-i 
uVx 

cos 8 

where R=Z cos 0, and X=Z sin O 

Since the load angle 8is normally small 

sing-- 8 

cos8ý1 
Equation 5.7 then becomes 

P-U2RUVR+UVXS 
z2z2 Z2 

U2 UVR 8- UVX Q- 
z2 z2z2 

U 

vL 

5.7 

5.8 

5.9 

which leads to 

vs ; -ý 
U-V c -ý --- 

U 

XP-RQ 
U 
XQ + RP 5.10 

Since X5>R 

sý 
XP 
UV 

u- V; ze 
XQ 

u 

5.11 

Since the power angle depends on the frequency, the active power can be controlled 

by controlling the frequency. On the other hand, the reactive power depends mainly 

on the voltage difference, U-V, as shown in fig. 5.5. 
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Fig 5.5 Active and reactive power droop characteristics. 

Poýp =Cp([va -CÜ) 

Qo'ý 
p= CQ (vo 

- v) 

Pmax 
º 
P 

5.12 

For load sharing purposes, these droop functions are used in order to make the 

system appear as a synchronous machine. The active power is dependant on the wind 

power input which can be controlled mechanically within certain limits by adjusting 

the angle of the blades. The reactive power is independent of the input values. 

5.1.4 Frequency and phase angle estimator 

The estimators used in chapter 4 are used, namely [5.9] 

Cok+1 -- Cok -A 
eak 

Ta 

eq, k 

ek+1 "' Bk + COkTs -B----7 s eq, k 

5.13 

To reduce the effect of noise on the estimated values, the direct axis voltage is 

replaced by 

ed k Vd k- 
Rld, 

k + coLlq, k 

The inverter stage block diagram is shown in fig. 5.6. 

COmin 

A 

5.14 
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Fig 5.6 Block diagram of a grid-connected inverter with an L-filter interface. 

5.2 The active rectifier stage 

The rectifier stage shown in fig. 5.7 is assumed to have a three-phase generator 

connected to a wind turbine. The input displacement angle can be controlled by 

measuring the generator position angle e. Modelling of the wind turbine, the 

synchronous generator, and the input filter are briefly introduced. 

Wind turbine 

Rectifier 
stage 

Fig 5.7 Virtual rectifier stage of L filter Grid-connected matrix converter 
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5.2.1 Wind turbine rotor model 

The aerodynamic model of the wind turbine rotor is normally based on a look-up 

table for the torque coefficient CQ or the power coefficient Cp Cg= VCE The 

torque coefficient CQ is used to directly determine the aerodynamic torque from 
[5.10]-[5.11]: 

Tw, �a =1 KPRjVýCQ 5.15 

where: p is the air density, R is the blade radius, V. is the wind speed, and CQ is the 

torque coefficient. 

Alternatively the aerodynamic torque can be determined using the power coefficient 
CP based on: 

Twmd - 2! rPR2VooCp 5.16 

Alternatively, fig. 5.8 is used when modelling the wind turbine as a look-up table. 

JBI 
! NI ISNýý 

" 
7NI xTN 

7LiHrRN1 ANm+rI... ýaiL(ýI 
fIBI 

Wind 
speed 

Turbine 
speed 

Q m lz dwz 

Wind 
power 

Fig 5.8 Wind-power and turbine speed characteristics at different wind speeds. 

5.2.2 The generator model 

A comprehensive synchronous generator model is presented, which takes into 

account dynamic phenomena occurring in the machine. Since this model has been 

widely known since the 1930s, only the main assumptions and results are presented. 

The dynamic equations of a synchronous machine are derived for a non salient pole 

machine with damping bars. 
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i-Model assumptions 

A three-phase, wound-field synchronous generator has three identical armature 
windings symmetrically distributed around the air-gap, one field winding, and 
damper windings as shown in fig. 5.9. It is assumed that one damper winding is 

present in each machine axis. `Rotor windings' implies the field winding placed on 
the opposite side of the air gap with respect to the three-phase armature windings. 

as 

CS 

dr 

Fig. 5.9 Synchronous machine model 

Some approximations are used in order to simplify the real synchronous machine 

model: 

" Every winding in the machine generates a sinusoidal MMF along the air gap. 

" The effects of magnetic saturation and flux fringing are neglected, in other 

words infinite machine iron permeability. 

Inaccuracies introduced by these approximations are normally small enough to be 

negligible, particularly from the point of view of the machine's dynamic 

performance. 
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ii- Development of the model equations and equivalent circuit 
Electrical equations are obtained by applying Kirchoff's voltage law to all windings 
[5.12]-[5.14]. 

where 

Vabcs - -rstabcs + P'kbcs 

vdqr - rrldqr + Pa'dqr 

r(abcs 

)T 
- 

ý. ras 
. 
fbs 

. 
fcs 

lffdqr 
Y- [ffd 

Ad 
. 
fkq J 

rs 00 

r5=0r30 
00 rs 

-1 
rjd 00 

r, =0 rkd 0 

00 rk9 

ib 

Lfd 

rkd 

vkä Lkd 
rs LS ia 

b 

a 

-ý Van 

rkq 

ykq Lkq 

iC 

Fig. 5.10 Synchronous machine equivalent circuit in the abc frame. 

The relationship between the currents and the flux linkages is 

C 

5.17 

5.18 
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Ks 
a 

5.19 

It is convenient to transform these equations into the rotor d-q reference frame. The 

voltage and flux linkage equations become time independent. Transformation from 

the abc to the d-q reference frame is given by 

where 

a'abcs 

= 

Ls Lsr - labcs 
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lLsr 

1T Lr ldgr 

cos 9 cost 0-2; cost O+2; 

sin 9 sin 
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S1foosS; PltýM 

C 

Fig. 5.11 Transformation from the abc to the d-q frame. 

Note that transformation of the variables preserves total system power: in every time 

instant, power in the abc reference frame is equal to the power in the d-q reference 

frame. 

vdqOs - -rstdgOs + 0)radgOs + PAdgOs 

rr vdgr - r,. tdgr + PAdgr 
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where 
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Fig. 5.12 Synchronous machine equivalent circuit in the d-q frame. 

A+ 

vkq 

5.2.3 The input filter 

Since the synchronous generator normally has a relatively high magnetizing 

inductance, there is no need to use a high order input filter. The filter is reduced to 

only capacitors as shown in fig. 5.13. 
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Input filter reduced to only capacitors. 

The filter equation in vector form is: 

and in the d-q form 

d v5. - Cý 
-= I, -I unJi/iered 

dt 

d v,,,, C- 
- JC(i C Vdy = ldg -1 dq unfiltered di 

dvý, 
C, dt 

+ CO CVg = Zd - 
'it 

unfiltered 

dVq 
C 

dt 
-w 

CVd = lg - lq 
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Wind turbine 
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Input 
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Fig. 5.14 Block diagram of the rectifier stage of a grid-connected matrix 
converter with an L-filter interfaced. 
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5.3 Simulation results 

For simplicity, the grid voltage is assumed to be pure balanced sinusoids. Also, for the 

rectifier side the generator inertia is assumed to be high, making the speed variation 

negligible, hence the generator terminal voltage and frequency can be assumed constant 

at 380 V and 50 Hz. With these assumptions, the simulation using Simulink results at a 

6.1 kHz switching frequency are shown in fig. 5.16. The controller gains 

are kP = 7.25, k, = 0.25. Both a fast transient response and a zero steady state error 

performance can be achieved. 

L filter 
R filter 

5 mH 
0.5 S2 i 

Nominal power 4 kW 
L-L volt 380V 
Internal impedance (R u, X p,, ) 0.2 &3 pu 
Inertia (s) 3.7 

R filter 

Table 5.2 Filter parameters 

_1SL B. OS R1 dtS 

Time (s) 

(a) 

6. BJ ýr drs 

Time (s) 

(c) 

Table 5.3 Synchronous machine parameters 

1 B. ) Ras 
Time (s) 

(b) 

R2 ®JS 

(d) 
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Fig. 5.16 Output response for a sinusoidal grid voltage at a 6.1 kHz switching frequency: (a) output current 

phase ̀a', (b) output current phase ̀b', (c) output current phase ̀c', (d) output current phase (a)*20 
and the grid voltage, (e) quadrature axis current, (f) direct axis current, (g) filtered input 
current*20 and the generator voltage, (h) unfiltered input current*20 and the generator voltage, and 
(i) output active power 
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5.4 Unbalanced grid condition 

In case of an unbalanced grid voltage as shown in fig. 5.17, the actual quadrature and 
direct axis voltages with and without the frequency and phase angle estimators are 

shown in fig. 5.18. 
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Fig. 5.19 Output response for unbalanced grid voltage at a 6.1 kHz switching frequency: (a) output 

current phase ̀ a', (b) output current phase ̀ b', (c) output current phase ̀ c', (d) quadrature 
axis current, (e) direct axis current, (f) output active power, and (g) filtered input current*20 
and the generator voltage. 

Even though balanced pure sinusoidal output currents can be achieved, the output active 

power oscillates at double the grid frequency around the reference value due to the 

negative sequence voltage. This is also reflected in the input current waveform. In order 

to obtain non-oscillatory output power, the controller should be modified to take into 

account the effect of the negative sequence voltage by using dual current control. 

5.4.1 Dual vector current controller 

In the case of unbalanced grid voltages, the normal vector current controller does not 

give satisfactory performance. 

A dual vector current controller which consists of two separate PI controllers, one for 

controlling the positive-sequence and the other for controlling the negative-sequence, 

should be considered. This controller gives good performance when used for grid 

current control. A simplified block diagram for this controller is shown in Fig. 5.20. The 

positive sequence PI-controller is described in the positive d-q frame as: 

L k" (" ll 19+", k + lg+, k 
vd+, k+/ _- ed+, k 

+R 
�ý 

(Id+, 
n - ld+, 
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ll 

/++R2 '(id+, k - ld+ 
k/ COL 
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V =e +R. ý(ý -1 
)+ LR )'('q 

+, k 
ý+tvLtd+, k+td+, k 

q+, k+1 q+, k 
na0 

q+, n g+ n 7's 2 q+, k 2 

The negative sequence PI-controller is described in the positive d-q frame as: 

5.32 
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Fig. 5.20 Dual PI current controllers for an unbalanced power supply 

5.4.2 Extraction of the positive and negative sequence components 

Decomposition of either the grid voltage or the output current into positive and negative 

sequences is performed in a d-q frame that rotates in the positive direction. From fig. 

5.21, it can be established that the positive sequence vector rotates in the same direction 

and with the same speed which means that the d-q components will be dc values. On the 

other hand the negative sequence rotates in the negative direction, which means that its 

d-q component vectors rotate with double the line frequency in the opposite direction. If 

the measured quantity in the d-q frame is delayed by 900, the negative sequence 

component is shifted by 1800. Adding this to the original quantity nulls the negative 

sequence component. 
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Xs+ 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 5.21 Transformation from the abc to the d-q frame for: 
(a) the positive sequence and 
(b) the negative sequence. 

The positive sequence components can thus be extracted from the measured values as: 

Xd+W -2 xd(t) 
(t_T ) 

4) 

xq+(t)= 
2 

xg(t)+xgCt 

41 
while the negative sequence components are: 

Xd- 
(t) 

=2 Xd 
(t) 

- Xd 
(t_T 

4 

x9_ 
(t) 

=2 x9 
(t) 

- xq 
(t_T 

5.34 

5.35 

Noted that the negative sequence values xd (t) and xq_(t) calculated in 5.35 are sinusoidal 

signals with double the supply frequency. In order to convert these signals to dc values 

for the current controller equation 5.33, the following transformation is used 
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Fig. 5.22 Extraction of the positive and negative sequence components 
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Xd+ 

5.4.3 Generation of the reference currents 

For an unbalance supply, the apparent power S can be defined in terms of grid voltages 

and currents resolved into positive and negative sequences in the d-q frame as: 

-, . So, 
P = edg . rdg =(edg+e'`m + edq-e-, ' )(idg+e'°" 

+ idg-e-, i" 

which can be written as : 
)(4+ So/ 

plede+eiýº + edq-e-jý e-'a` + idq-e'ý ý 

JJ 
ed9+id9+ + ed9-lda- + edv+ldi-eax + edq-ld9+e-J? ax 

= 

Rearranging this equation gives 

S., 
p=S. + S_ + (a + jb»i" + (c + jd)e'j2°" 

= S+ +S_ +((a+c)cos2tot+(d -b)sin2oot) 
+ j((a+c)sin2tot-(d -b)cos2tvt) 

where 
S+ 

- \ed+id+ 
+ eg+iq+ /+ .% 

(eq+ld+ 
- ed+tq+ 

) 

(ed_id_ 
+eq_iq_)+. l(eq_id_ -ed-ig-J 

Li = ed+id_ + eg+ig_ b= ed_iq+ - eq-id+ 

c= ed-id+ + eq-iq+ d= ed+iq- - eg+id- 

5.37 

5.38 

5.39 

5.40 
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In order to achieve non oscillating power, the terms (a + c) and (d - b) are set to zero. 
Equation 5.40 can be written in matrix form as: 

P 
Q 

a+c 

_d-b_ 

"l 

ed+ eq+ ea_ eq_ 
eq+ - ed+ e°- - ea- 
ea- - ea- - eq+ ea+ 

ed- eq- ed+ e9+ j 

Hence the reference currents can be calculated from: 

Id+ 

Iq+ 

'd- 

_'q- 

ed+ 
eq+ 

eq_ 

ed- 

eq+ 

- ed+ 

- ed_ 

eq_ 

ed- ee- 
-1 -! 

e9- - ed- 
- eg+ ed+ 

ed+ e9+ 

ld+ 

lq+ 

ld- 

. 
lq- 

P 
Q 
0 
0 

5.41 

5.42 

5.4.4 Simulation results 

The simulation results with the modified current controller (same controller gains) are 

shown in fig. 5.23. The active power tracking is improved and the double frequency 

oscillations in the output power are suppressed. This improvement is at the expense of 

system transient response. The settling time increases since a time delay of a quarter of 

the cycle is introduced in order to extract the true values of the positive and negative 

sequence components. 
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*20 and generator voltage. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

UNIFIED POWER FLOW CONTROLLER 

USING THE MATRIX CONVERTER 

One of the main reasons for the USA 14'h of August 2003 blackout was the increased 

loading of the transmission lines, which brought some transmission lines to operate 

close to their full capacities. FACTS devices can provide realistic solutions to reinforce 

transmission systems by better utilising the existing transmission network without the 

need for constructing new transmission lines. The unified power flow controller (UPFC) 

is a FACTS device that was developed for real-time control and dynamic compensation 

of ac transmission systems [6.1]-[6.4], providing multifunctional flexibility as explained 

in chapter 2. 

The UPFC has control over all the parameters (voltage, impedance, and phase angle) 

affecting power flow on a transmission line. It has the ability to control the real and 

reactive power on the transmission line and the bus voltage simultaneously and 

independently. The control of the simplified UPFC using the matrix converter shown in 

fig. 6.1 is considered in this chapter. 

6.1 Simplified UPFC Model 

In fig. 6.1, the series converter (VSC2) is responsible for the UPFC main function of 

controlling the power flow on the transmission line by series injecting from a 

synchronous voltage source with controllable magnitude and angle. The shunt converter 

VSC1 provides both controllable shunt reactive power to control the bus voltage 

magnitude l and the real power requirements of VSC2. 
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Fig 6.1 UPFC schematic employing the matrix converter. 

The schematic model of a UPFC system is shown in Fig. 6.2. In this figure, Ih and V, 

represent the shunt current and series voltage of the UPFC respectively, and ZS and Zsh 

represent the impedances of their coupling transformers. Buses 1 and m are the sending 

and receiving buses. 

Fig 6.2 Equivalent circuit of a UPFC system using the matrix converter. 

There are numerous functional control modes for the UPFC such as direct voltage 

injection, bus voltage regulation and control, line impedance compensation, phase angle 

regulation, and automatic power flow control. This chapter deals with the automatic 

power flow control mode of the series converter since this operating mode fully utilizes 

the capabilities of the UPFC, and the shunt converter is used in the voltage magnitude 

control mode. 
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6.2 Series power converter control 
The line section between 1 and m in fig. 6.2 can be represented in the three phase form 

shown in fig. 6.3. El and E, n are equivalent to the voltages measured at buses 1 and m 

respectively. 

Fig 6.3 Inverter stage (series power converter). 

Applying KVL to the output circuit gives 

eia(t)+vsa(t)-ema(t)-Ria(t)-L 0 
dcltt) 

= 

erb(t)+vsb(t)-emb(t)-Rib(t)-Ldib 
t)=0 6.1 

erc(t)+vsc(t)-emc(t)-Ri, (t)-Lddtt)=0 

The transformed equations in the d-q frame will be: 

d 

tt)+wLiq(t)=0 
era(t)+ve(t)-emd(t)-Rid(t)-Ldd 

eq(t)+vsq(t)-emq(t)-Riq(t)-L 

dlq(t)-wLid(t)= 
0 

dt 

6.2 

In order to write these equations in discrete form, the currents are assumed to be linear 

during one sample period [k, k+]]. Then using the same approximations as used in 

chapter 4, the dq voltages become: 

L 
'fl' 

0r l_"9, g, 1k 
vsd, k+/ - emd, k - e/dk + Rný 

(Id, 
n - Id, n /+ CT + 

(Id 
k- 

'd, 
k 

)- 
COL 

1k2 

. 

Vee+ RE (iý -i ý+ L+ R. (iý 
-i 

)+ 
COL 

ld, k 
+ ld, k 

s9, k+/ - g, k lg, k 
n-U 

9" 9n7, 
s 

2gk9, k 2 

The controller block diagram is shown in fig. 6.4 

6.3 
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Fig 6.4 Current controller block diagram 

The d-q voltages are then transformed to the equivalent abc voltages. 

6.2.1 Generation of the reference currents 

The active power Poip at the converter output is considered equal to the active power at 

the input P, , assuming zero losses in the converter switches. Reactive power at the 

output side Qoip is independent of the input reactive power Q. 

The apparent output power at the AC-side of the converter Snip is: 

-ý --º . _rr 
l 

Smo/p 
- emdg. lmdg - \emdlmd 

+emqlmq/+i emgimd -emdtmq 

Separating the real and imaginary parts, (6.4) can be expressed in matrix form as: 

Pm 
o/p 

]=[ 
emd 

Q. 
o/p 

emq 

emg tmd 

-e md 
1mq 

The current references are then calculated from: 

6.4 

6.5 
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. lmd remd e -I 
mg 

Pin 
op 

Imq emq -emd 
Q. 

op 

-I Pm 
op 

lmd remd emq 

Imq [emq -emd 
Qm 

op 
6.6 

Assuming the grid voltage has only aq component or in other words that the q axis is 

aligned with the grid voltage vector, the reference current signals become: 

"_ 
Qmo 

p 
lmd 

em,, 

Pmn 

Imy = 
em9 

Fig 6.5 Series power converter block diagram 

6.7 

Generation of 
reference current 
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6.4 Shunt power converter control 

The main function of the shunt converter is to control the magnitude of the voltage at 
bus 1. This is achieved by adjusting the rectifier stage displacement angle. The shunt 

converter current can be divided into two parts: 

" Ip which is in phase with the voltage at bus 1. This means that it is responsible 

for producing the active power needed by the series converter. 

" Iq is in quadrature to the phase voltage, so that it is responsible for the reactive 

power taken by the matrix converter. It should be noted that this value is 

independent of the controlled reactive power supplied by the series converter. 

The equivalent circuit of the shunt converter and its phasor diagram are shown in fig. 

6.6. 

Fig. 6.6 Shunt converter equivalent circuit and phasor diagram 

The real and reactive powers are given by: 
Q= tsh, DE! 

P= iSh, Q E, 
6.8 

It can be concluded that ish, Q is responsible for the active power, while ish, D is 

responsible for the reactive power. Thus by regulating ish, Q and ish, D, real power P and 

reactive power Q to/from the shunt inverter can be controlled independently. The 
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active power is the same as that of the series converter, so the only controllable variable 

is the reactive power component. 

The quadrature axis reference current can be estimated by using the output active power 

and the voltage magnitude at bus bar m, while the direct axis reference current is 

calculated using a PI controller in order to control the voltage magnitude at bus 1, as 

given by: 

i*,, 
_) 

=kp 
(E; 

-E, 
ý+k, ý(E; -E, 

ý 

The input displacement angle is estimated as: 

e. 
ýn = tan-' 

vBn 

PI 

lsh 

Prej 

.* 
i,,. ý -F 

l. 
ch. ( 

Bs,, = tan-1 
lsG, D 

i« 
sl1, Q 

T 
abc 

rlsh, 
U 

lsh, Q / 

VAn 

d-q 

11 
Frequency 

and 
phase angle estimator 

6 

8., ýý 

1 

Space vector Algorithm 

Fig 6.7 Shunt converter controller block diagram 

Virtual 
Converter 
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6.9 
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The virtual dc link average voltage is given by 
Ts of VDC =VL. 

2 
COS esh 

T, 6.11 

This means that the virtual dc link voltage is affected by the input displacement angle 
Osh, hence the output voltage maximum transfer ratio is also affected. This reduces 
the capability of the series converter to control the active and reactive power flowing 

through the line. 

From fig. 6.8, the series voltage required can be estimated from 

V, =E, -E�, -IZ--E, -Em-jIX 6.12 

and its magnitude is calculated from 

VS -- [E, 
- E. cos ,5- 

IX sin(8 + 0)]2 + [Em sin, 5 - IX COS (g + 0)]2 6.13 

-IX-""'T.... '1 

" 

A 

.V 

W 
Fig 6.8 Phasor diagram of El, E, n and I. 

The maximum displacement angle of the shunt converter is calculated from 

0sh = cos- 
VS 

6.14 
0.866E 

This represents the shunt converter angle limit beyond which it is difficult to control 

the transmitted power through the series converter. Therefore the UPFC block 

diagram is modified to take into account this limit. 
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Fig 6.9 Different cases of series injected voltage and the corresponding maximum shunt converter angle: 
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6.5 Simulation results 

With pure sinusoidal grid voltages of 1 pu, S =100 and X=0.2pu, the simulations were 

performed for two systems: 

" The shunt converter angle is maintained constant and the series converter is 

controlled. 

" Both shunt and series converters are controllable. 

6.5.1 Constant shunt converter angle 

In order for the series controller to fully control the transmitted active and reactive 

power through the transmission line, the shunt converter is maintained at a zero 
displacement angle. Full control of the transmitted power is achieved as shown in 

figures 6.12 and 6.13. 
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Fig. 6.12 Simulated output response for a UPFC using a matrix converter at a 6.1 kHz switching frequency: 

(a) receiving end active power, (b) receiving end reactive power, (c) voltage magnitude at I bus, 
(d) series voltage magnitude, (e) shunt current magnitude, and (f) receiving end current magnitude. 

6.5.2 Shunt converter angle control 

If it is required to control both the voltage magnitude at bus 1 and the transmitted power, 

the modified algorithm which takes into account the limitations of the shunt converter is 

used. The voltage can be controlled with a small shunt current as shown in fig. 6.13. 
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Fig. 6.13 Simulated output response for a UPFC using a matrix converter at a 6.1 kHz switching frequency: 

(a) receiving end active power, (b) receiving end reactive power, (c) voltage magnitude at I bus, 
(d) shunt current magnitude, and (f) receiving end current magnitude. 

It can be concluded that full control of the transmitted power can be achieved, while full 

control of the bus bar voltage is limited to certain values of the transmitted power. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PRACTICAL RESULTS 

In this chapter, the system hardware for the matrix converter is outlined. The power 

converter circuit, voltage and current sensing, and other elements of the matrix 

converter system are described. A selection of practical results for the matrix 

converter used as a standard ac to ac converter and as a UPFC are presented and 

discussed. 

7.1 Hardware elements 

The hardware components used in the drive system are shown in fig. 7.1 and are 

discussed in the following sections. 

7.1.1 The Digital Controller Hardware 

The digital controller hardware consists of three units: 

" the Digital Signal Processor (DSP); 

" the analogue expansion daughterboard; and 

"a personal computer (PC). 

i- Digital signal processor 

The Texas Instrument digital signal processor TMS320C6711 DSKTM [7.1] shown in 

fig. 7.2 is used as the floating point digital controller unit. 

The main features of this DSP are: 

" up to 600 million floating-point operations per second (MFLOPS) and 1200 

million instructions per second (MIPS) at a clock rate of 150 MHz. 
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" 32 general-purpose registers of 32-bit word length and eight independent 

functional units. 

" two-level cache-based architecture. The Level I program cache (LIP) is a 
32kbit direct mapped cache and the Level I data cache (L I) is a 32-kbit 2- 

way set-associative cache. The Level 2 memory/cache (L2) consists of a 512- 

kbit memory space that is shared as program and data space. 

" 16 MB External SDRAM and 128 KB External Flash - provides additional 

program and data storage 

" expansion daughterboard interface for system development. 

Fig. 7.2 6711 DSK. 
The main role of the DSP is to calculate and determine the inverter and rectifier 

signals that are compared to the triangular carrier. Signal modification, the inverter 

and rectifier matrices, the matrix converter states generation and the commutation 

steps are performed in the expansion daughterboard. 

ii- Analogue expansion daughterboard 

The SIGNALWARE AED-106 multi channel parallel analogue expansion 

daughterboard for the Texas Instruments TMS320C6x allows sensor interfacing 

[7.2]-[7.4]. 

The daughterboard has 4-channel A/D converters that can monitor a variety of sensor 

outputs where simultaneous sampling is required. Each of the 4 A/D converters can 

sample up to 4 single ended or 2 differential channels simultaneously with 12 hit 

resolution at 1.25 Ms/s for each channel. Single channels can be sampled at up to 6 
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Ms/s. In addition to the analogue channels, three groups of 8 buffered digital signals 

can be either inputs or outputs. Preprocessing of the A/D samples and control of the 

converters are achieved with the field programmable gate array, which reduces the 
DSP load. 
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THS 1206 

digital I/O 

i 
converters I 

f 
Reference C/K 
down counter i 

T 
PeripheralI/F A! emor //F 

Fig. 7.3 AED-106 block diagram. 

iii- The PC 

As a means of accessing and programming the digital controller (DSP 

TMS320C6711TM) in a user-friendly and non-intrusive real-time way, a PC equipped 

with the Code Composer StudioTM software is used. The program can be written in 

assembly or C languages. The latter is used for its simplicity and familiarity. 
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7.1.2 The power matrix converter 

The conventional matrix converter topology shown in fig. 7.4 is used. The igbt 

semiconductors used are HGTG12N6OA4D [7.5]. They are MOS gated high voltage 

switching devices combining the best features of MOSFETs and bipolar transistors. 

These devices have the high input impedance of a MOSFET and the low on-state 

conduction loss of a bipolar transistor. The low on-state voltage drop varies only 

moderately between 25°C and 150°C. The IGBTs used are the development type 

TA49335. The diode used in anti-parallel is the development type TA49371. The 

main reason for choosing these semiconductor devices, beside the short fall and rise 

times, is the price; £1.9 /igbt. The electrical ratings are shown in table 7.1. 
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Fig. 7.4 Conventional eighteen switch matrix converter. 
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collector to emitter voltage 600 V 

collector current continuous 

at Tc = 25°C 

at Tc= 110°C 

54 A 

23 A 

Collector current pulsed 96 A 

>100kHz operation 390V, 12A 

200 kHz operation 390V, 9A 

Typical fall time 70ns at Tj = 125°C 

Typical rise time l6ns at Tj = 125°C 

Table7.1 The igbt electrical ratings. 

7.1.3 Voltage supply 
An 8.3 kVA, 415V, 50 Hz three phase autotransformer is used to control the input 

voltage magnitude. Its output voltage range is 0 to 465 V on the 415V ac mains. The 

practical output voltage as shown in fig. 7.5 is unbalanced (6%) and contains 1% and 

0.08% fifth and seventh harmonics component respectively. 
, 
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Fig. 7.5 Output voltage from the autotransformer. 

M! 

7.1.4 The R-L load 

A constant R-L load is used to demonstrate the novel technique presented in chapter 

4. The typical load values are shown in table 7.2. These values are used in the output 

current controller. The measured values for the resistances are 19.8,20.5, and 21.3 c2 
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for phase a, b and c respectively. For the inductors, the measured values are 20.4, 

19.6, and 18.7 mH. 

R/phase 21.552 

L/phase 20mH 

Table 7.2 Load typical Values 

7.1.5 The input power filter 

The main function of the input power filter is to reduce the input current ripple with 

minimum reactive element energy. 
The design of the input filter in fig. 7.6 meets the following requirements: 

"A high attenuation at the switching frequency. 

" Minimized voltage drop across the filter to achieve a high overall voltage 

transfer ratio. 

" Minimized weight and volume. 

" Maximized operating power factor. 

The input filter characteristics are shown in table 7.3. 

3r 

-L--/-" 
iI 

ic Fig. 7.6 The input filter. 

L/phase 6.3 mH 

C/phase 10 µF 

R/phase 20 S2 

wC 4500 rad/s 

% voltage drop at full load 0.15 % 

Attenuation at the 

switching frequency -26dB 

Table 7.3 Input filter typical values and characteristics. 
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7.1.6 Current and voltage measurements 

i- Current sensing unit 
Phase current sensing uses two Hall-effect current transducers: LEM LA100 P [7.6] 

which have the following specifications: 

" accuracy± 0.45%. 

" linearity <0.15%. 

" thermal drift -25°C.... 85°C ± 0.05... ± 0.25 mA. 

" response time <1 µs. 

" bandwidth (-1 dB) dc... 200kHz. 

" high immunity to external interference. 

For a sensed current in the range -10 to 10A, the voltage output signals of these 

transducers are in the range -1.5 to 1.5V, which is the A/D input voltage limits. The 

relationship between input current Ip and transducer output voltage V is: 

V =0.15Ip 

b- Voltage sensing un 

For an input voltage in the range -240 to 240V, the voltage output signals of these 

transducers should be within the range -1.5 and 1.5V which is the A/D input voltage 

limits. The relationship between input voltage Vr and transducer output voltage V is 

described by: 

7.1 

V=045V, 7.2 

Line voltage sensing was carried out using voltage transducers: LEM LV25-P [7.7] 

which have the following specifications: 

" Accuracy ± 0.9%. 

" linearity <0.2%. 

" thermal drift ± 0.06... ± 0.25 mA at 0°C.... 25°C. 

" response time 40µs. 

" high bandwidth (V dependant). 

" high immunity to external interference. 
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7.1.7 Switch commutation 

Four quadrant switches are needed for the matrix converter. Four quadrant switches 
are able to block voltage of both polarities and to conduct current in either direction. 
Such a specification is realised by the connection of two diodes and two switches as 
shown by the combination of SIA, S2A, SIB, and S2B in fig. 7.7. The four quadrant 
switches in a matrix converter configuration suffer commutation difficulties. In this 
figure, it is assumed that the load is connected to phase ̀A' (SIA, S2A are on and SIB, 
S2B are off). It is required to switch the connection to phase ̀B'. 

Fig. 7.7 The 2-1 matrix converter 

The main constraint in the commutation process is to ensure that: 

" no short circuit occurs between the input terminals A and B. 

" no open circuit occurs in the inductive load circuit. 

The commutation procedure used is current direction dependent. Figures. 7.8 and 7.9 

illustrate the commutation procedure during the load current positive and negative 
half cycles respectively. During the load current positive half cycle represented in 

fig. 7.8, SIA carries the load current and no current flows in S2A. So S2A is turned off 
first. Then SIB which should carry the load current is turned on. Then SIA is turned 

off, so the current flows in SIB. Finally, S2B is turned on. During the negative half 

cycle, the procedure is the same with SIA, SIB interchanged with S2A, S2B. 
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Fig. 7.8 Commutation procedure for a positive load current. 
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Fig. 7.9 Commutation procedure for a negative load current 
The commutation logic circuitry performs two functions. The first is to set the four 

step commutation delays (xi to x4). The second is to decode which of these delayed 

signals should be applied to each switch during commutation. The delay circuit uses 

four D flip flops, as shown in fig. 7.10. 
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D Q x 

Clk2 

X3 

Clk3 I 

DQ LX-4 

Fig. 7.10 Logic circuitry for setting the commutation delay times. 

The signal selection depends on the switch state and the current direction; as to 

whether it should be turned on, off or unchanged. The switch state is determined by x 

and x1. If x and xj are the same then there is no need to change the switch state. If x=1 

and x1=0 then the switch x should be turned off. If x=0 and xj=1 then x is turned on. 
These cases are summarized in table 7.4. 

x x1 ON OFF No change 

0 0 0 0 1 

0 1 1 0 0 

1 0 0 1 0 

1 1 0 0 1 

Table 7.4 Truth table for the switch states and delay signals. 

X, 

D 
1: > 

ON 

OFF 

no change 

Fig. 7.11 Logic circuitry for determining the switch states. 
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The four delay states (xi, x2, x3 and x4) for each switch are summarized in table 7.5. 

N. C. ON OFF DIR S, S2 

1 D d d xi x, 

0 1 0 0 x4 x? 

0 1 0 1 x2 x4 

0 0 1 0 x, x3 

0 0 1 1 x3 x, 

0 1 1 d XX XX 

Table 7.5 Truth table for delay signal selection according to switch states and 
current direction. 

7.1.8 The clamp circuit 

A clamp circuit for matrix converter protection is shown in Fig. 7.12. The clamp 

consists of two rectifier bridges using fast-recovery diodes at the input and output. A 

capacitor takes the commutation energy. A parallel resistor discharges the capacitor. 

The design is based on the assumption that a fault has generated an error signal that 

immediately turns off all the converter switches. The clamp's task is to absorb the 

load energy thereby preventing power switch damage. The total energy stored in the 

three-phase inductances carrying sinusoidal balanced currents is calculated as [7.8] 

3A2 1 A2 
A2 

4IoLLoad=2C V; -V, IL 

A 

where Io : the maximum output current 
Lload : the load inductance 

A 

V, : the maximum admissible voltage 
A 

V,. L : the maximum input 

B 

Fig. 7.12 The clamping circuit. 
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7.1.9 Signal filter 

In order to avoid distortion, ground noise and glitches in the output from the 
daughterboard shown in fig. 7.13 a, HCPL-2630 dual-channel optocoupler isolation 
is used with the following specifications: 

" high speed-10 MBit/s, 

" CMR- 10 kV/µs, 

" Double working voltage -480V, 

" Fan-out of 8 over -40°C to +85°C, 

" Strobable output, and 

" Wired OR-open collector. 

SAa 
I 

$Äa 2 

Sßu 
l 

Sirs 

. 
(a) 

I 

+SAa 1 
rrrrrlrfrrýlfirflfrrrrf 

SHa 1 

Fig. 7.13 Output to the switches from the gate drive: 
(a) before the optocoupler (inverted) 
(b) after the optocoupler. 

(b) 

The optocouplers solve the problem of distorted output signals but they introduce a 
delay as shown in fig. 7.14. This increases the time delay required for commutation. 

Normally the second and third commutation steps can be performed simultaneously. 

This is because the turn-off delay time of an igbt is greater than its turn-on delay 

time. This feature cannot be used because of the optocoupler delay. Instead of using 

a maximum delay of 0.5 ps for commutation, 2.125 µs is used. 

r 
ý. _. 
ý ,,,, ,,.,, ,,.,,, 
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(c) 
Fig. 7.14 (a) Optocouplers output signals, 

(b) Gate drives output signals and 
(c) Gate drives signals for phase a. 

(b) 

7.1.10 Digital filtering 

Fig. 7.15a shows the measured ac voltage signal received by the DSP for a sinusoid 
input voltage. In order to reduce noise effects and avoid transients in the measured 

signals, they are filtered. First, the zero signals are eliminated as shown in fig. 7.15b. 

Second, four consecutive readings are taken instead of one per measured signal, the 

average of these four readings (moving average) is 

XI+X2+X3+X4 
xk =4 

This reduces the noise effect as shown in fig. 7.15c. 

Then the signals are low pass filtered again. 
Y(s) wo 
X(s) s+wo 

which is 

7.4 

7.5 
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dY+woY=wox 
dt 

or in discrete form 

. 
Yk-l + coo Ts xk 

Yk Q +woTj 

The input voltages are filtered and the delay is compensated since only the input 

phase angle is required. Instantaneous output currents are needed so no filtering is 

performed. This reduces the robustness of the current feedback control. 

IBBB 

JJ®® 

JBBB 

75196 

2 2000 

15009 

199Q 

J®® 

. 
0 B. 69s 0.81 0.815 0.87 0.875 9.05 0.015 9.80 

Time(s) 

(a) 

Time (s) 

(b) 

Time (s) 

(C) 

Fig. 7.15 (a) Measured sinusoidal voltage from the DSP without filtering 
(b) measured signal after eliminating the zero notches and 
(c) measured signal after averaging four consecutive signals. 
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7.2 Ac to ac matrix converter practical results 
Both open loop and closed loop test are performed to show the controller's ability of 
controlling the output current even with asymmetrical voltage sources. Analysis of 
the practical results is given. 

7.2.1 Open loop 

Open loop control without output current feedback is investigated first. The output 
frequency is 80 Hz with a unity input power factor (zero displacement angle) and a 
6.1 kHz switching frequency. The frequency and phase angle are estimated on the 
input side. Fig. 7.16 shows the flow chart of the open loop DSP program. 
The practical results for the open loop tests are shown in fig. 7.17 parts a to f. The 

analysis focuses on the output and input current waveforms and their harmonic 

spectrum. 
By considering the output current, the virtual dc link voltage with an unbalanced, 
flat-topped source is analysed to interpret the output current harmonic spectrum. The 

virtual dc link of an unbalanced source with its positive and negative components are 

shown in fig. 7.18 and is of the form 

vDC = vI. m! + v2. m2 

l 

_ 
(Vip 

cos(8+0)+V,, cos(8-O+cp)Jsin( -8J 
7.8 

+ VIP cos 8+0- 3 +V, � cos 8-ý+rp+ J sins TTY 
s 

where cp is the angle between the negative and positive sequence components of 

phase a as shown in fig. 7.18. 

The virtual dc link average voltage in the case of an unbalanced voltage supply is 

given by 

vý = Vip . 
-5 cos 0+ V� .2 cos(2tot -0+( 

)j7.9 

which is shown in fig. 7.19. For this virtual dc voltage, the output current harmonic 

spectrum must contain two components, at 2f ± fo . This explains the presence of 

the low frequency component at 20 Hz (2 x 5OHz - 80Hz) and the fact that the 
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output current waveform given in fig. 7.17 looks as if modulated at 20 Hz (appendix 

b). 

Initialize the AED-106 
Daughterboard 

Rising edge 
Zero crossing? 

Measurement of 
input voltages 

T Digital filtering of input voltages 

Send inverter and 
rectifier levels to the 

daughter board 

Fig. 7.16 Open loop flow chart. 

Transformation from abc-º dq 
eD, k, eQk 

Frequency & phase angle estimator 
ek+h £c+1 

i Determination of the input sector 
& Calculation of the rectifier stage 

levels ut, u2 and u3 
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current harmonic spectrum. 
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Fig. 7.18 Decomposition of signals into positive and negative sequence components. 

Time (ms) 

(a) 

0 I 1. //l 1.1/I I. /II 1. /N I. U 1.011 I. /! / 0.016 I. Il1 I. /J 

Time (ms) 

(b) 
Fig. 7.19 The simulated virtual dc link voltage at unity modulation index and zero displacement 

angle for fo=80 Hz: 

(a) balanced voltage supply and (b) unbalanced voltage supply (5%). 

For a flat-topped voltage source which contains fifth and seventh harmonic 

components as shown in fig. 7.20, the virtual dc link voltage is: 

(A TT ff 
vDC = VIII 

22, 

The virtual dc link voltage in the case of a flat-topped source is shown in fig. 7.21. 

The output current contains harmonic components at 6f, ± fo . 
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C 

Fig. 7.20 Flat topped source fundamental, fifth, and seventh harmonic components. 
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Fig. 7.21 The simulated virtual dc link average voltage at unity modulation index and zero 

displacement angle for fo=80 Hz: 

(a) balanced voltage supply and 

(b) flat-topped voltage supply (1% fifth and seventh harmonics). 

Analysis of the virtual dc link current can explain the input current harmonic 

spectrum. The inverter stage uses space vector modulation. By neglecting the effect 

of the rectifier stage zero vectors and considering the output phase voltage has only a 

fundamental component for simplicity, the output current will be unbalanced due to 

the link imbalance reflected on the load. This means that the output current has 

positive and negative components. The virtual dc link current is no longer a constant 

value, instead it will contain an oscillatory component at double the output frequency 

due to the output current negative sequence component as follows 

'DC = Iop. 
ýCosOL+Ion. 

y 
cos(2co0t-OL +Q) 7.11 

22 
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where OL is the load power factor angle of the positive sequence component, and a is 

the angle between the positive and negative components of phase a. Each of the 

output current harmonic components (6f ± f, 2f,, ± f) will also have positive and 

negative sequence components. The input current related to any harmonic component 

will be: 

cos((w, ± (0)" -o wx))t -Ox)+ I, 
2 

cos(w 2; 
± ((wo +a x)) t+ OXý 7.12 

A constant virtual dc current is necessary to obtain sinusoidal balanced input currents 

at the supply frequency similar to a normal current source inverter as in equation 

3.13. Any oscillatory components in the virtual dc link will be reflected in the input 

current. This means that the input current contains components at f, ± fo ± fX 
. These 

components affect the input current quality hence the input voltage to the matrix 

converter. 

Another factor affecting the input current quality is the effect of the input filter Q and 

its corner frequency. Frequencies in the spectrum near the corner frequency will be 

amplified, not attenuated as shown in Fig. 7.22. 
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7.2.2 Closed loop control 

Closed loop control of the output side current is performed using the PI controller 
explained in chapter 4 with the same controller gains kP = 34, k; = 5.125. The study 

uses 20 and 80 Hz output frequencies, unity input power factor (zero displacement 

angle), and at a 6.1 kHz switching frequency. For the input side, the frequency and 

phase angle are estimated. Fig. 7.23 shows a flow chart of the closed loop DSP 

program (appendix c). 

The closed loop practical results are shown in figures 7.24 and 7.25 parts a to f. The 

practical results focus on the output and input current waveforms and their harmonic 

spectrum. 

For the 20 and 80 Hz output currents, the current quality is improved when compared 

with the open loop case in fig. 7.17, as indicated in the harmonic spectrum. The low 

order harmonic that appears in the open loop case has been reduced. The quality of 

the current is poorer than the simulation results due to: 

" The effect of noise on the measured signals. 

" The long switch commutation times are not accounted for in the simulation. 

Imbalance in the output load since the controller transient response is 

dependant on the load parameters. 
The input current is slightly improved, but sinusoidal output current is at the expense 

of the input current quality due to the absence of any internal storage elements in the 

matrix converter. The input current at a 20 Hz output frequency is better than that at 

80Hz. This is due to the effect of the input filter on the frequencies near its corner 

frequency. 
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Fig. 7.23 Closed loop flow chart. 
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Fig. 7.24 Practical output response for f, =80 Hz, unity input power factor at f=6.1 kHz for closed 

loop control: (a) output current, (b) output current harmonic spectrum, (c) output line 
voltage, (d) filtered input current and input voltage, (e) filtered input current, and 
(f) input current harmonic spectrum. 
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Fig. 7.25 Practical output response for f�20 Hz, unity input power factor at f=6.1 kHz for closed 

loop control: (a) output current, (b) output current harmonic spectrum, (c) output line 
voltage, (d) filtered input current and input voltage, (e) filtered input current, and 
(f) input current harmonic spectrum. 

7.3 Unified power flow controller 

The matrix converter when used for a unified power flow controller relies on a 

symmetrical ac voltage supply. Any asymmetry in the voltage will be reflected in 

either the input or output currents, and deteriorates the line current quality. The basic 

hi 
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idea of the UPFC shown in fig. 7.26 is to control the injected series voltage (VS) and 
shunt current (Ish). The ability of the matrix converter to control the series voltage is 
demonstrated briefly in the following section. 

MatrLY 
Converter 

Fig. 7.26 Schematic diagram of a UPFC employing a matrix converter 

The main function of the series converter is to control the transmitted power through 

a transmission line. This can be achieved by regulating the voltage at bus 2 which 

can be controlled by the injected series voltage according to the relations 

v, = v1' + v1 - 2v, v, cos 0 

9, = 'r - sin-' 
v1 

sing 
7.13 

V 

Max. permissible injected 
voltage 

Fig. 7.27 Phasor diagram of a UPFC series converter 

The circuit shown in fig. 7.28 is used to demonstrate the ability of the matrix 

converter to control the injected series voltage. The input side is connected to the 
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secondary of an autotransformer, while the output side is connected to the line 

through three single phase transformers. 

V2 

Fig. 7.28 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 

The experiment performance involves two steps (appendix d): 

" Maintain the injected series voltage magnitude constant and vary its phase 

angle. 

" Keep the injected series voltage phase angle constant and vary the magnitude. 

7.3.1 Phase angle control 

For the UPFC circuit shown, the matrix converter output and input frequencies are 

equal, around the 50 Hz. Hence the instantaneous output voltage phase angle is 

calculated using the input phase angle estimator with the required phase shift. The 

output voltage is connected directly to the series transformer without an intermediate 

filter, and the load terminals are connected to an R-L load. The modulation index is 

maintained constant at 0.6 while the inserted voltage phase angle is varied. The 

matrix converter input displacement angle is set to zero to allow full control of the 

output voltage. The selected experimental results are shown in fig. 7.29 parts a to d. 
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Fig. 7.29 Experimental results for varying the injected series voltage phase angle: (a) 00, (b) 
90°, (c) 180°, and (d) -90° 

7.3.2 Magnitude control 

The phase angle is maintained constant at 900 while varying the output voltage 

modulation index, that is varying V. Fig. 7.30 a to c shows the experimental results. 

v, 

(a) 
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VI 

(b) 

Tr 

Vj 

(c) 
Fig. 7.30 Experimental results for varying the injected series voltage modulation index: 

(a) 0.5, (b) 0.866, and (c) 0.95. 
The distortion on the output waveforms is due to a number of factors: 

" Since the input voltage to the matrix converter is reduced, the percentage 

unbalance in the phase voltages increases as illustrated by the 

autotransformer waveforms in fig. 7.31. The constancy of the virtual dc link 

deteriorates as the degree of supply imbalance increases as shown in the 

figure. This reduces the maximum operating voltage transfer ratio, which 

means that the matrix converter is likely to be operating in the over 

modulation region. 

V -3 V-3- 7 
cos 0+ V� 

. cos(2c91- 0+ (P) Tff vD = VP .22 
5 
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Fig. 7.31 Virtual dc link voltage: (a) symmetrical input voltage and neglecting the (Ts ergs) 
term, (b) asymmetrical input voltage and neglecting the (T, ef/T, ) term, 
(c) symmetrical input voltage and taking into account the (T, ff/L) term, and 
(d) symmetrical input voltage and taking into account the (T, dT, ) term (30% 
unbalance). 

" The measurement transducer offset effects at low voltage is more dominant. 

Considering the dq components of three-phase ac signals affected by dc 

offsets 

Vr(t)= v,. 
a+ cos (co, t) 

b+cos w, t+2ý 

c+cos w, t+4ý 

7.15 

The dq components in this case are a combination of two signals: a dc 

component due to the sinusoidal part and a sinusoid signal at 50 Hz due to the 

offsets. 
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Fig. 7.32 Transducer offset effect: 
(a) d component in case of 10% offset in the transducers. 
(b) q component in case of 10% offset in the transducers. 

" The noise effect on the measured signal is more dominant at low input 

voltages. Transducers should be operated as close as possible to full scale 
deflection. 

" The filter for the series injected voltage used is an L-filter. Using an LCL 
filter will reduce the effect of the distortion in the output waveforms. 

It should be noted that the matrix converter in the second case is operating as a series 
VAr compensator by adjusting the injected series voltage magnitude. For series 

compensation, the matrix converter input displacement angle is null, and the matrix 

converter output voltage phase angle is set to 900, and its magnitude is calculated 
from 

V, = V, tan 0 7.16 

Since the output voltage phase angle is maintained at 900, the matrix converter output 

active power is zero, hence its input power is equivalent to its internal losses 

(semiconductor and component losses), hence the input current is low. Also when the 

output voltage is uncontrolled, its magnitude is given by: 

V2 = V, 2 + Vf2 7.17 
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Vs 

Fig. 7.33 Series compensator phasor diagram. 
These relations are valid for a symmetrical voltage supply. In case of imbalance in 

the supply voltages, closed loop control is necessary to adjust the series injected 

voltage. The input voltage imbalance will be reflected in the input current even with 

closed loop control due to the absence of any energy storage element. Iteration gives 

the required phase displacement as achieved in fig. 7.34. 

Fig. 7.34 Experimental results for a series compensator. 
In order to control the load voltage magnitude as well, both the injected series 

voltage angle and magnitude should be controlled. The series voltage magnitude is 

calculated from 

VS = Vý + VZ - 
ZV1 V, cos 0 

and its phasor angle is 

7.18 
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BL. _ ;r- sin -' 
(v, sin O) 

V2 J 7.19 

Since the injected voltage and the load current are not orthogonal, the matrix 

converter output power is not null. So the input current is not minimal. 

Compensation results are shown in fig. 7.35. 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 7.35 Modified series compensator phasor diagram: 

(a) phasor diagram and 
(b) experimental results. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION 

8.1 General conclusions 
The matrix converter offers a practical replacement for back-to-back converters with 
less weight and size due to the absence of the intermediate stage storage elements. Its 

virtual dc link voltage magnitude is proportional to the output modulation index. This 

gives higher resolution and better performance at low modulation indices for a 

symmetrical ac voltage supply, when compared with back-to-back converters. 
An approach has been proposed in chapter three which directly converts from back- 

to-back VSI switch states to the switch states of the matrix converter and vice versa. 
The approach offers explanation of matrix converter operation in terms of back-to- 

back converters operation, and vice versa. 

The absence of any intermediate storage elements, which is seen as the main 

advantage of the matrix converter, has some drawbacks. The input and output active 

powers are not decoupled; this means that any transient in either side of the converter 
is reflected directly to the other side. The effective dc link voltage is less than that of 
back-to-back converters; hence the maximum output voltage margin is lower. This 

margin is also affected by the input displacement angle. Furthermore, an 

asymmetrical ac voltage supply reduces the matrix converter maximum transfer ratio 

and is detrimental to its performance. This is not the case for back-to-back 

converters. 

With an asymmetrical ac voltage supply and without feedback control on both sides 

of the converter, the voltage oscillation on the virtual dc link deteriorates the 

performance of both the input and output. For this reason, fast controllers are 

required to produce symmetrical currents at either the input or the output. 
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For the conventional matrix converter, it was shown in chapter four, that it is not 

possible to obtain symmetrical currents at both the input and output ends. If 

symmetrical input and output currents are required, a fictious intermediate storage 

element is implied to decouple the input and output active power. 
The bidirectional properties of the matrix converter can be used in many power 

system applications such as in embedded generation and for a unified power flow 

controller. Even under asymmetrical grid voltage connection for embedded 

generation, it was shown in chapter five that the matrix converter can provide 
balanced output current, but this produces oscillatory active power at both the input 

and output. Using dual vector current controllers, non-oscillatory active power 

transfer can be achieved. 
The active and reactive power transmitted through the transmission system can be 

controlled using the matrix converter as a UPFC. It can also control the voltage 

magnitude at any point of a transmission system. Both voltage magnitude and power 

control using the matrix converter can be achieved with certain limitations, being 

restricted by the lack of any intermediate energy storage element, as considered in 

chapter six. 

These conclusions are summarised in table 8.1. 

Conventional Matrix Converter Back-to-Back Converters 

" Max. 0.866 Vi,,,. " No max. limit on the voltage magnitude. 

" The dc voltage constancy is affected by " The dc voltage constancy depends 

the asymmetry in either the input or mainly on the capacitance. 

output side voltage. 

" Proportional to the output modulation " Not dependent on the output modulation 
index, which gives better performance at index. Same performance at high and low 

low modulation indices. modulation indices requires changing the 
link capacitance. 
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" Coupling between the input and output 

active power. 

" Both input and output currents are 
deteriorated without closed loop control. 

" Either symmetrical input or output 

currents can be achieved and it requires 
fast controller. 

" Under symmetrical supply, high current 

performance can be achieved at both ends 

at any modulation index. 

" Asymmetrical grid voltage requires dual 

current controller to achieve non 

oscillatory output power, hence non 

oscillatory input power. 

" Either the transmitted power through the 
line or voltage magnitude control can be 

achieved. 

" Control of both voltage and power 
transmitted is restricted. 

" The performance is affected by grid 

voltage asymmetry. 

" Decoupling between input and output 

active power can be easily achieved. 

" Symmetrical input and output currents 

can be obtained without closed loop 

control. 

" Under symmetrical supply, high current 

performance can be achieved at high 

modulation indices. The performance 

reduces at low modulation indices. 

" Asymmetrical grid voltage does not 

require any current controller modification 

since the output and input powers are 
decoupled. Constant output power 

requires dual current controller. 

" Control of both voltage and power 
transmitted can be achieved without any 
limitations. 

" The performance is not affected by grid 

voltage asymmetry. 
Table 8.1 Suitability of matrix and back to back converters to power system applications. 

8.2 Author's Contribution 

A new matrix representation approach to control the matrix converter has been 

introduced in chapter three. The approach depends mainly on output current control 

feedback and the use of logic circuitry to perform the matrix converter functions. The 

introduction of a virtual dc link has been used to explain output voltage magnitude 

limitations, and the relationship between input and output current harmonics. Logic 

circuitry is used for most functions and for the conversion from a back-to-back 

converter to a matrix converter. This reduces the DSP computations required. 
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In addition, as considered in chapter three, the decoupled matrix approach exposes 

possibilities for reducing the average number of the switching commutations per 

cycle which increases converter efficiency and reduces device stresses. Furthermore, 

the matrix approach offers a basis for alternative explanation and interpretation of 

matrix converter operation. 
The technique enables the removal of asymmetrical voltage effects from the output 

current within certain limits, depending on the robustness of the output current 

controller and the level of input asymmetry whilst lowering the achievable 

modulation index. In chapter four, matrix converter operation has been analysed 

under asymmetrical input voltage conditions, for both unbalanced and a flat-topped 

input ac voltage supply. For the first time, it has been proved mathematically, that 

under asymmetrical input voltage conditions, it is not possible to obtain symmetrical 

currents at both converter ends, without an intermediate energy storage element. 

Either obtaining symmetrical input or output currents require a fast robust controller, 

at the expense of the current quality at the uncontrolled end. 

In chapter five, the performance of the matrix converter connected to the grid 

through an L-filter under balanced and unbalanced grid conditions was evaluated. 

Non-oscillatory output power is obtained for embedded generation even with 

asymmetrical grid voltages, by using a dual current controller to control both the 

positive and negative sequence current components. Extraction of the components 

delays the dq components by 900. 

The ability of the matrix converter to control either the voltage magnitude or the 

transmitted active and reactive power through the transmission line has been 

demonstrated in chapter six. The matrix converter limitation to control both the 

voltage magnitude and the transmitted power simultaneously as a unified power flow 

controller due to the coupling between the input and output active powers has been 

explored. 

8.3 Future research 

The complete rectifier stage can be implemented using logic circuitry (FPGA) 

including the phase displacement angle and frequency estimator. This represents a 
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final step towards transforming from the six switch states of the standard VSI to the 

eighteen switches of the matrix converter. 
In the case of back-to-back converters, a study of the smallest capacitance required to 

decouple the input and output active power and its relationship with the degree of 

asymmetry in the input ac voltage supply could be undertaken. 

Switch commutation sequences can be imbedded into the rectifier and inverter 

matrices before transforming them to the eighteen switch states of the matrix 

converter. This approach can combine and embed dead banding and overlap into the 

transition matrices. If the transition is in the inverter matrix, the sequence of the 

inverter matrices during commutation will be: 

1000110101 

a= 01 , b= 01 c= 01 , d, oI , and d, = 01 

101D101010 
If the rectifier matrix is: 

100 
e=[0 10 

the matrices of the commutation sequence will be as in tables 8.2 and 8.3. 

Sl S2 

1 0 0 1 0 0 
Initial 0 1 0 0 1 0 [a. e a. e] 
state 0 0 1 0 0- 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 = [a. e b. el 
1 0 0 1 0 0- 

1 1 0 0 0 0 

2 0 1 0 0 1 0 = [c. e b. e] 
0 0 1 0 0- 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

3 0 1 0 0 1 0 = [d, e b. e] 
0 0 1 0 0- 

0 1 0 0 1 0 

4 0 1 0 0 1 0 = [d,. e d,. e] 

1 0 0 1 0 0 

Table 8.2 Matrix converter commutation incorporated into the inverter matrix 
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In case of transition in the rectifier matrix, the sequence of the rectifier matrices will 
be: 

0 
e-[0 1 0]' i=[0 0 0]' S=[0 

0 O] 
and 

[01 00 ý) 

and the inverter matrix is: 

Io 

a= 0I 
ID 

SI 

!D 

S2 

Initial 
100100 
010010 = [a. e a. e] state 100100 

- 100100 

1 010000 =[a. e a. f] 
10010 0- 

100100 

2 011000 = [a. g a. f] 

10010 0- 

100100 

3 001000 =[a. h, a. f] 
10010 0- 

100100 

4 001001 [a. h, a. h2 ] 

100100 

Table 8.3 Matrix converter commutation incorporated into the rectifier matrix 

Tuning of the controller parameters and redesign of the input filter can reduce the 

input current distortion. This will facilitate the practical implementation of the matrix 

converter as a unified power flow controller and its use in embedded generation 

systems. 
The use of an LCL filter interface instead of the L filter used can improve the quality 

of the output current. The controller equations will be: 
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8.1 

8.2 

8.3 

Another area of investigation is the examination of the effects of dips and flickers in 

the grid voltage on the output and input current quality with embedded generation 

using the matrix converter. Also, the size of the smallest external energy storage 

element that can be used to overcome these effects should be determined and its 

optimum connection position in the system assessed. 

Application of the UPFC based on either matrix or back-to-back converters to 

control the output voltage magnitude and the power from an induction generator 
directly connected to the grid can be investigated. 

Parameters, load, and input voltage variations have not been considered. It is 

important to investigate if the system transient performance will be improved by 

using a non-linear controller or by using sliding mode control which is more robust 

to parameter variations. 
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APPENDIX A 

DSP HEADER FILES 

/*connnonheader. h file*/ 

#include <stdio. h> 
#include <string. h> 
#include <dma. h> 
#include <emif. h> 
#include <intr. h> 
#include <common. h> 
#include <math. h> 
#include <board. h> 
#include "fpga. h" 
#include "EMIF_. h" 
#include "DSP_CNTRL_REG. h" 

define pi 3.14285714285714285714285714285714 
interrupt void increment(void); 
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/* fpga. h file*/ 

/*Addresses of reading and writing from FPGA*/ 

#define READ FPGA ADDR 0x01600000 
#define WRITEI_FPGA_ADDR Ox01500000 
#define WRITE2FPGA_ADDR 0x01500400 
#define WRITE3_FPGA_ADDR 0x01500800 
#define WRITE4 FPGA ADDR OxOl500cOO 

/* registers operation of reading and writing addresses*/ 

#define READ_FPGA *(unsigned int*)READ_FPGA ADDR 
#define WRITE I_FPGA *(unsigned int*)WRITEI_FPGA_ADDR 
#define WRITE2_FPGA *(unsigned int*)WRITE2_FPGA ADDR 
#define WRITE3 FPGA *(unsigned int*)WRITE3_FPGA_ADDR 
#define WRITE4_FPGA *(unsigned int*)WRITE4_FPGA_ADDR 
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/* EMIF .h file*/ 

/*define common emif settings*/ 

#define DEF_EMIFCEO_CTRL 
#define DEF_EMIF__CE2_CTRL 
#define DEF_EMIF_CE3_CTRL 
#define DEF_EMIF_SDRAM_CTRL 
#define DEF_EMIF_SDRAM_REF 
#define EMIF_GCTRL_VALUE 
#define EMIF CE1 CTRL VALUE 
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0x00000040 
0x00000030 
0x00000030 
0x07227000 

Ox000004e1 
0x00003078 

Oxffff3f23 



/*DSP CNTRL REG. h*/ 

/*addresses of dsp mapped control/status registers*/ 

#define DSP CNTRL_ADDR 
#define DSPSTAT ADDR 
#define DSP_DIPOPT_ADDR 
#define DSP_DIPBOOT_ADDR 
#define DSP_DSPOPT_ADDR 
#define DSP_DSPBOOT_ADDR 
#define DSP_FIFOSTAT_ADDR 
#define DSP SDCNTRL ADDR 

0x01780000 
0x01780004 

0x01780008 
0x0178000c 
0x01780010 
0x01780014 
0x01780018 
0x0178001c 
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APPENDIX B 

OPEN LOOP PROGRAM 

/*-FILE: Openloop. c 

-HEADER: 
Application program for open loop control. 

-1 

#include <stdlib. h> 

if defined(CHIP_6711) 11 defined(CHIP_6211) 11 defined(CHIP 6211X) 
#include "6x 11 DSK. h" 
#include "regs. h" 
#else 
#include <emif. h> 
#endif 

#include "AED. h" 
#include "AED_DMS. h" 
#include "AED_Appl. h" 
#include <commonheader. h> 

#if AED_PRINT /* Must be placed after AED. h 
#include <stdio. h> 

#endif 

/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 

/* application may change these defines 
#define AED_BOARD "106" 
#define DMS_MODE DMA_FS_MODE 
#define RECORD_SKIP_POWER (7) /* NO_RECORDS to skip for speed*/ 
#define DIVIDE_POWER (0) /* NO_RECORDS = 2^DIVIDE_POWER 
#define NO_RECORDS (1«DIVIDE_POWER) /* records/frame 
#define NO FRAMES I /* frames/block */ 
#define RECLEN 8 /* length of record in words */ 
#define ELEMENTSIZE_CODE DMA_ESIZE32 
#define SAVE RECORDS 1 /* size of printout 
#define ITERATIONS I /* size of averages */ 

/* Globals for diagnostics of termination 
unsigned int debug times; 
int debug_bufs_proc; 
int debug_buf count; 
intdebug_prev_buf count; 
int debug_DMS_err; 
int debug appl term_code; 
unsigned int debug_FIFO_ovfl; 
unsigned int debug_DMS_count; 
ApplBlockType data_buffer; 

unsigned int ADC[ 16], x[ 150], YYY[ I50], constant; 
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int vvv=0, iii, kk; 

int index 
_ioa, 

index iob, index_ioc, index tl, index_t2; 
double vvvvv; 
int id, iq; 
int index t2x; 
intthetaip2, sec2; 
int ialpha, ibeta; 
int sum2, mmmmm; 
int ij, lx, s, nnn, mmmm, nx=O, mx=O; 
float Tx; 
unsigned int 

INVERTER, CONVERTER, SECTOR, CURRENT DIRECTION, LA, LB, LC, t0, t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, se 
C; 

unsigned int da, db, dc; 
int iaref, ibref, icref, imref; 
int index ioa90; 
int iaact 1=0, ibact 1=0; 
float thetaip, thetaop, stepip, stepop, fs; 
int peak, fo, index_io, iarefint, ibrefint, icrefint, iaerr, iberr, icerr, iaret2, ibret2, icref2, max, min; 
int iaact, ibact, icact; 
int zxc=0; 
short int flgy; 
int vabl=0, vbc1=0; 
int al, a2; 
float errvd, vdl, vg1; 
float nnnnn; 
int iaerrx, iberrx, icerrx; 
int ax; 
int ccccc; 
int ud, uq; 
int ualpha, ubeta; 
int errd, errq; 
int idref--0, igref; 
int iaerrn, iberrn, icerrn; 
unsigned int xxx, xxxx; 
unsigned int av, k; 

unsigned int flgx=l, asd=l; 
unsigned int kkkkk; 
unsigned int index-sec; 
float valpha, vbeta, vd, vq; 
int vab, vbc; 
float w0, wk, th0, thk; 
int sum=0; 
int sss; 
int iaaaa, ibbbb; 
int index 

_ip, 
t l, t2, tO, index 2; 

float ja delta, ib_delta, ic_delta; 
int current_transformation, ai_l, bi_l, ci_l, ai, bi, ci, ap, bp, cp; 
ApplBlockType ptr; 

ApplBlockType save_data; 

#if(! TALK TO_FPGA) 
far unsigned int test_data[NO_RECORDS*NO_FRAMES*RECLEN]; 

#endif 

unsigned long fpga_io_reg = 0x70000001; 
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Dma_channel fpga_chan; 
int input count; 

/*°----------------------------_. _--------*/ /* the following code is application dependent */ 

static int loop count; 

unsigned int A_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int B_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int C_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int D_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int E_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int F value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int G value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int H value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int I value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int J value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int K_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int L_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int M value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int N_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int O_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int P_value[ITERATIONS]; 

/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* ------------------------------------------ */ 

appl parms - Defines mode and size of block for DMS transfers 
Parameters: OUT frames - number of frames in the block 

OUT records - number of records in the frame 
OUT reclen - number of transfer elements in record 
OUT esize - transfer element size code (AED Brd. h) 
OUT mode - transfer mode code (AED_DMS. h) 

Notes: 

1) This routine is always called from main prior to allocation 
of the block for data transfer. This function returns the 
specifics for the allocation and the DMS setup. 

2) The DMS can transfer the data in different widths up to the 
EMIF bus size. The code selects the size independent of DSP. 

3) The DMS mode codes include both word and frame synchronization. 
Synchronization is the pulses sent on a wire connecting the AED 
with the DSP used by the DMS to determine when to read or write 
to the AED. 

4) The DMS can be implemented with any of the facilities available 
on any particular DSP. Interrupts are available on all DSPs so 
the AED_DSM_intr support can always be used, although it is slow. 
The other implementations depend on what the DSP has for data 
transfer hardware. 

void appl parms(unsigned int *frames, 
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unsigned int *records, 
unsigned int *reclen, 
unsigned int *esize, 
unsigned int *mode) 

{ 
/* the following code may be application dependent or 

additional code may be required */ 

/* AED106 Standard EMIF settings 
Parm 6x01 6x11 
Write setup 43 
Write strobe 32 
Write hold 32 
Read setup 13 5 
Read strobe 27 
Read hold 00 

#ifdefined(CHIP6711)11 defined(CHIP_6211)11 defined(CHIP_6211X) 
REG_WRITE (EMIF_CE2, Ox3OA50727); /* CE2 control, 32bit async*/ 
#if (TALK 

_TO 
FPGA) 

REG_WRITE (MARO, Ox1); /* Enable cache for SRAM 
REG_WRITE (L2CFG, 0x80000002); /* 2-Way cache & EDMA Pri 

#endif 
#else 

EMIF_CE1_CTRL = Ox4OFDO220; 
#endif 

#if(! TALK_TO_FPGA) 
appl_test_data. uword = test-data; 

#endif 

*frames = NO_FRAMES; 
*records = NO_RECORDS; 
*reclen = RECLEN; 
*esize = ELEMENTSIZE_CODE; 
*mode = DMS MODE; 
peak=127; 
imref=l0; 
fs=6103; //switching frequency 

Ts=1 /fs; 

m=Ts/2/peak; 
fo=80; //output frequency 
Tx=Ts; //program dependant 
stepop=720*fo/fs; 
index_ioa=0; 
thetaop=0; 
current transformation=40; //2x 
/*********************writeto FPGA*****************************/ 
iaref2=0; 
ibref2=0; 
icref2=0; 
sec=1; 
t0_ 0; 
t1 =0; 
t2_ 0; 
da=0; 
db=0; 
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dc=O; 
ai 1=0; 
bi_1=0; 
cl-1=0; 
th0=0; 
errd=O; 
igref--(-122875); 
errq=0; 

w0=50*2*pi; 
flgy=0; 
/*******inverter values: ******/ 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&INVERTER, 

iaref2,0,8); 
LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, ibref2,8,8); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&INVERTER, 
icref2,16,8); 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&INVERTER, sec, 24,3); 

LOAD FIELD(& INVERTER, 0,27,5); 
/**************$*$************/ 

/* ***** *converter values: ***** */ 
LOAD 

- 
FIE LD(&CONVERTER, t0,0,8); 

LOAD 
_FJELD(&CONVERTER, 

t 1 
X8,8); LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, t2,16,8); 

LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 0,27,5); 
LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, da, 24,1); 
LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, db, 25,1); 
LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, dc, 26,1); 
WRITE 1_FPGA=INVERTER; 
WRITE2_FPGA=CONVERTER; 
/*****************************/ 

/**********************INTERRUPT*******************************/ 

intr_map(CPU_INT7, ISN EXT_INT4); 
INTR GLOBAL_ENABLEQ; 
INTR ENABLE(CPU INT NMI); 
INTR_ENAB LE(CPU_INT7); 
intr hook(increment, CPU INT7); 

ýs*s". *ss**. rsý"sst+sss«**ýrsrs*s*******ss*ss*****rs**r***«***w*ý 

/* end of application dependent code 

write_32b reg(get cntl_addrO, fpga io_reg); 

#if AED_PRINT 

printf(" \n*** AED "AED_BOARD " TEST PROGRAM STARTED ***\n"); 
#endif 

) /* end appl_parms */ 

1********************************************************************* 
appl_init - Performs buffer init before data transfer 
Parameters: OUT data_block - pointer to beginning of entire input 

block (all frames) 
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IN block_bytes - number of bytes in block 
IN dma chan - DMA channel allocated by main for input 

Note: This routine is autmatically called from main before the 
data transfer is intiated, to initialize data buffers. 

void appl init(ApplBlockType data block, 
unsigned int block bytes, 
Dma_channel dma_chan) 

{ 

/* the following code maybe application dependent or additional 
code may be required 

int i, j, k; 
unsigned int *ptrl; 

save_data. byte 
= malloc(SAVE_RECORDS"RECLEN"byte_size(ELEMENTSIZE_CODE)); 

if (! save_data. byte) { 
error flashing(AED FLASEI: 

_APPL_SAVE_BUFFER_MALLOC_ERROR); } /* end if"/ 
fpga_chan = dma_chan; 

ptrl = data_block. uword; 
for (i=0; i<NO FRAMES; i++) { 

for (j=0; j<NO RECORDS; j++) { 
for (k=0; k<RECLEN; k++) { 

*(ptrl++) = 0; 
} 

} 
} 

ptrl = save_data. uword; 
for (j=0; j<SAVE_RECORDS; j++) { 

for (k=0; k<RECLEN; k++) { 
*(ptrI++) = 0; 

} 
} 

for (j=0; j<ITERATIONS; j++) { 
A_value[j] = 0; 
B_value[j] = 0; 
C_value[j] = 0; 
D_value[j] = 0; 
E_value[j] = 0; 
F_value[j] = 0; 
G_value[j] = 0; 
H_value[j] = 0; 
1-value[j] = 0; 
J_value[j] = 0; 
K_value[j] = 0; 
L_value[j] = 0; 
M_value[j] = 0; 
N value[j] = 0; 
O_value[j] = 0; 
P_value[j] = 0; 

]/*endfor*/ 

loop count = 0; 
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input-count = 0; 

#if AED_PRINT 
printf("Begin application processing (Block size = %d bytes)\n", 

block_bytes); 
#endif 

/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* --------------------------------------------- 
/* the following code line is removed when daughterboard is 

added */ 

} /* end appl init */ 

appl_process - Processes I frame of buffer data 
Returns: user defined termination code, 0 is no termination 
Parameters: IN data_buffer - pointer to beginning of frame of 

data just received from FPGA 
IN buf number - number of buffer just received 

Note: This routine is autmatically called from main when a full 
buffer of data has been transferred from the daughterboard. 

int appl_process(ApplBlockType data_buffer, 
int buf number) 

{ 
/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 

int XX=O; 

kk=o; 
xxx=0; 
j=0; 

index 
- 

sec=O; 
nnn=0; 
mmmm=0; 
xxxx=0; 
1x=0; 
k=0; 
while (XSTATO==O) 
{; } 

do 
{ 
ptr-data buffer; 

ADC[1]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[2]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[0]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[11]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[4]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[5]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[6]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[7]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[8]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
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ADC[9]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[10]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[3]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[12]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[13]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[14]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[ 15]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
sum+=ADC[3]; 
k++; 
if (k==8) 
{ 
av=sum/8; 
k=0; 
sum=0; 

if ((av<1980)&&(av> 1960)) 
{ 

nnn=1; 

} 
} 
if (nnn-1) 

{ 
if (ADC[3]>s) 
{ 
sec=6; 
thetaip=84; 
mmmm=l; 
wv=1; 
index_ip=24; 

} 
if (ADC[3J<s) 

{ 
sec=3; 
thetaip=84; 
mmmm=l; 
wv=0; 
index_ip=24; 
} 

} 
s=ADC[3]; 
} 

while (mmmm=0); 

while (xx==0) 
{ 

/*******************************************************************/ 

kkkkk++; 
iii=kkkkk/4; 
if (iii>140) 
{ kkkkk=0; 
if (flgy=-0) 
flgy°1; 

else flgy=0; 
} 
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FPGA_stopQ; 

FPGA_startU; 

ý*******************************************************ý 

/*******************READ FROM FPGA************************/ 
j=0; 

sum=0; 
iaaaa=0; 
ibbbb=0; 
sum2=0; 
ax=O; 

do 
{ 

while (XSTATO=O) 
{ 

ptr=data_buffer; 
flgx=1; 

ADC[1]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[2]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[O]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[ 11]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[4]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[5]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[ 10]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[7]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[8]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[9]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[6]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[3]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[12]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[13]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[14]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[15]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 

sum+=ADC[3]; 
iaaaa+=ADC[ 10]; 
ax+=ADC[11]; 
ibbbb+=ADC[14]; 
J++; 

} 
while (j<4); 
sss=sum/4; 
ADC[3]=sss; 
ADC[10]=iaaaa/4; 
ADC[14]=ibbbb/4; 
ADC[11]=ax/4; 

ý************************ý/dq*****************************ý 

a! =720-(thk *3 60/p i); 
a2=a1-180; 
if (a2>720) a2-=720; 
if (a2<0) a2+=720; 
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vab=(ADC[3]-1990)* 1000; 
vbc=(ADC[ 11]- 1975)* 1000; 

vab=(vab+4 *vab 1)/5; 
vbc=(vbc+4*vbcl)/5; 
vbcl=vbc; 
vabl=vab; 
vab=vab/1000; 
vbc=vbc/1000; 

valpha=(3 *vab)/2; 
vbeta=(0.866025403 78 *(-vab-2 *vbc)); 
vd=(((valpha*sine[a2])+(vbeta*sine[a 1 ]))/8192); 
vq=((((- 1)*valpha*sine[a 1 ])+(vbeta *sine[a2]))/8192); 
vd=(vd+99*vdl)/100; 
vq=(vq+99*vq 1)/100; 
vdl=vd; 
vg I =vq; 
if (vq 1-0) vq=0.000001; 
wk=w0+(AA*vd 1/vg 1); 
if (wk>5 1) 

wk=51; 
elseif (wk<49) 

wk=49; 
end; 
thk=th0+(wk/fs)+ (BB*vd 1/vq 1);; 
while (thk>(2*pi)) thk-=(2*pi); 
while (thk<0) thk+=(2*pi); 
w0=wk; 
th0=thk; 
thetaip2=thk*360/pi-360; 
if (thetaip2<0) thetaip2+=720; 
if (thetaip2>=720) thetaip2-=720; 
sec2=(thetaip2/ 120)+1; 
if (sec2>6) sec2-=6; 
index 

_t2=thetaip2-((sec2-1)* 
120); 

index-t1=120-index-t2; 

*********************dq controller*********************/ 
/*********************integral**************/ 

ki=0; 
kc=0; 
errd+=(ki *(idref-id)); 
errq+=(ki * (igre f-i q)); 
ud=((kp *(idref-id))+errd+(kc * ((iq+igret)/2)))/8192; 
uq=((kp *(igre f-iq))+errq-(kc *((id+idret)/2)))/8192; 
ualpha=(((ud *sine[index_ioa90])-(uq*sine[index_ioa]))); 
ubeta=(((ud*sine[index_ioa])+(ug*sine[index ioa90]))); 
iaerr=((int)(0.8164965809 *ualpha))/8192/32; 
iberr-((int)((-0.4082482905 *ualpha)+(0.7071067812 * ubeta)))/8192/32; 
icerr--iaerr-iberr; 
/******************************************************/ 

/*******************current direction******************/ 
//implemented on FPGA 

//needs to be revised 
iaact=current transformation*(ADC[I0]-1955); 
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ibact=current transformation*(ADC[14]-1987); 

if (iaact>O) 
da=O; 

else 
da= 1; 

if (ibact>O) 
db=0; 

else 
db=1; 

if (icact>O) 
dc=O; 

else 
do=1; 

1***************************************************#***1 

ý*********************tl, t2 & t0**************************ý 

t 1=((peak) *sine[index_t 1 ])/8192; 
t2=((peak)*sine[index_t2])/8192; 
t0=(peak -tl-t2)/2; 

/**********************time calculations*******************/ 

to= (to); 
tl_=co_+(tI); 
t2_=t1_+(t2); 

/**********************************************************/ 

/*********************Prepare data**********************"*""*"*ý 

LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, iaerr, 0,8); 
LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, iberr, 8,8); 
LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, icerr, 16,8); 
LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, sec, 24,3); 
LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, 0,27,5); 

/* ***** *converter values: ***** */ 

LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, t0,0,8); 
LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, t 1 , 8,8); 
LOAD FIELD(&CONVERTER, t2,16,8); 
LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 0,27,5); 
LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, da, 24,1); 
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LOAD 
_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 

db, 25,1); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 
dc, 26,1); 

xxxx++; 
ý*****************************ý 

while ((flgx==1)) 
{ 
zxc++; 

}; 
} 
return 0; 

} /* end appl process */ 

appl_idle - Performs background processing 
Returns: user defined termination code, 0 is no termination 
Note: This routine is automatically called from main when no other 

processing is required, but may not be called regularly. 

int appl_idle(void) 
{ 
/* --------------------------------------------- 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 
loop_count++; 
/* end of application dependent code */ 
/*--------------------------------------------- 
return 0; 

} /* end appl_idle */ 

appl_end - Final processing before termination 
Parameters: IN times - main program loop cycles executed 

IN bufs proc - number of buffers processed by 
appl_process 

IN buf count - number of buffers received 
IN prev_buf count - last buffer given to appl process 
IN DMS_err - error code from DMS 
IN app] term_code - user termination code from either 

appl_process or appl idle 
IN FIFO_ovfl - indication that the FIFOin the 

FPGA has overflowed 
IN DMS_count - number of frames remaining to be 

received in the block 
Note: This routine is automatically called from main at program 

termination. 

void appl_end(unsigned int times, 
int bufs_proc, 
int buf count, 
int prev_buf count, 
int DMS_err, 
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int appl term_code, 
unsigned int FIFO ovfl, 
unsigned int DMS_count) 

{ 
/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 

/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* --------------------------------------------- 

} /* end appl_end */ 

appl_test - Fills separate test block to simulate data from FPGA 
Parameters: OUT fill - pointer to beginning of test block 

IN frame_bytes - number of bytes in each frame 
IN frames - number of frames in block 

Note: This routine is autmatically called from main to initialize 
the test buffer with data. 

#if(! TALK_TO_FPGA) 
#define SAMPLE 

_RATE_KHZ 
I0000L /* Sample rate for timer setup 

unsigned long appl_test(ApplBlockType fill, 
int frame 

- 
elements, 

int frames) 
{ 
/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 
int i, j; 
int samples_per_element = (byte_size(ELEMENTSIZE_CODE)/sizeof(short)); 
int frame_samples = frame_elements*samples_per element; 

/* period is in 0.5 microseconds units */ 
/* for a time between frames (frame sync) 

period = (frame elements/SAMPLE _RATE)/(0.5e-6 
us) 

unsigned long period = (2000L*(long)frame_elements)/SAMPLE RATE KIIZ; 

/* fill can be changed to accomodate testing 
for (i=0; i<frames; i++) ( 
for (j=0; j<frame_samples; j++) { 

fill. uhword[i*frame samples+jj 
= ((i+l)*0x1000)+(j+l); 

} /* end for 
} /* end for */ 
/* end of application dependent code 
/* ---------------------------------- --------- 
return period; 

} /* end appl_test 
#endif 

interrupt void increment(void) 
{ 

WRITE I_FPGA=INVERTER; 
WRITE2 FPGA=CONVERTER; 

thetaop+=stepop; 
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if (thetaop>720 ) thetaop=thetaop-720; 
index 

_ioa=(int)(thetaop); index_iob=index_ioa-240; 
if (index_iob<=0) index_iob+=720; 

flgx=0; 

} 
return; 
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APPENDIX C 

CLOSED LOOP PROGRAM 

/*-FILE: closedloop. c 

-HEADER: 
Application program for closed loop control. 

#include <stdlib. h> 

#if defined(CHIP 6711) 11 defined(CHIP 6211) 11 defined(CHIP_6211X) 
#include "6x11DSK. h" 
#include "regs. h" 
#else 
#include <emif. h> 
#endif 

#include "AED. h" 
#include "AED_DMS. h" 
#include "AED_Appl. h" 
#include <commonheader. h> 

#if AED_PRINT /* Must be placed after AED. h 
#include <stdio. h> 

#endif 

/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
In documentation in this module, the term "buffer" is used to refer 
to either a "block" or a "frame". "Block" is the whole memory area 
allocated to transferring data from the AED's (daughterboard) FPGA 
to the DSP's memory via DMS through the EMIF bus. The "block" is 
divided into one or more "frames". 

The DMS, Data Movement Service, is implemented in several forms for 
use in various DSPs. Access to the DMS is through a common header 
module (AED_DMS. h) which serves all implementations. The most 
elementary implementation is the use of the CPU to tranfer the data 
(AED_DMS_intr. c). This implementation supports DSP with not data 
movement hardware, but it is slow and not recommended if another 
implementation can be used. Other implementations are available 
for DMAs and EDMAs on various DSPs. 

In most modes of operation, one frame of data is processed at a 
time. The DMS is setup to give an interrupt at the completion of 
transfer of each frame. Upon the receipt of the interrupt, but 
not in the interrupt service routine, the frame last transfered 
is presented to appl process as the "buffer" for processing. 

However, in block processing modes, interrupts occur only once for 
the entire block, and the entire block is presented as the "buffer" 
for processing in the appl process function. 

The mode, number of frames in the block, number of records in the 
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frame, and the size of the records are selected in appl parms. 
Records are a application dependent subdivision of the frame. 
Frequently, multiple records, identical in format, a tranfered 
in a frame in order to reduce the number of interrupts. 

---- ------------------------- ----------- ---------- ----------- 

/* application may change these defines 
#define AED_BOARD "106" 
#define DMS_MODE DMA_FS_MODE 
#define RECORD_SKIP_POWER (7) /* NO RECORDS to skip for speed*/ #define DIVIDE POWER (0) /* NO_RECORDS = 2^DIVIDE POWER */ 
#define NO RECORDS (I<<DIVIDEPOWER) /* records/frame #define NO FRAMES 1 /* frames/block 
#define RECLEN 8 /* length of record in words */ 
#define ELEMENTSIZE_CODE DMA_ESIZE32 
#define SAVE_RECORDS 1 /* size of printout 
#define ITERATIONS 1 /* size of averages 

/* Globals for diagnostics of termination 
unsigned int debug times; 
int debug_bufs_proc; 
mt debug_buf count; 
int debug_prev_buf count; 
int debug DMS_err; 
int debug_appl term_code; 
unsigned int debug_FIFO_ovfl; 
unsigned int debug_DMS_count; 
ApplBlockType data 

- 
buffer; 

unsigned int ADC[ 16], x[ 150], YYY[ 150], constant; 
int vvv=O, iii, kk; 
int index 

_ioa, 
index_iob, index_ioc, index_t l, index_t2; 

double vvvvv; 
int id, iq; 
int ialphar, ibetar; 
int index t2x; 
int thetaip2, sec2; 
int ialpha, ibeta; 
int sum2, mmmmm; 
int i, j, lx, s, nnn, mmmm, nx=O, mx=O; 
float Tx; 
unsigned int 

INVERTER, CONVERTER, SECTOR, CURRENT DIRECTION, LA, LB, LC, tO_, tl_, t2_, t3_, t4_, t5_, se 
c; 

unsigned int da, db, dc; 
int iaref, ibref, icref, imref; 
int index_ioa90; 
int iaact 1=0, ibact 1=0; 
float thetaip, thetaop, stepip, stepop, fs; 
int peak, fo, index_io, iarefint, ibrefmt, icrefint, iaerr, iberr, icerr, iaref2, ibref2, icref2, max, min; 
int iaact, ibact, icact; 
int zxc=0; 
short int flgy; 
int vab 1=0, vbc 1=0; 
int al, a2; 
float errvd, vdl, vg1; 
float nnnnn; 
int iaerrx, iberrx, icerrx; 
int ax; 
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int ccccc; 
int kp, ki, kc; 
int ud, uq; 
int ualpha, ubeta; 
int errd, errq; 
int idref=O, igref; 
int iaerrn, iberrn, icerrn; 
unsigned int xxx, xxxx; 
unsigned int av, k; 
unsigned int flgx=l, asd=1; 
unsigned int kkkkk; 
unsigned int index sec; 
float valpha, vbeta, vd, vq; 
int vab, vbc; 
float wO, wk, thO, thk; 
int sum=0; 
int sss; 
int iaaaa, ibbbb; 
int index_ip, tl, t2, t0, index_2; 
float ia_delta, ib_delta, ic_delta; 
int current_transformation, ai_1, bi_1, ci_1, ai, bi, ci, ap, bp, cp; 
ApplBlockType ptr; 

ApplBlockType save_data; 

#if(! TALK_TO FPGA) 
far unsigned int test data[NO_RECORDS*NO_FRAMES*RECLEN]; 

#endif 

unsigned long fpga io reg = 0x70000001; 
Dma_channel fpga_chan; 
int input count; 

/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 

static int loop_count; 

unsigned int A_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int B_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int C_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int D_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int E_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int F_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int G_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int H value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int I value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int J_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int K_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int L_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int M value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int N value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int O value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int P_value[ITERATIONS]; 

/* end of application dependent code */ 
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/* --------------------------------------------- */ 

appl_parms - Defines mode and size of block for DMS transfers 
Parameters: OUT frames - number of frames in the block 

OUT records - number of records in the frame 
OUT reclen - number of transfer elements in record 
OUT esize - transfer element size code (AED_Brd. h) 
OUT mode - transfer mode code (AED_DMS. h) 

Notes: 

1) This routine is always called from main prior to allocation 
of the block for data transfer. This function returns the 
specifics for the allocation and the DMS setup. 

2) The DMS can transfer the data in different widths up to the 
EMIF bus size. The code selects the size independent of DSP. 

3) The DMS mode codes include both word and frame synchronization. 
Synchronization is the pulses sent on a wire connecting the AED 
with the DSP used by the DMS to determine when to read or write 
to the AED. 

4) The DMS can be implemented with any of the facilities available 
on any particular DSP. Interrupts are available on all DSPs so 
the AED_DSM_intr support can always be used, although it is slow. 
The other implementations depend on what the DSP has for data 
transfer hardware. 

void appl parms(unsigned int *frames, 

unsigned int *records, 

unsigned int *reclen, 

unsigned int *esize, 

unsigned int *mode) 

{ 
/*------------------- -------------------------- */ 
/* the following code may be application dependent or 

additional code may be required */ 

/* AED106 Standard EMIF settings 
Pane 6x01 6x11 
Write setup 43 
Write strobe 32 
Write hold 32 
Read setup 13 5 
Read strobe 27 
Read hold 00 

#if defined(CHIP_6711) 11 defined(CHIP_6211) 11 defined(CHIP_6211X) 
REG WRITE (EMIF_CE2,0x30A50727); /* CE2 control, 32bit async*/ 
#if (TALK_TO_FPGA) 
REG_WRITE (MARO, Ox 1); /* Enable cache for SRAM 
REG WRITE (L2CFG, 0x80000002); /* 2-Way cache & EDMA Pri 

#endif 
#else 
EMIF_CEI_CTRL = 0x40FD0220; 
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#endif 

#if(! TALK_TO_FPGA) 
appl_test data. uword = test data; 

#endif 

*frames = NO 
- 
FRAMES; 

*records = NO_RECORDS; 
*reclen = RECLEN; 
*esize = ELEMENTSIZE_CODE; 
*mode = DMS MODE; 
peak=127; 
imref=l0; 
fs=6103; //program dependant 
Ts=1/fs; 
m=Ts/2/peak; 
fo=80; //program dependant 
Tx=Ts; //program dependant 
stepop=720*fo/fs; 
index 

_ioa=0; thetaop=0; 
current_transformation=40; //2x 
/*********************write to FPGA*****************************/ 
iaref2=0; 
ibref2=0; 
icref2=0; 
sec=1; 
t0_ 0; 
tl_0; 
Q =0; 
da=0; 
db=0; 
dc=0; 
ai_1=0; 
bi-1=0; 
ci_1=0; 
th0=0; 
errd=0; 
igref=(-122875*4); 
errq=0; 

w0=50*2*pi; 
flgy=0; 

/* ***** *inverter values: ***** */ 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&INVERTER, 
iaref2,0,8); 

LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, ibref2,8,8); 
LOAD FIELD(&INVERTER, icref2,16,8); 
LOAD FIELD(&INVERTER, sec, 24,3); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&INVERTER, 
0,27,5); 

/*******converter values: ******/ 
LOAD FIELD(&CONVERTERt0,0,8); 
LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, t 1,8,8); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTERt2,16,8); LOAD 
_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 

0,27,5); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 
da, 24,1); 

LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, db, 25, I); 
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LOAD 
_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 

dc, 26,1); 
WRITE 1_FPGA=INVERTER; 
WRITE2_FPGA=CONVERTER; 

/**********************INTERRUPT*******************************, 

intr_map(CPU_INT7, ISN_EXT_INT4); 
INTR GLOBAL_ENABLEO; 
INTR_ENABLE(CPU_INT NMI); 
INTR_ENABLE(CPU_INT7); 
intr hook(increment, CPU_INT7); 

/***************************************************************/ 

/* end of application dependent code */ 
/*-------------------------------------- ------ */ 

write_32b_reg(get_cntl_addro, fpga_io_reg); 

#if AED PRINT 

printf("fin*** AED " AED_BOARD " TEST PROGRAM STARTED ***\n"); 
#endif 

} /* end appl parms 

appl_init - Performs buffer init before data transfer 
Parameters: OUT data block - pointer to beginning of entire input 

block (all frames) 
IN block bytes - number of bytes in block 
IN dma_chan - DMA channel allocated by main for input 

Note: This routine is autmatically called from main before the 
data transfer is intiated, to initialize data buffers. 

void appl_init(ApplBlockType data_block, 
unsigned int block_bytes, 
Dma_channel dma_chan) 

{ 
/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code may be application dependent or additional 

code may be required */ 
int i, j, k; 
unsigned int *ptrl; 

save_data. byte 
= malloc(SAVE_RECORDS *RECLEN*byte_size(ELEMENTSIZE CODE)); 

if (! save_data. byte) { 
error_flashing(AED_FLASH APPL SAVE_BUFFER MALLOC_ERROR); 

} /* end if */ 
fpga chan = dma_chan; 

ptrl = data_block. uword; 
for (i=O; i<NO_FRAMES; i++) { 
for (j=0; j<NO_RECORDS; j++) { 
for (k=0; k<RECLEN; k++) { 
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} 
} 

} 

*(Ptr l++) = 0; 

ptrl = save_data. uword; 
for (j=0; j<SAVE_RECORDS; j++) { 
for (k=0; k<RECLEN; k++) { 

*(ptr 1++) = 0; 

} 
} 

for (j=0; j<ITERATIONS; j++) { 
A_value[j] = 0; 
B_value[j] = 0; 
C_value(j] = 0; 
D_value[j] = 0; 
E_value[j] = 0; 
F value(j] = 0; 
G_value[j] = 0; 
H_value[j] = 0; 
I_value[j] = 0; 
J value[j] = 0; 
K_value[j] = 0; 
L_value[j] = 0; 
M_value(j] = 0; 
N value[j] = 0; 
Ö_value[j] = 0; 
P value[j] = 0; 

} %* end for */ 

loop count = 0; 

input-count = 0; 

#if AED_PRINT 
printf("Begin application processing (Block size = %d bytes)\n", 

block_bytes); 
#endif 
/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* -------------------------------------------- 
/* the following code line is removed when daughterboard is 

added */ 

} /* end appl_init */ 

appl_process - Processes 1 frame of buffer data 
Returns: user defined termination code, 0 is no termination 
Parameters: IN data_buffer - pointer to beginning of frame of 

data just received from FPGA 
IN bufnumber - number of buffer just received 

Note: This routine is autmatically called from main when a full 
buffer of data has been transferred from the daughterboard. 

int appl_process(ApplBlockType data_buffer, 
int buf number) 
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{ 
/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 

mt XX=O; 

kk=O; 
xxx=O; 

, 
j=0; 
index 

- 
sec=O; 

nnn=0; 
mmmm=0; 
xxxx=0; 
1x=0; 
k=0; 
while (XSTATO=O) 
{; } 

do 
{ 
ptr=data_buffer; 

ADC[1]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[2]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[0]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[11]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[4]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[5]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[6]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[7]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[8]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[9]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[10]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[3]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[12]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[13]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[14]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[15]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
sum+=ADC[3]; 
k++; 
if (k=-8) 
{ 
av=sum/8; 
k=0; 
sum=0; 
if ((av<1980)&&(av> 1960)) 
{ 

nnn=1; 

} 
} 
if (nnn=1) 

{ 
if (ADC[3]>s) 
{ 
sec=6; 
thetaip=84; 
mmmm=l; 
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vvv=1; 
index_ip=24; 

} 
if (ADC[3]<s) 

{ 

sec=3; 
thetaip=84; 
mmmm=l; 
vvv=0; 
index_ip=24; 

} 
} s=ADC[3]; 

} 
while (mmmm=0); 

while (xx= 0) 
{ 

kkkkk++; 
iii=kkkkk/4; 
if (iii> 140) 
{ kkkkk=0; 
if (flgy=0) 
flgy=1; 

else flgy=0; 
} 
FPGA_stop(); 
FPGA_startQ; 

/*******************************************************/ 

/*******************READ FROM FPGA************************/ 
j=0; 
sum=0; 
iaaaa=0; 
ibbbb=O; 
sum2=0; 
ax=0; 
do 
{ 

while (XSTATO=O) 
{ 

ptr=data buffer; 
flgx=1; 

ADC[1]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[2]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[0]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[11]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[4]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[5]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[10]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[7]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[8]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
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ADC[9]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[6]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[3]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[12]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[13]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[14]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[15]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 

sum+=ADC[3]; 
iaaaa+=ADC[ 10]; 
ax+=ADC[ 11 ]; 
ibbbb+=ADC[ 14]; 
j++; 

} 
while (j<6); 
sss=sum/6; 
ADC[6]=ADC[6]; 
ADC[3]=sss; 
ADC[10]=iaaaa/6; 
ADC[14]=ibbbb/6; 
ADC[11]=ax/6; 
ADC[3]=sss; 

/************************udq*****************************/ 

al =720-(thk*3 60/pi); 
a2=a1-180; 
if (a2>720) a2-720; 
if (a2<0) a2+=720; 
vab=(ADC[3]-1990)* 1000; 
vbc=(ADC[ 11]- 1975)* 1000; 

vab=(vab+4*vabl)/5; 
vbc=(vbc+4*vbcl)/5; 
vbcl=vbc; 
vabl=vab; 
vab=vab/1000; 
vbc=vbc/1000; 

valpha=(3 *vab)/2; 
vbeta=(0.866025403 78 *(-vab-2 *vbc)); 
vd=(((valpha* sine[a2])+(vbeta*sine[a 1 ]))/8192); 
vq=((((-1) *valpha*sine [a 1 ])+(vbeta*sine[a2]))/8192); 
vd=(vd+99*vdl)/100; 
vq=(vq+99*vql)/100; 
vdl=vd; 
vql=vq; 
if (vq 1=0) vq=0.000001; 
wk=w0+(AA*vdl/vq1); 
if (wk>51) 

wk=51; 
elseif (wk<49) 

wk=49; 
end; 
thk=th0+(wk/fs)+ (BB*vdl/vq1);; 
while (thk>(2*pi)) thk-=(2*pi); 
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while (thk<O) thk+=(2*pi); 
w0=wk; 
th0=thk; 
thetaip2=thk*360/pi-360; 
if (thetaip2<0) thetaip2+=720; 
if (thetaip2>=720) thetaip2-=720; 
sec2=(thetaip2/ 120)+ 1; 
if (sec2>6) sec2-=6; 
index 

_t2=thetaip2-((sec2-1) 
* 120); 

index_t1=120-index t2; 

/****************actual current values*****************************/ 
iaact=current transformation*(ADC[141-1977); 
iaact=(-1)*current_transformation*(ADC[10]-1957); 

k=1 0 

iaact 1=iaact; 
ibactl=ibact; 
index_ioa90=index_ioa-180; 
if (index 

_ioa90<=0) index_ioa90+=720; 
ialpha=(3 *iaact/2); 
ibeta=(int)(0.86602540378 *(-iaact-2 *ibact)); 
id=(((ialpha*sine[index_ioa90])+(ibeta*sine[index_ioa]))/8192); 
iq=((((- ] )*ialpha*sine[index_ioa])+(ibeta*sine[index_ioa90]))/8192); 

*********************dq controller*********************/ 
/*********************integral**************/ 

errd+=(ki*(idref-id)); 
if (errd>300000) errd=300000; 
if (errd<-300000) errd=-300000; 

errq+=(ki*(igref-iq)); 
if (errq>30000000) errq=30000000; 
if (errq<-30000000) errq=-30000000; 
ud=((kp*(idref-id))+errd-(kc*((igref))))/8192/4; 
uq=((kp *(igref-iq))+errq+(kc *((idref))))/8192/4; 

ualpha=(((ud*sine[index_ioa90])-(uq*sine[index_ioa]))); 
ubeta=(((uq*sine[index_ioa90])+(ud*sine[index_ioa]))); 
iaerr((int)(0.8164965809*ualpha))/8192/32; 
iberr((int)((-0.4082482905 *ualpha)+(0.7071067812 * ubeta)))/8192/32; 

/******************************************************/ 

/*******************current direction******************/ 
//implemented on FPGA 

//needs to be revised 
if (iaact>O) 
da=0; 

else 
da=1; 
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if (ibact>O) 
db=0; 

else 
db=1; 

if (icact>0) 
dc=O; 

else 
do=1; 

/*******************************************************/ 

icert =-iaerr-iberr; 

ý*********************tl, t2 & t0**************************ý 

t1=((peak)*sine[index t1])/8192; 
t2=((peak) *sine[index_t2])/8192; 
t0=(peak -tl-t2)/2; 

to= (co); 
ti --to +(t I 
t2_=t 1_+(t2); 

/**********************************************************/ 

/*********************Prepare data*****************************ý 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&INVERTER, 

iaerr, 0,8); 
LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, iberr, 8,8); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&INVERTER, 
icerr, 16,8); 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&INVERTER, 

sec, 24,3); 
LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, 0,27,5); 

/*****************************/ 
/* ***** *converter values: ** ** * */ 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&CONVERTERt0,0,8); LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, t 1 , 8,8); 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 

t2,16,8); 
LOAD FIELD(&CONVERTER, 0,27,5); 
LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, da, 24,1); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 
db, 25,1); 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 

dc, 26,1); 
xxxx++; 

while ((flgx-1)) 
{ 
zxc++; 
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} 
return 0; 

} /* end applj, rocess */ 

appl_idle - Performs background processing 
Returns: user defined termination code, 0 is no termination 
Note: This routine is automatically called from main when no other 

processing is required, but may not be called regularly. 

int appl_idle(void) 
{ 
/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 
loop_count++; 
/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* --------------------------------------------- 
return 0; 

} /* end appl_idle */ 

appl_end - Final processing before termination 
Parameters: IN times - main program loop cycles executed 

IN bufs_proc - number of buffers processed by 
appl_process 

IN buf count - number of buffers received 
IN prey _buf count - last buffer given to appl_process 
IN DMS_err - error code from DMS 
IN appl_term_code - user termination code from either 

appl_process or appl_idle 
IN FIFO_ovfl - indication that the FIFOin the 

FPGA has overflowed 
IN DMS_count - number of frames remaining to be 

received in the block 
Note: This routine is automatically called from main at program 

termination. 

void appl_end(unsigned int times, 
int bufs_proc, 
int buf count, 
int prev_buf count, 
int DMS err, 
int appl_term_code, 
unsigned int FIFO_ovfl, 

unsigned int DMS_count) 

f/* 
--------------------------------------------- */ 

/* the following code is application dependent 

/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* --------------------------------------------- 

} /* end appl_end */ 
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appl test - Fills separate test block to simulate data from FPGA 
Parameters: OUT fill - pointer to beginning of test block 

IN frame-bytes - number of bytes in each frame 
IN frames - number of frames in block 

Note: This routine is autmatically called from main to initialize 
the test buffer with data. 

#if(! TALK_TO_FPGA) 
#define SAMPLE_RATE_KHZ 10000L /* Sample rate for timer setup 
unsigned long appl_test(ApplBlockType fill, 

int frame_elements, 
int frames) 

{ 
/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 
int i, j; 
int samples per element = (byte_size(ELEMENTSIZE_CODE)/sizeof(short)); 
int frame_samples = frame_elements*samples_per_element; 

/* period is in 0.5 microseconds units */ 
/* for a time between frames (frame sync) 

period = (frame 
_elements/SAMPLE_RATE)/(0.5e-6 

us) 
unsigned long period = (2000L*(long)frame_elements)/SAMPLE_RATE_KHZ; 

/* fill can be changed to accomodate testing 
for (i=0; i<frames; i++) ( 
for (j=0; j<frame_samples; j++) { 

fill. uhword[i*frame samples+j] 
= ((i+l)*Ox1000)+(j+l); 

} /* end for 
} /* end for */ 
/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* --------------------------------------------- 
return period; 

} /* end appl_test 
#endif 

interrupt void increment(void) 
{ 

WRITE I 
_FPGA=INVERTER; WRITE2FPGA=CONVERTER; 

thetaop+=stepop; 

if (thetaop>720 ) thetaop=thetaop-720; 
index 

_ioa=(int)(thetaop); index iob=index_ioa-240; 
if (index iob<=0) index_iob+=720; 

flgx=0; 

} 
return; 
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APPENDIX E 

UPFC PROGRAM 

/*-FILE: upfc. c*/ 

#include <stdlib. h> 

#if defined(CHIP_6711) 11 defned(CHIP_6211) 11 defined(CHIP_6211X) 
#include "6x11DSK. h" 
#include "regs. h" 
#else 
#include <emif. h> 
#endif 

#include "AED. h" 
#include "AED_DMS. h" 
#include "AED_Appl. h" 
#include <commonheader. h> 

#if AED_PRINT /* Must be placed after AED. h 
#include <stdio. h> 

#endif 

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- 
In documentation in this module, the term "buffer" is used to refer 
to either a "block" or a "frame". "Block" is the whole memory area 
allocated to transferring data from the AED's (daughterboard) FPGA 
to the DSP's memory via DMS through the EMIF bus. The "block" is 
divided into one or more "frames". 

The DMS, Data Movement Service, is implemented in several forms for 
use in various DSPs. Access to the DMS is through a common header 
module (AED_DMS. h) which serves all implementations. The most 
elementary implementation is the use of the CPU to tranfer the data 
(AED_DMS_intr. c). This implementation supports DSP with not data 
movement hardware, but it is slow and not recommended if another 
implementation can be used. Other implementations are available 
for DMAs and EDMAs on various DSPs. 

In most modes of operation, one frame of data is processed at a 
time. The DMS is setup to give an interrupt at the completion of 
transfer of each frame. Upon the receipt of the interrupt, but 
not in the interrupt service routine, the frame last transfered 
is presented to appl process as the "buffer" for processing. 

However, in block processing modes, interrupts occur only once for 
the entire block, and the entire block is presented as the "buffer" 
for processing in the appl process function. 

The mode, number of frames in the block, number of records in the 
frame, and the size of the records are selected in applj, arms. 
Records are a application dependent subdivision of the frame. 
Frequently, multiple records, identical in format, a tranfered 
in a frame in order to reduce the number of interrupts. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

/* application may change these defines 
#define AED_BOARD "106" 
#define DMS MODE DMA_FS_MODE 
#define RECORD_SKIP_POWER (7) /* NO RECORDS to skip for speed*/ 
#define DIVIDE_POWER (0) /* NO RECORDS = 2^DIVIDE_POWER */ 
#define NO_RECORDS (1«DIVIDE_POWER) /* records/frame */ 
#define NO FRAMES 1 /* frames/block 
#define RECLEN 8 /* length of record in words */ 
#define ELEMENTSIZE_CODE DMA_ESIZE32 
#define SAVE_RECORDS 1 /* size of printout 
#define ITERATIONS 1 /* size of averages */ 

/* Globals for diagnostics of termination 
unsigned int debug times; 
int debug_bufs_proc; 
int debug_buf count; 
intdebug_prev_buf count; 
int debug_DMS_err; 
int debug_appl_term_code; 
unsigned int debug_FIFO_ovfl; 
unsigned int debug_DMS_count; 
ApplBlockType data_buffer; 
unsigned int ADC[ 16], x[ I 50], YYY[ 150], constant; 

int vvv=O, iii, kk; 
int index 

_ioa, 
index_iob, index_ioc, index_tl, index t2; 

double wvvv; 
int id, iq; 
int index_t2x; 
int thetaip2, sec2; 
int ialpha, ibeta; 
int sum2, mmmmm; 
int i, j, lx, s, nnn, mmmm, nx=O, mx=O; 
float Tx; 
unsigned int 

INVERTER, CONVERTER, SECTOR, CURRENT_DIRECTION, LA, LB, LC, tO, t 1_, t2_, t3, t4_, t5_, se 
C; 

unsigned int da, db, dc; 
int iaref, ibref, icref, imref; 
int index ioa90; 
int iaact 1=O, ibact 1=0; 
float thetaip, thetaop, stepip, stepop, fs; 
int peak, fo, index_io, iarefint, ibrefint, icrefint, iaerr, iberr, icerr, iareQ, ibref2, icref2; 
int iaact, ibact, icact; 
int zxc=0; 
short int flgy; 
int vabl=O, vbcl=0; 
int al, a2; 
float errvd, vdl, vgl; 
float nnnnn; 
int iaerrx, iberrx, icerrx; 
int ax; 
intccccc; 
int kp, ki, kc; 
int ud, uq; 
int ualpha, ubeta; 
int errd, errq; 
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int idref=O, iqref; 
int iaerrn, iberrn, icerrn; 
unsigned int xxx, xxxx; 
unsigned int av, k; 
unsigned int flgx=l, asd=1; 
unsigned int kkkkk; 
unsigned int index 

- 
sec; 

float valpha, vbeta, vd, vq; 
int vab, vbc; 
float wO, wk, th0, thk; 
int sum=0; 
int sss; 
int iaaaa, ibbbb; 
int index 

_ip, 
tl, t2, tO, index_2; 

float ia_delta, ib delta, ic_delta; 
int current_transformation, ai_l, bi_l, ci_I 
ApplBlockType ptr; 

ApplBlockType save_data; 

f ai, bi, ci, ap, bp, cp; 

#if(! TALK_TO_FPGA) 
far unsigned int test_data[NO_RECORDS*NO_FRAMES*RECLEN]; 

#endif 

unsigned long fpga_io_reg = 0x70000001; 
Dma_channel fpga_chan; 
int input_count; 

/* ----------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 

static int loop_count; 

unsigned int A_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int B_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int C_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int D_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int E_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int F_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int G_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int H_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int I_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int J value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int K_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int L_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int M_value[ITERATIONS]; 
unsigned int N_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int O_value[ITERATIONS]; 

unsigned int P value[ITERATIONS]; 

/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* ----------------------------------------- */ 

appl parms - Defines mode and size of block for DMS transfers 
Parameters: OUT frames - number of frames in the block 

OUT records - number of records in the frame 
OUT reclen - number of transfer elements in record 
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OUT esize - transfer element size code (AED_Brd. h) 
OUT mode - transfer mode code (AED DMS. h) 

Notes: 

1) This routine is always called from main prior to allocation 
of the block for data transfer. This function returns the 
specifics for the allocation and the DMS setup. 

2) The DMS can transfer the data in different widths up to the 
EMIF bus size. The code selects the size independent of DSP. 

3) The DMS mode codes include both word and frame synchronization. 
Synchronization is the pulses sent on a wire connecting the AED 
with the DSP used by the DMS to determine when to read or write 
to the AED. 

4) The DMS can be implemented with any of the facilities available 
on any particular DSP. Interrupts are available on all DSPs so 
the AED_DSM_intr support can always be used, although it is slow. 
The other implementations depend on what the DSP has for data 
transfer hardware. 

void appljarms(unsigned int *frames, 
unsigned int *records, 
unsigned int *reclen, 
unsigned int *esize, 
unsigned int *mode) 

{ 
/* ------------------------------------------ */ 
/* the following code may be application dependent or 

additional code may be required */ 

/* AED 106 Standard EMIF settings 
Parm 6x01 6x11 
Write setup 43 
Write strobe 32 
Write hold 32 
Read setup 13 5 
Read strobe 27 
Read hold 00 

#if defined(CHIP_6711) 11 defined(CHIP_6211) 11 defined(CHIP_621 IX) 
REG WRITE (EMIF CE2, Ox30A50727); /* CE2 control, 32bit async*/ 
#if (TALK_TO_FPGA) 
REG_WRITE (MARO, Ox1); /* Enable cache for SRAM 
REG_WRITE (L2CFG, 0x80000002); /* 2-Way cache & EDMA Pri 

#endif 
#else 
EMIF_CE1_CTRL = Ox4OFDO220; 

#endif 

#if(! TALK_TO_FPGA) 
app! test_data. uword = test_data; 

#endif 

*frames = NO-FRAMES; 
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*records = NO_RECORDS; 
*reclen = RECLEN; 
*esize = ELEMENTSIZE_CODE; 
*mode = DMS_MODE; 
peak=127; 
imref=10; 
fs=6103; //program dependant 
Ts=1/fs; 
m=Ts/2/peak; 
fo=50; //program dependant 
Tx=Ts; //program dependant 
index_ioa=0; 
thetaop=0; 
thetaop=thetaop; 
current transformation=40; //2x 
/*********************writeto FPGA*****************************/ 
iaref2=0; 
ibref2=0; 
icref2=0; 
sec=1; 
t0_ 0; 
tl_0; 
t2_0; 
da=0; 
db=0; 
do=0; 
all =0; 
bi-1=0; 
ci_1=0; 
th0=0; 
errd=0; 
igref=(-122875); 
errq=0; 

w0=50 *2 *pi; 
flg}=0; 

/** **** *inverter values: * *** * */ 
LOAD FIELD(&INVERTEFiaref2,0,8); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&INVERTER, 
ibref2,8,8); 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&INVERTER, 

icref2,16,8); 
LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, sec, 24,3); 
LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, 0,27,5); 

/* ***** *converter values: ******/ 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 
t0,0,8); 

LOAD_FIELD(&CONVERTER, t 1,, 8,8); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 
t2,16,8); 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 

0,27,5); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 
da, 24,1); 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 

db, 25, I); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 
dc, 26,1); 

WRITE I_FPGA=INVERTER; 
WRITE2_FPGA=CONVERTER; 

/**********************INTERRUPT*******************************/ 
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intr map(CPU_INT7, ISN EXT INT4); 
INTR_GLOBAL_ENABLE(); 
INTR ENABLE(CPU_INT NMI); 
INTR ENABLE(CPU INT7); 
intr hook(increment, CPU_INT7); 

/***************************************************************I 

/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* --------------------------------------------- */ 

write_32b reg(get_cntl_addrQ, fpga_io reg); 

#if AED PRINT 

printf("\n* ** AED " AED_BOARD " TEST PROGRAM STARTED ***\n"); 
#endif 

) /* end appl_parms 

/****************************************************************sss** 
appl_init - Performs buffer init before data transfer 
Parameters: OUT data_block - pointer to beginning of entire input 

block (all frames) 
IN block_bytes - number of bytes in block 
IN dma_chan - DMA channel allocated by main for input 

Note: This routine is autmatically called from main before the 
data transfer is intiated, to initialize data buffers. 

void appl_init(ApplBlockType data_block, 
unsigned int block_bytes, 
Dma_channel dma char) 

{ 
/* -------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code may be application dependent or additional 

code may be required */ 
int i, j, k; 

unsigned int *ptrl; 

save_data. byte 
= malloc(SAVE_RECORDS*RECLEN*byte_size(ELEMENTSIZE_CODE)); 

if (! save_data. byte) { 
error flashing(AED_FLASH APPL_SAVE_BUFFER MALLOC_ERROR); 

} /* end if */ 
fpga_chan = dma_chan; 

ptrl = data_block. uword; 
for (i=0; i<NO_FRAMES; i++) { 
for (j=0; j<NO_RECORDS; j++) { 
for (k=0; k<RECLEN; k++) { 
*(ptrl++) = 0; 

} 
} 
} 

ptrl = save_data. uword; 
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for (j=0; j<SAVE_RECORDS; j++) { 
for (k=0; k<RECLEN; k++) { 
*(ptr l++) = 0; 

} 
} 

for (j=0; j<ITERATIONS; j++) { 
A_value[j] = 0; 
B_value[j] = 0; 
C_value(j] = 0; 
D_value(j] = 0; 
E_value[j] = 0; 
F_value[j] = 0; 
G_value[j] = 0; 
H_value(j] = 0; 
I_value[j] = 0; 
J_value[j] = 0; 
K_value[j] = 0; 
L_value[j] = 0; 
M_value[j] = 0; 
N value[j] = 0; 
O_value[j] = 0; 
P_value[j] = 0; 

} /* end for */ 

loop_count = 0; 

input_count = 0; 

#if AED PRINT 
printf("Begin application processing (Block size = %d bytes)\n", 

block_bytes); 
#endif 
/* end of application dependent code */ 
/*------- --------------------------- ----------- 
/* the following code line is removed when daughterboard is 

added */ 

} /* end appl_init */ 

appl_process - Processes I frame of buffer data 
Returns: user defined termination code, 0 is no termination 
Parameters: IN data_buffer - pointer to beginning of frame of 

data just received from FPGA 
IN buf number - number of buffer just received 

Note: This routine is autmatically called from main when a full 
buffer of data has been transferred from the daughterboard. 

int appl_process(ApplBlockType data buffer, 
int buf number) 

{ 

/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 

lilt xx O; 
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kk=0; 
xxx=0; 
j=0; 

index 
- 

sec=O; 
nm=O; 
mmmm=O; 
xxxx=0; 
1x=0; 
k=0; 
while (XSTATO=O) 
{; } 

do 
{ 
ptr=data_buffer; 

ADC[1J= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[2]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[0]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[ 11]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[4]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[5]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[6]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[7]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[8]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[9]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[10]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[3]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[12]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[13]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[14]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[15]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
sum+=ADC[3]; 
k++; 
if (k=8) 
{ 
av=sum/8; 
k=0; 
sum=0; 
if ((av<1980)&&(av> 1960)) 
{ 

nnn=1; 

} 
} 
if (nnn=1) 

{ 
if (ADC[3]>s) 

{ 
sec=6; 
thetaip=84; 
mmmm=l; 
wv=1; 
index_ip=24; 
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} 
if (ADC[3]<s) 
{ 
sec=3; 
thetaip=84; 
mmmm=1; 
wv=0; 
index_ip=24; 
} 

} 
s=ADC[3]; 
} 

while (mmmm==O); 

while (xx==O) 
{ 

kkkkk++; 
iii=kkkkk/4; 
if (iii> 140) 
{ kkkkk=0; 
if (flgy==0) 
flgy=1; 

else flgy=0; 
} 

FPGA_stopQ; 

FPGA_startQ; 

ý*******************************************************ý 

/*******************READ FROM FPGA************************/ 
j=0; 
sum=0; 
iaaaa=0; 
ibbbb=O; 
sum2=0; 
ax=0; 
do 
{ 

while (XSTATO=O) 
{ 

ptr=data_buf%r; 
flgx=1; 

ADC[1]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[2]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[0]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
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ADC[11]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[4]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[5]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[ 10]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[7]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[8]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[9]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[6]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[3]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[12]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[13]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[14]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 
ADC[ 15]= (unsigned int)*(ptr. uhword++); 

sum+=ADC[3]; 
iaaaa+=ADC[10]; 
ax+=ADC[ 11 ]; 
ibbbb+=ADC[14]; 
j++; 

} 
while (j<4); 
ADC[3]= sum/4; 
ADC[10]=iaaaa/4; 
ADC[14]=ibbbb/4; 
ADC[11]=ax/4; 

/************************Vdq*****************************/ 

a 1=720-(thk*360/pi); 
a2=a1-180; 
if (a2>720) a2-720; 
if (a2<0) a2+=720; 
vab=(AD C [3 ]-1990) * 1000; 
vbc=(ADC[ 11]- 1975)* 1000; 

vab=(vab+4*vabl)/5; 
vbc=(vbc+4*vbcl)/5; 
vbcl=vbc; 
vabl=vab; 
vab=vab/1000; 
vbc=vbc/1000; 

valpha=(3 *vab)/2; 
vbeta=(0.866025403 78 * (-vab-2 *vbc)); 
vd=(((valpha*sine[a2])+(vbeta*sine[a 1 ]))/8192); 
vq=((((-1)*valpha*sine[a 1 ])+(vbeta*sine[a2]))/8192); 
vd=(vd+99*vdl)/100; 
vq=(vq+99*vql)/100; 
vdl=vd; 
vql=vq; 
if (vgl=0) vq=0.000001; 
wk=w0+(AA*vdl/vql); 
if (wk>5 1) 

wk=51; 
elseif (wk<49) 

wk=49; 
end; 
thk=th0+(wk/fs)+ (BB *vd 1/vq 1);; 
while (thk>(2*pi)) thk-=(2*pi); 
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while (thk<0) thk+=(2*pi); 
w0=wk; 
th0=thk; 
thetaip2=thk*360/pi-360; 
thetaop=thetaip2-18+3 60-60+(90 *2); 
thetaip2=thetaip2; 
if (thetaip2<0) thetaip2+=720; 
if (thetaip2>=720) thetaip2-=720; 
if (thetaop<0) thetaop=720; 
if (thetaop>=720) thetaop-=720; 
sec2=(thetaip2/120)+1; 
if (sec2>6) sec2-=6; 
thetaip2=thetaip2; 
if (thetaip2<0) thetaip2+=720; 
if (thetaip2>=720) thetaip2-=720; 
index 

_t2=thetaip2-((sec2-1) 
* 120); 

index 
_t1=120-index 

t2; 
index_ioa90=index_ioa-180; 
if (index 

_ioa90<=0) index_ioa90+=720; 

/*********************actualcurrent******************/ 
iaact=current_transformation*(ADC[ 10]-1955); 
ibact=current_transformation*(ADC[ 14]-1987); 

/*********************dq controller*********************/ 
/*********************integral**************/ 
ki=0; 
kc=0; 
errd+=(ki*(idref-id)); 
errq+=(k i* (igre f-iq)); 

ud=((kp *(idref-id))+errd+(kc *((ig+igref)/2)))/8192; 
uq=((kp*(igref-iq))+errq-(kc*((id+idref)/2)))/8192; 
ualpha=(((ud*sine[index_ioa90])-(uq*sine[index_ioa]))); 
ubeta=(((ud*sine[index_ioa])+(ug*sine[index_ioa90]))); 
iaerr=((int)(0.8164965809*ualpha))/8192/32; 
iberr=((int)((-0.4082482905 * ualpha)+(0.7071067812 *ubeta)))/8192/32; 
icerr=-iaerr-iberr; 

/******************************************************I 

/*******************current direction******************/ 
//implemented on FPGA 

//needs to be revised 
if (iaact<O) 
da=0; 

else 
da=l; 

if (ibact<O) 
db=O; 

else 
db=1; 

if (icact<O) 
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do=0; 
else 
do=1; 

/*******************************************************/ 

ý*********************tl, t2 & t0**************************ý 

t 1=((peak) *sine [index_t 1 ])/8192; 
t2=((peak)*sine[index_t2])/8192; 
t0=(peak -tl-t2)/2; 

/**********************************************************/ 

/**********************time calculations*******************/ 

to= (co); 
ti --to +(t I 

ta_=ri_+(ta); 
/**********************************************************/ 

/**********inverter values*********/ 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&INVERTER, 
iaerr, 0,8); 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&INVERTER, 

iberr, 8,8); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&INVERTER, 
icerr, 16,8); 

LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, sec, 24,3); 
LOAD_FIELD(&INVERTER, 0,27,5); 

/*******converter values: ******/ 

LOADFIELD(&CONVERTERt0,0,8); 
LOAD__FIELD(&CONVERTER, t 1,8,8); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 
t2,16,8); 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 

0,27,5); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 
da, 24,1); 

LOAD 
_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 

db, 25,1); 
LOAD 

_FIELD(&CONVERTER, 
dc, 26,1); 

xxxx++; 
ý*****************************ý 

while ((flgx=1)) 
{ 
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zxc++; 

} 
return 0; 

} /* end appl process */ 

appl_idle - Performs background processing 
Returns: user defined termination code, 0 is no termination 
Note: This routine is automatically called from main when no other 

processing is required, but may not be called regularly. 

int appl_idle(void) 
{ 
/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 
loop_count++; 
/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* --------------------------------------------- 
return 0; 

} /* end appl_idle */ 

appl_end - Final processing before termination 
Parameters: IN times - main program loop cycles executed 

IN bufs_proc - number of buffers processed by 
appl_process 

IN buf count - number of buffers received 
IN prev_buf count - last buffer given to applprocess 
IN DMS_err - error code from DMS 
IN appl_term_code - user termination code from either 

appl_process or appl_idle 
IN FIFO_ovfl - indication that the FIFOin the 

FPGA has overflowed 
IN DMS_count - number of frames remaining to be 

received in the block 
Note: This routine is automatically called from main at program 

termination. 

void appl_end(unsigned int times, 
int bufs_proc, 
int buf count, 
int prev_buf count, 
int DMS_err, 
int appl_term_code, 
unsigned int FIFO_ovfl, 
unsigned int DMS_count) 

{ 
/*--------------- ------- ----------- ----------- 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 

/* end of application dependent code */ 
/*--------------------------------------------- 

} /* end appl_end */ 
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appi_test - Fills separate test block to simulate data from FPGA 
Parameters: OUT fill - pointer to beginning of test block 

IN frame bytes - number of bytes in each frame 
IN frames - number of frames in block 

Note: This routine is autmatically called from main to initialize 
the test buffer with data. 

#if(! TALK_TO_FPGA) 
#define SAMPLE_RATE_KHZ 10000L /* Sample rate for timer setup 
unsigned long appl test(ApplBlockType fill, 

int frame_elements, 
int frames) 

{ 
/* --------------------------------------------- */ 
/* the following code is application dependent */ 
int i, j; 
int samples_per_element = (byte_size(ELEMENTSIZE_CODE)/sizeof(short)); 
int frame_samples = frame_elements*samples_per_element; 

/* period is in 0.5 microseconds units */ 
/* for a time between frames (frame sync) 

period = (frame elements/SAMPLE_RATE)/(0.5e-6 us) */ 
unsigned long period = (2000L*(long)frame_elements)/SAMPLE_RATE_KHZ; 

/* fill can be changed to accomodate testing 
for (i=0; i<frames; i++) { 
for (j=0; j<frame_samples; j++) { 

fill. uhword[i*frame_samples+j] 
_ ((i+1)*Ox1000)+(j+l); 

} /* end for 
} /* end for */ 
/* end of application dependent code */ 
/* -------------------------------------------- 
return period; 

} /* end appl_test 
#endif 

r1 

interrupt void increment(void) 
{ 

WRITEI FPGA=INVERTER; 
WRITE2 FPGA=CONVERTER; 

index 
_ioa=(int)(thetaop); index_iob=index_ioa-240; 

if (index_iob<=0) index iob+=720; 

flgx=0; 

return; 
} 
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